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Abstract. This paper presents the temporal logic of rewriting TLR∗. Syntactically,
TLR∗ is a very simple extension of CTL∗ which just adds action atoms, in the form
of spatial action patterns, to CTL∗. Semantically and pragmatically, however, when
used together with rewriting logic as a “tandem” of system specification and property
specification logics, it has substantially more expressive power than purely state-based
logics like CTL∗, or purely action-based logics like A-CTL∗. Furthermore, it avoids
the system/property mismatch problem experienced in state-based or action-based
logics, which makes many useful properties inexpressible in those frameworks with-
out unnatural changes to a system’s specification. The advantages in expresiveness
of TLR∗ are gained without losing the ability to use existing tools and algorithms to
model check its properties: a faithful translation of models and formulas is given that
allows verifying TLR∗ properties with CTL∗ model checkers. Simulations and bisimu-
lations reflecting and/or preserving useful classes of TLR∗ properties are also studied.
Finally, a strategy language for rewriting is used as a way to verify (resp. falsify) guar-
antee (resp. safety) formulas in TLR∗ for infinite-state systems and, more generally,
to verify strategy formulas about such systems using semidecision procedures.
1 Introduction
In formal specification there is a natural division of labor between two clear and necessary
tasks: (i) to formally specify a system design in a system specification; and (ii) to formally
specify the requirements or good properties that such a system should satisfy in a property
specification. Although in principle we could use the same logic, say L, to specify both a
system and its properties, often this is neither the only nor the best possibility. We may place
the whole specification and verification task in a much better position by allowing a division
of labor between different logics that lets each logic do what it can do best. To use a bricolage
analogy, it is much better to have a good set of tools, each adequate for a specific task, than
to try to do everything with a single hammer, even if it is a very powerful one like set theory
or higher-order logic. This division of labor idea leads naturally to considering at least two
logics: a system specification logic LS , and a property specification logic LP . I call such a
pair of logics a tandem, and use the notation LS/LP to indicate that the first component of
the pair is used to specify systems, and the second component to specify system properties.1
1 To specify a system, a single formalism may sometimes suffice, since system specifications typ-
ically aim at giving a full description of the system in question at some level of abstraction.
However, since a system can have many different “ilities,” in its requirements, such as security,
safety, fault-tolerance, satisfaction of real-time constraints, functional requirements, performance
requirements, probabilistic guarantees, distributed features, user interface properties, and so on, it
may be natural to consider not just one logic LP to specify all properties (in fact this seems hardly
This paper is all about one such tandem, namely, the tandem RewritingLogic/TLR∗, where
rewriting logic is used for concurrent system specification, and the temporal logic of rewriting
TLR∗ is used to specify temporal properties of such systems.
The practical advantages of such a natural division of labor between the system and
property specification tasks are so widely appreciated, that in fact this is what is often done.
The actual division of labor itself may not always be readily apparent, particularly in the
quite common case in which we have an actual containment of logics LS ⊆ LP , that is,
when LS is a sublogic of LP . For example, we can specify a deterministic system giving an
algebraic specification of it in equational logic, and then express its properties in first-order
logic with equality, which contains equational logic as a sublogic. However, even in a case
like this, the advantages of such a division of labor may be enormous. For example, without
the restriction to something like equational logic or Horn logic with equality for system
specification, there is no hope to have initial models, and therefore no hope to have inductive
reasoning principles to prove properties about our system. Such principles are essential in
practice to prove many nontrivial system properties. Furthermore, as it is the case with
equational and rewriting logic, the system specification logic may be a computational logic,
which has the great advantage of making system specifications executable.
1.1 The System/Property Mismatch Problem
Some tandems are better than others by being more expressive.2 After all, the goal of formal
specifications is not formalism for its own sake, but rather to offer a mathematically precise
way to reason about the satisfaction of relevant system requirements in a system design.
The design and the requirements themselves belong to what we might call an “informal
metalanguage,” typically natural language plus some pictures, diagrams, and so on. The
most crucial task of formal specification is to correctly express a system design in a formal
system specification, and its corresponding requirements in a formal property specification.
That is, what we always begin with and ultimately care about are not formal specifications
and properties themselves, but the actual designs and requirements that they express.
The formal specification task involves assigning to an informal design Des a formal
system specification SDes in LS , and to an informal requirement req a sentence3 ϕreq in LP .
The crucial objective is to faithfully capture the intended meaning of Des and req , so that
we have in fact an equivalence
Des satisfies req ⇔ SDes |= ϕreq ([)
Of course, the left side of the equivalence is still in our informal metalanguage, and only
the right side is fully formalized: that is the whole point of formal specifications. But we
should never forget that what we really care about is the left side, and the correctness of this
equivalence. The expressiveness problem for a tandem LS/LP is, first, whether, assuming we
can correctly express Des as SDes in LS , we can express a requirement req at all in LP , and,
possible), but rather a family of logics LP1 , . . . ,LPn , each well suited to express certain kinds of
properties pertaining to certain “ilities”. All the considerations I make in what follows should
therefore be understood as generalizable to a tandem of logics of the form LS/LP1 , . . . ,LPn .
2 Everything else being equal, being more expressive is clearly an advantage and, as I argue in this
paper, the key to avoiding the “system/property mismatch problem.” However, extra generality
does not always come entirely for free: one may lose some decidability properties, or have higher
computational complexity of model checking, or get a harder to understand formalism.
3 Or a set of sentences, but assuming that we have conjunction in LP , taking ϕreq to be a single
sentence will do for expository purposes.
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second, even if we can express it, how easily and naturally we can do so. What may quite
often happen, is that we cannot express req directly in LP , that is, there is no ϕreq to be
found such that we have the above equivalence ([). However, we may be able to express req
indirectly by “cooking” the system specification SDes . That is, we may be able to devise a
quite different4 system specification S˜Des that somehow encodes what is inexpressible about
req in our original specification SDes , and then find a formal property ϕreq meaningful for
S˜Des , so that we have an equivalence
Des satisfies req ⇔ S˜Des |= ϕreq (\)
When situations of this kind, requiring frequent “cooking” of system specifications, arise
in a tandem LS/LP , I say that LS/LP suffers from the system/property mismatch problem.
This is not a good situation, for various reasons. First of all, the equivalence (\) now involves
the informal metalevel in an intrinsically more complex way, since now we have not one
but two formal system specifications to worry about, namely, SDes and S˜Des . Therefore,
it becomes more likely for human errors to infect the always subtle and difficult task of
correctly passing from the informal design Des to the formal specifications SDes and S˜Des ,
and from the informal requirement req to the formal property ϕreq . This increases the risk
of ending up verifying the wrong property and/or specifying the wrong system. Second, the
whole point of the division of labor between system and property specification is defeated,
at least in part, since now these two worlds leak across each other in undesirable ways:
we may have to introduce substantial changes in our system specification many times just
for the purpose of specifying properties, a real nightmare for large specifications. Third, the
whole specification process in LS/LP may in practice become quite unnatural, creating a
real barrier for non-experts, who usually will be unfamiliar with the perhaps quite refined
“cuisine” that is needed to indirectly express properties that are directly inexpressible.
One way in which this undesirable situation can sometimes be palliated is by finding an
alternative tandem L′S/L′P and a faithful mapping of tandems, from L′S/L′P to our given
tandem LS/LP . By this I mean a pair of functions (K, γ) : L′S/L′P −→ LS/LP , where K
maps a system specification S ′ in L′S to a corresponding system specification K(S ′) in LS ,
and γ maps each formula ϕ′ in L′P to a formula γ(ϕ′) in LP in such a way that satisfaction
is faithfully preserved, that is, we have an equivalence
S ′ |=′ ϕ′ ⇔ K(S ′) |= γ(ϕ′) (†)
where the symbols |=′ and |= emphasize that formula satisfaction is taking place in different
tandems. A mapping of tandems (K, γ) : L′S/L′P −→ LS/LP may be helpful because we may
be able to express the design Des as a formal specification S ′Des in L′S , and the requirement
req as a sentence ϕ′req in L′S , so that we have a chain of equivalences
Des satisfies req ⇔ S ′Des |=′ ϕ′req ⇔ K(S ′Des) |= γ(ϕ′req) (‡)
This gives us a systematic recipe for “cooking”the system specification SDes asK(S ′Des), and
expressing req as γ(ϕ′req). Since the relation between SDes and S ′Des can be quite straight-
forward, and K and γ can typically be automated, the cooking process may become less
prone to human error by delegating the complex cooking details to the “compiler” (K, γ).
Furthermore, once (K, γ) is automated, we may be able to invoke tools for our original
tandem LS/LP to verify requirements that are directly inexpressible in it.
4 Extensions SDes ⊆ SextDes , where SextDes conservatively extends SDes by just adding auxiliary func-
tions or predicates needed for ϕreq are not “cooking” in any sense, since SDes is preserved.
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A good example of unending system/property mismatch problems is furnished by tandems
typically used in action-based and state-based approaches to the specification of concurrent
systems and their properties. At the system specification level, action-based approaches typ-
ically adopt the formalisms of labeled transition systems, and state-based approaches that
of Kripke structures. At the property specification level, they respectively adopt temporal
or modal pure action logics, based on the labels of events, and pure state-based logics, based
on atomic state predicates. There are many examples. Let me focus on two well-known ones
that are in a sense mirror images of each other and that are particularly relevant for the
ideas I will present later in the paper. On the one hand, the tandem Kripke/CTL∗ (or one of
its subtandems such as Kripke/CTL or Kripke/LTL) is widely used in the state-based camp
(see [8] for an in-depth discussion of the Kripke/CTL∗ tandem). On the other hand, the
tandem LTranSys/A-CTL∗ proposed by De Nicola and Vaandrager [36], where A-CTL∗ is a
pure action logic mirror image of CTL∗, is a perfect exponent of a corresponding tandem in
the action-based camp. Two important and elegant results in [36] are precisely the proof of
correctness of two faithful mappings of tandems, one Kripke/CTL∗ −→ LTranSys/A-CTL∗,
and another in the opposite direction LTranSys/A-CTL∗ −→ Kripke/CTL∗. What these
two mappings palliate are the many mismatch problems caused by the existence of many
action-based properties that are directly inexpressible in purely state-based logics, and, sim-
ilarly, of many state-based properties that are directly inexpressible in purely action-based
logics. The examples are numerous and well-known. I give a good number of such examples
myself in Section 2. In a sense these mismatches, besides being well known, are also obvi-
ous, since their root cause can be found not just at the level of the property specification
logics themselves, but instead goes back to the system specification formalisms used, since
a labeled transition system has no notion of state predicates, and a Kripke structure has no
notion of labeled transitions.
Various “cooking” techniques are used in each camp to deal with their corresponding lack
of expressiveness. For example, in Kripke structures, action information is often encoded in
so-called “history variables”. In some sense, the above mappings of tandems by De Nicola
and Vaandrager provide some of the best and most systematic cooking techniques available
to correctly take advantage of tools in each other’s camp, and to palliate, in the way I have
described above, some system/property mismatch problems.
But is this the end of the story? Is accepting the present and unavoidable tie between
these two very fruitful approaches the best we can do? I do not think so, and for three
reasons. First, the mismatch problems that the above mappings of tandems can obviate
have to do with properties that are either purely action-based, or purely state-based. But
as I argue and illustrate with examples in Section 2, many natural properties, by being
mixed properties involving in an intrinsic way both action-based and state-based aspects,
are by their very nature directly inexpressible in either LTranSys/A-CTL∗ or Kripke/CTL∗.
Second, one should never confuse a lesser evil with a better good: the fact that we can
indirectly express a property is certainly helpful; but it is also a clear sign of a lack of
expressiveness in the formalisms involved, and has its costs, above all at the human reasoning
level, where one is forced to reason in an indirect, roundabout way about things that should
be expressed much more directly and naturally: what are needed are better, more expressive
logics that combine all the advantages of the action-based and state-based logics while
avoiding their respective disadvantages. Third, both labeled transition systems and Kripke
structures are in a sense quite limited and low-level formalisms. Not only do they each lack
what the other has: in addition, both of them, by assuming unstructured sets of elements
for their state structure, lack support for expressing high-level system structure, and in
particular have no way of directly expressing key system features such as concurrency.
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1.2 How RewritingLogic/TLR∗ Addresses System/Property Mismatches
Let me now explain my motivation for proposing the tandem RewritingLogic/TLR∗ as what
I think is a good way of coming out of this impasse and have intrinsically more expressive
formalisms for both system and property specification. I begin commenting on rewriting
logic, and then explain TLR∗ as an ideal counterpart of it at the property specification level.
As I explain at length in Section 9, my proposal for supporting both state-based and action-
based features is certainly neither the first nor the only one (see, e.g., [39,18,22,38,19,23]).
However, as I explain below and substantiate more fully in the rest of the paper, it is a
tandem design proposal with a number of useful new features.
I view rewriting logic [32] as a high-level system specification logic that, besides being a
very expressive and general logical framework for concurrent systems [32,26], combines the
best advantages of labeled transition systems and Kripke structures, but goes considerably
further than either of these formalisms in its expressive power (see Section 4.4). Indeed,
since rewrite rules are labeled, all the advantages of a labeled transition system are present.
And since rewriting logic contains equational logic as a sublogic, state predicates are easily
definable by equations as Boolean-valued functions. Furthermore:
– Labeled transitions are not defined in extenso, by giving the set of all its state-label-
state triples, but are instead defined parametrically and locally, in the sense that the
variables in the terms t and t′ of a rewrite rule l : t −→ t′ are its parameters, and it is
not necessary to explicitly specify the contexts in which those transitions can happen
(since this is taken care of by the logic’s inference rules), but it is enough to focus on
the local state changes effected by the rule. Therefore, many systems having an infinite
number of transitions can be easily and succinctly described with a few rewrite rules.
– The locality of rewriting, together with the algebraic structure of states, makes possible
the intrinsic and explicit expression of a system’s concurrency, because rewriting of
different state components can then happen concurrently, and the logic directly supports
such concurrency [32]. This is in contrast with transitions in a standard labeled transition
system or a Kripke structure, where a state is an element of an unstructured set and,
although there can be nondeterminism, there is, as such, no explicit concurrency.
– Furthermore, concurrency is expressed in what might be called an “ecumenical” and
not a “sectarian” way. That is, without building in any particular concurrency model
like Petri nets, the pi-calculus, actors, dataflow, or shared variables. Instead, any such
models can be easily specified within rewriting logic as specific rewrite theories [32,26].
– Because of the availability of equational logic as a sublogic, state predicates need not be
atomic. They can instead have various data parameters. I give many examples of this
useful feature in this paper, and many other can be found in [9]. The availability of
equational logic and the wealth of equational reasoning techniques and theorem proving
tools is also very important because of the common and frequent need to combine theorem
proving and model checking. For example, the correctness of an abstraction depends on
the satisfaction of proof obligations that are much easier to discharge if the states and
state predicates of the system and those of its abstraction are already axiomatized by
equational theories (see, e.g., [33,9]).
– A key feature, similar to that of algebraic specifications, is that rewrite theories have
an initial model semantics [32]. This means that a rewrite theory has a natural and
intuitive mathematical model associated to it, and that such an initial model supports
very useful inductive reasoning principles.
– Yet another important advantage of rewriting logic is its executability. We can view
rewrite theories not just as specifications, but also as concurrent programs, and can use
them directly to support a high-level, declarative form of concurrent programming (see
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[9] for some interesting examples). This is useful not just for simulating and debug-
ging system specifications or using them directly as programs, but also for performing
sophisticated formal analyses on them. For example, the Maude system [9], besides exe-
cuting rewrite theories, supports model checking of LTL properties, and also reachability
analysis of concrete states by search, and of symbolic states by narrowing.
What is TLR∗, and what are its key advantages when used in tandem with rewriting
logic? From the syntactic point of view, TLR∗ is a simple extension of the very well known
state-based logic CTL∗ (see, e.g., [8]). The extension is very simple, because it consists
of just adding to CTL∗ a new kind of atom, without changing at all any of its logical
connectives. The atoms of CTL∗ are of course state predicates belonging to a set AP of
atomic predicates, which are interpreted in a Kripke structure according to the structure’s
labeling function. In TLR∗, besides such state atoms, we can also have action atoms, which
are elements of a set of spatial action patterns. In a standard labeled transition system,
the only possible action patterns are the labels themselves. Instead, because of the local
and parametric nature of rewrite rules, and the algebraic nature of states, it now becomes
possible to have much more expressive action atoms that specify not just the fact that an
action or event labeled l has happened, but where, in the spatial structure of the distributed
state, has the action actually happened. The point is that the parametric nature of a rewrite
rule l : t(x1, . . . , xn) −→ t′(x1, . . . , xn) involving variables x1, . . . , xn is shared by its label
l, which we can view also as a parametric label l(x1, . . . , xn). Furthermore, the local nature
of a rewrite rule, which allows it to happen in many different contexts, can be constrained
by specifying in a spatial action pattern the allowable spatial “shapes” we are particularly
interested in having as contexts. Therefore, spatial action patterns have the general form
C[l(t1, . . . , tn)], where l is the rule label indicating the type of action, C is a context term
indicating the spatial shape of the context in which the action is taking place, and t1, . . . , tn
are terms constraining the shape of the parameters the rule can be instantiated with. I give
various examples in Section 2 and later in the paper of why this kind of spatial actions, and
the expressive power of spatial action pattern to localize actions, is indeed a very useful and
expressive feature.
What are then the key advantages of TLR∗? I think that the most important is its
simultaneous support for both state-based and action-based properties and, more generally,
for mixed properties involving both action-based and state-based aspects. This solves in a
single blow all the system/property mismatches experienced in purely state-based or purely
action-based logics because of their inability to directly express each other. What this means
at the practical level is a considerably simpler and more natural formalism, facilitating
reasoning at the right level of description: if the relevant property involves an action, we
can just mention that action directly, and can even say where and how it happens; and
if it involves some state predicates we can just use them; and if it involves both, we just
use both, without any need for encoding either, or for cooking our system specification. Of
course, in the cases where, for example, only state predicates are involved in a property, we
just remain within CTL∗ and nothing changes: we have a completely conservative extension
of our previous reasoning methods; and the same is the case when properties happen to be
purely action-based.
Another important advantage is that we can be more general and expressive without
losing the wealth of model checking techniques and tools of the state-based tradition. I
show in Section 4.5 that there is a faithful mapping of tandems RewritingLogic/TLR∗ −→
Kripke/CTL∗ that makes it possible to model check a TLR∗ formula using a CTL∗ model
checker, and that the cost in complexity, in terms of the size of the state space of the trans-
formed specification, should be acceptable for the kinds of properties one wishes to verify
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in practice. This of course does not preclude the eventual development of “native” model
checking techniques for TLR∗, which should provide even more efficient model checking
algorithms.
Yet another advantage, discussed in Sections 6 and 7, is the identification of two classes
of TLR∗ formulas, generalizing the guarantee and safety formulas of LTL and CTL∗, for
which model checking semidecision procedures to verify (resp. falsify) such properties on
infinite state systems can be given. More generally, what I identify is a strategy language
for rewriting which can be directly used to express and model check not just guarantee
formulas, but more general strategy formulas that are interesting in their own right, as a
kind of “dynamic logic,” to specify system properties.
1.3 Outline of the Rest of the Paper
Before entering into the formal details, I motivate TLR∗ in Section 2 by means of a simple
example that in various ways and extensions is used throughout the paper to illustrate the
main ideas. Some preliminaries on rewrite theories, proof terms, computations, and spatial
action patterns needed for both the syntax and the semantics of TLR∗ are then covered in
Section 3. TLR∗ itself, its syntax and semantics, its relationships to state-based and action-
based logics, and the above-mentioned mapping of tandems making it possible to model
check TLR∗ properties using CTL∗ model checkers, are all studied in Section 4. The topic
of simulations and bisimulations, and results about the preservation, and/or reflection of
ATLR∗ or TLR∗ properties by such simulations or bisimulations are covered in Section
5. In Sections 6 and 7, I present the strategy language for rewrite theories, define its se-
mantics and that of strategy formulas, define a translation of TLR∗ guarantee formulas
into strategies, relate the semantics of guarantee formulas to that of their corresponding
strategy formulas, and present two infinite-state semidecision procedures for model checking
universally and existentially quantified strategy formulas that can also be used to verify uni-
versally and existentially quantified guarantee formulas, and to falsify their dual universally
and existentially quantified safety formulas. All this is then illustrated with two examples
in Section 7.4. Sections 8 and 9 discuss related work and present some conclusions and di-
rections for future work. Two appendices describe, respectively: (i) an experiment using the
Maude model checker to verify TLR∗ properties using the above-mentioned map of tandems
RewritingLogic/TLR∗ −→ Kripke/CTL∗; and (ii) the technical details of an inference sys-
tem for verifying the satisfaction of strategy expressions that is used as an auxiliary routine
in the infinite-state model checking procedures presented in Section 7.
2 A Simple Example
To motivate TLR∗ and why temporal logics that are either solely state-based or solely action-
based cannot directly express natural properties one would like to specify and verify, I use a
simple fault-tolerant client-server communication protocol. There can be many clients and
many servers, and each server can serve many clients. For simplicity I assume that each
client communicates with a single server. The purpose of the communication is for the client
to ask a question from the server and then receive an answer. For simplicity I assume that
both the question and the answer are natural numbers. The server S uses a function f , only
known to the server itself, that, given a question N from client C, computes the answer
f(S,C,N). For example, assuming a public key infrastructure, the question could be the
concatenation of C’s name with a nonce signed by C and encoded with S’s public key; and
then the answer f(S,C,N) could be the concatenation of S’s name with a secret generated
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by S from that nonce and C’s identity, first signed by S, and then encoded with C’s public
key. Both C and S could then use C’s nonce plus S’s generated secret to generate a shared
key that they could use in subsequent communication. The communication environment
is faulty: messages can arrive out of order, can be duplicated and can be lost. In spite of
the faulty environment, the protocol satisfies a very natural property that one would like
to formally specify and verify: under appropriate fairness assumptions, any client asking a
question does eventually receive the corresponding answer.
The protocol has a simple system specification in rewriting logic as a rewrite theory
R = (Σ,E,R), with (Σ,E) an equational theory defining the states as elements of the
initial algebra TΣ/E , and R a collection of labeled rewrite rules describing the different
message-passing asynchronous transitions between a client and a server. I first summarize
how states are represented in (Σ,E), and then comment on the rewrite rules R listed below.
The fact that messages can arrive out of order is modeled by making the communication
medium a “soup,” in which clients, servers, and messages are floating. This is captured
algebraically by representing such a soup as a multiset of sort State, which is built up using
a multiset union operator, denoted with empty syntax (juxtaposition), satisfying laws of
commutativity (X Y = Y X) and associativity ((X Y ) Z = X (Y Z)), and having the
empty multiset (denoted null) as an identity (X null = X). The elements floating in this
soup are the states of different clients and servers and the messages. Clients and servers
have names, which are elements of a sort Oid . Client states are represented as four-tuples
of the form [C,S,N,W ], where C is the client’s name, S is the name of the server it wants
to communicate with, N is the natural number representing the question, and W is either a
natural number corresponding to the answer if it has already been received, or the nil value
if the answer has not yet been received. In this simple version, servers are stateless5 and
are represented as structures [S], with S the server’s name. Messages are all represented as
pairs of the form I  CNT , with I the addressee’s name, and CNT the message contents.
Such contents are pairs (J,N), with J the sender’s name, and N a number. There is also
the function f computed by the server, whose specific defining equations need not concern
us here. I now explain the rewrite rules R listed below.
req : [C,S,N,nil ] −→ [C,S,N,nil ] S  (C,N)
reply : S  (C,N) [S] −→ [S] C  (S, f(S,C,N))
rec : C  (S,M) [C,S,N,W ] −→ [C,S,N,M ]
dupl : I  CNT −→ I  CNT I  CNT
loss : I  CNT −→ null
All variables in the terms of the above rules are written with capital letters and have the
sorts already explained above. For example, C and S have sort Oid , N and M have sort
Nat , and W has a supersort of Nat , say DefaultNat , containing also the nil element. Note
that all the rules are “soup rewriting” rules. Thanks to the associativity and commutativity
of multiset union, rules such as reply and rec express the out-of-order nature of the message
passing communication, since they can be applied as long as the client or server is in a
state matching part of the rule’s lefthand side pattern and somewhere in the soup there is
a message matching the rest of that lefthand side pattern. The meaning of the rules is now
quite obvious. Rule req means that, as long as the client has not yet received an answer,
it can keep resending its request. Rule reply means that the server can answer repeated
requests from a client. Rule rec means that the client can receive the answer from the client
5 A more efficient version of servers could save the answer given to each client in the server state
to avoid repeated recomputation of the same answer; saving the question and the answer would
also be needed for the shared key cryptographic application I mention above.
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and will store the answer in its fourth component. The rules dupl and loss model the faulty
environment and have the obvious meaning: messages can be either duplicated or lost.
This very simple fault-tolerant protocol has a key property that one would like to formally
specify and verify, namely, that under suitable fairness assumptions any client asking a
question does eventually receive the answer from its server. Fairness assumptions are needed,
because without them the loss rule could preempt all communication. As I will show in what
follows, even this very simple property cannot be directly expressed in either a purely state-
based logic, or a purely action-based logic without modifying the above system specification.
For concreteness, assume a simple initial state with a server a and two clients b and c,
say, a soup of the form
[a] [b, a, 7,nil ] [c, a, 17,nil ]
and let us assert this property for a and b. We can do so with a single TLR∗ formula of the
form
A(FairnessAssumptions ⇒ F rec(b))
I focus for the moment on the conclusion formula F rec(b) and will explain later the subfor-
mula FairnessAssumptions. The spatial action rec(b) appearing in this formula illustrates
a key feature of TLR∗. The notation rec(b) is shorthand for rec(b, S,M,N,W ). It asserts
that the general action6 rec(C,S,M,N,W ) corresponding to applying the rec rule has taken
place with the rule’s variable C instantiated to b. Since the remaining variables in the spa-
tial action are “don’t care” variables, by convention we can use any of the following three
equivalent notations:
rec(b, S,M,N,W ) = rec(b, , , , ) = rec(b)
Therefore, what rec(b) allows us to do is to localize the action rec to the client b.
Can we replace rec(b) by a state-based formula? Yes and no. In this particular case,
given the assumption that in the initial state client b has not yet received an answer, it
is possible to replace rec(b) in the above universally-quantified formula by the state-based
formula ¬(answered .b) ∧ X answered .b, where the state predicate answered .b holds of a
state if there is a client named b whose last component is a natural number, and does not
hold if either b is not present or its last component is nil . However, as I show below, there is
no state-based formula equivalent to rec without changing our protocol specification. In fact,
it is not hard to find other examples of localized actions which cannot likewise be expressed
as state-based formulas in a direct way, that is, without “cooking” the system specification
by modifying its states and/or its rewrite rules. Another case in point is the localized spatial
action req(b) (which, again, is shorthand for req(b, S,N)). It is utterly impossible to define
state predicates on the given state structure that would allow us to write a state-based
formula asserting that the action req(b) has taken place. To see why this is impossible,
notice that such a formula should presumably be a path formula φ that must be evaluated
on a sequence, say pi = pi(1) pi(2) . . . pi(n) . . . of states. Now consider a state such as
[a] [b, a, 7,nil ] a (b, 7) [c, a, 17,nil ]
in which b has already sent its request, and consider the infinite sequence pi of states obtained
from this state by adding to it one more copy of the message a (b, 7) each time. Since such
a sequence can be obtained by applying the rule req with C instantiated to b at every
single step, we must have that pi |= φ, and, furthermore, that pi |= Fφ, and pi |= Gφ. But
6 Note that the variables of a given rewrite rule are listed in their textual order of appearance in
its lefthand side.
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on the other hand, since the same sequence pi can also be obtained by applying the dupl
rule at every single step, we must conclude that pi 6|= φ, and, furthermore, that pi 6|= Fφ,
and pi 6|= Gφ, a blatant contradiction. That is, given the sequence of states pi, we have no
way to tell whether the action req(b) has taken place or not: the only thing we can say for
sure is that it could have taken place, since the scenario in which req(b) is applied at least
once, and the dupl rule is applied whenever req(b) is not applied, is consistent with pi. The
same reasoning shows that, without changing our protocol specification, we cannot find a
state-based formula φ equivalent to rec(b). Consider the state
[a] [b, a, 7, f(a, b, 7)] a (b, 7) [c, a, 17,nil ]
in which b has already received an answer from a, but there is still another copy of its request
message in the soup, either because b had sent two requests, or because the dupl rule was
applied. Consider now the sequence of states ρ with ρ(0) the above state, ρ(1) the state
obtained from ρ(0) by removing the message a (b, 7) from the soup, and ρ(n+2) obtained
from ρ(n+1) by adding a fresh new copy of the message a (c, 17). The intrinsic ambiguity
now is that in passing from ρ(0) to ρ(1) either the rule rec, with C instantiated to b, or the
rule loss could have been applied, and we have no way to tell from the sequence ρ which
rule was applied. In particular, the state-based formula ¬(answered .b) ∧ X answered .b is
not equivalent to rec(b), and in fact does not hold for any state in the above sequence ρ.
One could adopt a weaker “possibilistic” semantics of the “could have happened” kind
by interpreting the holding of an action δ on the pair of subsequent states pi(0) and pi(1) of a
sequence of states pi as the possibility of performing an action of the kind δ : pi(0) −→ pi(1).
More precisely, we could define a satisfaction relation pi |=3 δ, read “δ holds possibly in pi,”
by the equivalence
pi |=3 δ ⇔ (pi(0), pi(1)) ∈ Pairs(δ)
where, by definition, Pairs(δ) denotes the set of pairs of states where we can reach the second
state from the first by the spatial action δ. The problem with this possibilistic semantics is
that it blurs the distinction between different actions, since in general various other actions
δ′ could also perform a transition of the form δ′ : pi(0) −→ pi(1); therefore, by asserting
pi |=3 δ we would also be committed to asserting pi |=3 δ′. For pi our example sequence,
we would have pi |=3 req(b) and pi |=3 dupl , making it impossible to distinguish between
these two different actions. Instead, what we would like to have (and, as we shall see, TLR∗
has) is not a “possibilistic” semantics, but an “actual” semantics, telling us which action has
actually taken place. In such an actual semantics, we could simultaneously assert that req(b)
has taken place and dupl has not, even though the pair of states involved could be related by
either req(b) or dupl . This, of course, is what is impossible in the state-based semantics. As
I explain in Section 3.3, the notion of computation needed for the actual semantics provided
by TLR∗ is not just a sequence of states pi, but a pair (pi, γ), where pi is a sequence of states,
and γ a sequence of rewrite proofs between such states. Such a notion of computation will
indeed allow us to distinguish which actions have actually taken place, and therefore will
allow us to give semantics to both action-based and state-based properties. For example, for
pi our example sequence of states, this resolves the above paradox pi |= φ, and pi 6|= φ for φ
a formula expressing the action req(b), since now we have many different computations of
the form (pi, γ), (pi, γ′), etc. For example, γ could be an infinite sequence of req(b) actions,
whereas γ′ could be an infinite sequence of dupl actions. Then, we would have (pi, γ) |= req(b)
and (pi, γ) 6|= dupl , together with (pi, γ′) |= dupl and (pi, γ′) 6|= req(b).
In summary, the example above shows that, given a sequence of states, it is in general
impossible to tell whether an action has actually taken place or not, so that one cannot make
adequate and natural distinctions about what actions happen or not in a system execution.
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Note that the problem is intrinsic to the semantics of state-based logics, based on Kripke
structures and on sequences of states. Therefore, the only way to adequately cope with
this lack of expressiveness within a state-based framework is to somehow encode actions
themselves inside states. Different techniques, for example so-called “history variables,” are
used for exactly this purpose. The problem, of course, is that this amounts to what in the
Introduction I have called “cooking” the system specification. This may be ok if the cooking
is automated by tools; but it is a clear hindrance at the human reasoning level, and, if done
without tool assistance, can be a source of specification errors at the human level.
Although we were able to barely avoid this kind of problem in the case of the con-
clusion formula F rec(b), the above insoluble problem for req(b) is already hidden in the
FairnessAssumptions subformula as I now explain, thus making the overall expression of our
desired property impossible in a state-based logic without cooking the system specification.
The FairnessAssumptions subformula is interesting in its own right, because it illustrates
two important points: (i) the impossibility of directly expressing a natural property like
fairness in either purely state-based or purely action-based logics; and (ii) the flexibility of
TLR∗ to express not just what might be called standard fairness properties, but the more
expressive “localized fairness” properties that I proposed in [31]. Standard notions of fairness
typically concern transitions, see, e.g., [24]. For example, the strong fairness of a transition
labeled l can be expressed in CTL∗-like notation by the formula Fair(l) defined by:
Fair(l) = GF enabled(l) ⇒ GF taken(l)
and in plain English by saying that if transition l is infinitely often enabled, then it must be
infinitely often taken. Similarly, the weak fairness (justice) property of l can be expressed in
CTL∗-like notation by the formula Just(l) defined by:
Just(l) = FG enabled(l) ⇒ GF taken(l)
and in plain English by saying that if a transition is eventually always enabled, then it must
be infinitely often taken. Note, however, that the CTL∗-like notation is misleading, since it
seems to suggest that Fair(l) and Just(l) can be directly expressed as state-based formulas.
But this is just what in general may be utterly impossible. Consider again the rule req in our
example, and the requirement Just(req). The requirement enabled(req) is purely state-based
and has a straightforward expression as a state predicate in our protocol example. We can
just extend our protocol specification by adding a new sort Prop of atomic propositions
having a constant enabled .req , and a binary function symbol |= : State × Prop −→ Bool
defined in its positive case by the equation
X [C,S,N,nil ] |= enabled .req = true
where X is a variable of sort State. Then, we can express the requirement enabled(req)
as the atomic state predicate enabled .req . The really problematic case is the requirement
taken(req), which in TLR∗ is just the spatial action req = req(C,S,N). This requirement
is utterly inexpressible in CTL∗ without cooking the system specification, since assuming a
path formula φ that could express it, the same sequence of states pi considered above for
req(b) would also give us pi |= φ and pi 6|= φ.
Let me now turn to the, as yet unarticulated, formula FairnessAssumptions. Intuitively,
we need suitable fairness requirements for the rules req , reply , and rec. For example, for
req it seems clear that some kind of justice requirement will suffice. Here is where local-
ized fairness, and the corresponding flexibility of spatial actions to be localized in TLR∗
become crucial. The problem is that Just(req) is not what we want as an ingredient of our
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FairnessAssumptions formula. To see why not, notice that there can be multiple clients in
our state (in the initial state I considered we had clients b and c). Now notice that a com-
putation in which the action req(c) is taken at every step does indeed satisfy the Just(req)
formula; but that doesn’t help client b, since b is utterly starved in such a computation. So,
what we need is to localize to b the justice requirement, which becomes, by definition, the
TLR∗ formula
Just(req(b)) = FG enabled .req(b) ⇒ GF req(b)
where enabled .req now becomes a parametric atomic proposition operator enabled .req :
Oid −→ Prop defined in its positive case by the equation
X [C,S,N,nil ] |= enabled .req(C) = true.
Similarly, the fairness requirement Fair(reply) is not what we want: in this case we need to
localize it to both a and b, since even when localized to a, the server a could be answering
questions from c in a fair way, but utterly starving b; so we get a fairness requirement
Fair(reply(a, b)) = FG enabled .reply(a, b) ⇒ GF reply(a, b)
where the (doubly!) parametric enabledness predicate would now be defined in its positive
case by the equation
X S  (C,N) [S] |= enabled .reply(S,C) = true.
I hope that the general pattern to define such localized fairness formulas in TLR∗ is
sufficiently clear from these examples. Our desired fairness requirement for a and b is then
the TLR∗ formula:
FairnessAssumptions = Just(req(b)) ∧ Fair(reply(a, b)) ∧ Fair(rec(b)).
Fairness properties as the one above are interesting because, by intrinsically combining
the need for both state-based predicates and actions, they underscore the lack of expressive
power of both solely state-based logics like CTL∗ and solely action-based logics like A-CTL∗
[36], since in general none of them can directly express such fairness properties without
cooking the given system specification.
Indirect expression of properties by cooking the system specification and translating
the property formula is sometimes possible. As already mentioned in the Introduction, De
Nicola and Vaandrager [36] provide two pairs of formula and model transformations (tandem
mappings) that allow faithful indirect expression of CTL∗ properties in their purely action-
based logic A-CTL∗, and of A-CTL∗ properties in CTL∗. In a similar vein, I define in Section
4.5 transformations from rewrite theories to Kripke structures, and from TLR∗ formulas to
CTL∗ formulas (another tandem mapping), that allow faithful indirect expression of TLR∗
properties in CTL∗. This mapping of tandems makes possible the use of standard CTL∗
model checkers to verify TLR∗ properties of finite-state systems specified by rewrite theories.
As I have argued in the Introduction, “cooking transformations” of this kind are typically a
low-level “compilation” process that should best be left to automated tools, and that can be
error prone when done by hand: they encumber rather than help the reasoning process at
the human level, which is the main reason to seek more expressive and natural formalisms
in the first place.
The generality of both TLR∗ and rewriting logic makes transformations in the opposite
direction trivial, since it just becomes a matter of embedding a less general semantic frame-
work into a more general one. Specifically, in Section 4.4 I explain how both (deadlock-free)
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labeled transition systems and Kripke structures can be seen as very simple kinds of rewrite
theories, and show that there are two simple embeddings of system/property specification
tandems into the more general RewritingLogic/TLR∗ tandem, namely, the embeddings
Kripke/CTL∗ ↪→ RewritingLogic/TLR∗ ←↩ DFLTranSys/TLR∗(L)
where DFLTranSys denotes the class of deadlock-free labeled transition systems, and CTL∗,
resp. TLR∗(L), are state-based, resp. action-based, sublogics of TLR∗.
In summary, a key advantage of TLR∗ is that it can directly and naturally express
both state-based and action-based properties, as well as mixed properties that intrinsically
combine state-based and action-based aspects. A further advantage is that, by exploiting
the algebraic nature of the state structure supported by rewriting logic specifications, it
allows actions that are not just plain labels, but that can be spatially located and can be
easily localized to the special situations just needed. The above simple example has, I hope,
illustrated some of these advantages, but not quite all of them. For example, we have not
needed to use the further expressive power afforded by spatial actions that take place within a
specified context. This is due to the “flat” structure of the states of our example protocol, that
have all a common multiset structure at the top. I could have made that context explicit
(indeed, it became explicit when defining state predicates) by writing, for example, the
spatial action req(b) as X req(b), thus making explicit that the action is happening within a
state structure that is a multiset at the top level; but this was unnecessary. However, in more
complex systems, such as, for example, “Russian dolls” distributed architectures [35], i.e.,
state structures in which soups are not flat but can hierarchically contain nested subsoups,
specifying the context within which the spatial action is taking place can indeed be quite
useful.
3 Rewrite Theories, Computations and Spatial Actions
This section explains the key aspects of rewriting logic as a system specification logic that
will be needed to use it in tandem with TLR∗ as its associated property specification logic. In
particular, a class RWTh0 of computable rewrite theories that provides the models for TLR∗
is specified in detail. Since in rewriting logic concurrent computation and logical deduction
coincide, the notion of proof term is crucial and is explained in detail. Proof terms are at
the heart of the finite and infinite computations that we can associate to a rewrite theory,
and on which the truth of TLR∗ path formulas is evaluated. Spatial actions are then useful
patterns that characterize a family of corresponding proof terms as their instances.
3.1 Rewrite Theories
A rewrite theory is a triple R = (Σ,E,R), with (Σ,E) an equational theory, and R a
collection of rewrite rules. There are various possibilities for the equational logic in which
the equational theory (Σ,E) is specified: one can choose unsorted, many-sorted, order-
sorted, or even membership equational logic (this last choice is the one favored in Maude
[9]). To keep the exposition as simple as possible, I will assume that (Σ,E) is a many-sorted
equational theory; however, all I will say generalizes in a straightforward way to all the
other equational logics mentioned above. The rewrite rules in R are of the form l : q −→ r,
with l a label, q and r Σ-terms of the same sort, and such that the set of variables vars(r)
appearing in the rule’s righthand side is a subset of the variables vars(q) appearing on the
lefthand side. Although one can choose to associate a different label to each different rule
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in R, it is also possible for several rules to share the same label. All the ideas in this paper
have a straightforward extension to more general rewrite theories which, besides using a
more expressive equational logic, can have rewrite rules in R that are conditional (with
their conditions conjunctions of both equalities and rewrites) and may have extra variables
not appearing in the rule’s lefthand side but appearing in the condition and in the righthand
side. Furthermore, rewriting under specified argument positions of a function symbol f in Σ
can be forbidden by declaring those argument positions frozen. For this more general notion
of rewrite theory see [5], and for its use and executability requirements in Maude see [9].
Intuitively, a rewrite theory R = (Σ,E,R) specifies a concurrent system whose states
are elements of the initial algebra TΣ/E defined by the equational theory (Σ,E), and whose
rewrite rules define concurrent transitions between those states. For example, for the rewrite
theory R = (Σ,E,R) specifying the fault-tolerant client-server protocol discussed in Section
2, the states are the soups of clients, servers and messages, that is, elements of sort State
in the initial algebra TΣ/E , and the rewrite rules specify the protocol transitions that can
concurrently take place in such soups. Therefore, mathematically each state is modeled as
an E-equivalence class [t]E of ground terms, and rewriting happens modulo E, that is, we
rewrite not just terms t but rather E-equivalence classes [t]E representing states. We say
that there is a one-step rewrite [t]E −→1R [t′]E in R iff we can find a term u ∈ [t]E such
that u can be rewritten to v using some rule l : q −→ r in R in the standard way, denoted
u −→1R v, and we furthermore have v ∈ [t′]E . More precisely, we have u −→1R v using
l : q −→ r in R iff there is a position7 p in u and a many-sorted substitution θ such that
u|p = θ(q) and v = u[θ(r)]p. The problem is that for arbitrary E and R, with, say, E and
R finite, whether [t]E −→1R [t′]E holds is in general undecidable, even when the equations E
are confluent and terminating. Therefore, the most useful rewrite theories satisfy additional
conditions under which we can decide in a finite number of steps whether [t]E −→1R [t′]E
holds or not.
Call a rewrite theory computable if it is of the form R = (Σ,E ∪ A,R), with E, A, and
R finite and is such that:
1. Equality modulo A is decidable, and there exists a matching algorithm modulo A pro-
ducing a finite number of A-matching substitutions, or failing otherwise, that can im-
plement rewriting in A-equivalence classes. This implies that for a rewrite theory of the
form R′ = (Σ,A,Q) with Q a finite set of rewrite rules, whether [t]A −→1R′ [t′]A holds
or not is decidable.
2. The equational theory (Σ,E ∪ A) is ground confluent and terminating modulo A [10].
This means that in the rewrite theory RE/A = (Σ,A,E) there are no infinite sequences
of the form
[t1]A −→1RE/A [t2]A . . . [tn]A −→1RE/A [tn+1]A . . .
where the [ti]A ∈ TΣ/A (the rewriting relation terminates on ground A-equivalence
classes), and that for each [t]A ∈ TΣ/A there is a unique A-equivalence class [canE/A(t)]A ∈
TΣ/A called the E-canonical form of [t]A modulo A such that there is a terminating se-
quence (possibly of length zero)
[t]A −→1RE/A [t1]A . . . [tn]A −→1RE/A [canE/A(t)]A
7 See [10] for basic notation on term rewriting. Positions in a term are denoted as strings of nonzero
natural numbers and represent tree positions when the term is parsed as a tree. Two useful notions
are that of a subterm of a given term t at a given position p, denoted t|p, and of replacement
in t of such a subterm by another term u at position p, denoted t[u]p. For example, in the term
t = x+ ((z+0)+ y), the subterm at position 2.1 is z+0, and the replacement t[z]2.1 is the term
x+ (z + y).
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that is, a sequence that cannot be continued because [canE/A(t)]A cannot be further
rewritten with E module A. Note that the confluence and termination assumptions make
the mapping [t]E∪A 7→ [canE/A(t)]A bijective, and therefore we can uniquely represent
E ∪A-equivalence clases as A-equivalence classes in E-canonical form modulo A.
3. In addition to condition (2), the rules R are ground coherent relative to the equations
E modulo A (in a somewhat stronger sense than in [47]). This precisely means that, if
we decompose the rewrite theory R = (Σ,E ∪ A,R) into the simpler theories RE/A =
(Σ,A,E) and RR/A = (Σ,A,R) (which have decidable relations −→1RE/A and −→1RR/A
because of (1)), then for each ground A-equivalence class [t]A such that [t]A −→1RR/A [t′]A
using a given rewrite rule l : q −→ r in R we can always find a corresponding rewrite
[canE/A(t)]A −→1RR/A [t′′]A using the same rewrite rule l : q −→ r in R such that
[canE/A(t′)]A = [canE/A(t′′)]A.
Conditions (1)–(3) then imply that for each sort s in Σ, (→1R,s) is a computable binary
relation on TΣ/E∪A,s: one can decide [t]E∪A →1R [u]E∪A by generating the finite set of all
one-step R-rewrites modulo A of canE/A(t) and testing if any of them has the same E-
canonical form modulo A as [canE/A(u)]A. The above computability requirements (1)–(3)
are quite natural and are typically met in practical rewriting logic specifications. They are
assumed by the Maude system as part of the “contract” with the user to make the theory
executable in an efficient way. Conditions (2) and (3) can be checked for some equational
axioms A using tools such as the Maude Church-Rosser Checker and Coherence Checker [9].
Rewriting logic is by design a system specification logic, particularly well-suited to specify
concurrent systems. The class of computable rewrite theories is essentially the class providing
the models on which TLR∗ formulas will be interpreted. However, to simplify the exposition
I will make a few additional assumptions on the given computable rewrite theory that will
make the integration of rewriting logic as a system specification logic and of TLR∗ as its
corresponding property specification logic particularly smooth. For this purpose, I define the
class RWTh0 as the class of rewrite theories R satisfying the following requirements:
– First of all, R is computable.
– Second, for convenience I assume that all sort names in R are strings of characters and
there is a sort named State which will be the chosen sort of states.
– Third, if R has a sort named Prop (it need not have it in general), then it must also
have a sort named Bool with constants true and false and an operator |= : State ×
Prop −→ Bool . The idea, of course, is that Prop will be the designated sort of atomic
state predicates, and |= will be the function defining whether a given state satisfies a
given state predicate. Furthermore, if Σ is the signature of R, then we will define the
subsignature Π ⊆ Σ of its state predicate symbols as the set of all operators in Σ of
the form p : A1 × . . . × An −→ Prop, with n ≥ 0. The sorts A1, . . . , An are called the
parameter sorts of the atomic state predicate p.
– Fourth, to simplify the exposition (although this last requirement can certainly be
dropped) I assume that R is deadlock-free. This means that in R there are no finite
sequences
[t1]A −→1R [t2]A . . . [tn]A −→1R [tn+1]A
such that [tn+1]A cannot be further rewritten (i.e., it is a “deadlock state”). This is not at
all a strong restriction, since, as explained in [33,9], any rewrite theory R whose rules do
not have rewrites in their conditions can be transformed into a semantically equivalent
theory R̂ that is deadlock-free. Indeed, this transformation is even automated in Maude
[9]. The transformation introduces “enabledness predicates” in the style illustrated in
the discussion of the client-server protocol in Section 2, and introduces an identity,
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“looping” transition exactly when no rule in the original theory is enabled. It is even
possible to characterize the deadlock states of the original theory (they are exactly the
states that are not enabled for any of the original rules), so that we can, for example,
verify properties such as termination of the original theory using the transformed theory.
The main technical reason for assuming deadlock-freedom is that it affords a simpler
and smoother development of the TLR∗ semantics, but such a semantics could also be
developed dropping the deadlock-freedom assumption.
3.2 Proof Terms
Rewriting logic has inference rules that, given a rewrite theory R, infer all the concurrent
computations possible in the system specified by R [32,5]. That is, given two states [u], [v] ∈
TΣ/E∪A, one can reach [v] from [u] by some possibly complex concurrent computation if
and only if one can prove R ` [u] −→ [v] in the logic, where the sequent [u] −→ [v]
does not necessarily denote a single rewrite step, but can instead correspond to a complex
combination of: (i) concurrent rewrites (different subterms being rewritten simultaneously,
as, for example, client b resending a request to server a, and a responding to an earlier copy
of that request simultaneously in the protocol of Section 2); and (ii) sequential compositions
of such concurrent rewrites. In rewriting logic any such complex computation reaching [v]
from [u] is witnessed by a proof term, say λ, so that we write R ` λ : [u] −→ [v]. For
example, in our client-server protocol we may have a state [u] of the form
[a] [b, a, 7,nil ] a (b, 7)
and a state [v] of the form
[a] [b, a, 7,nil ] a (b, 7) b (a, f(a, b, 7))
and the proof λ : [u] −→ [v] that [v] can be reached from [u] by the concurrent computation
in which b resends the message and, simultaneously, a replies to the message present in
[u], is expressed by the proof term λ = req(b, a, 7) reply(a, b, 7). Therefore, a proof term
gives us a precise description of how a concurrent computation reaching a state [v] from
a state [u] has happened. But several such computations, specified by several proof terms,
may in some sense be equivalent. For example, we may consider the concurrent request and
reply described by our λ above to be in some sense equivalent to both: (i) the sequential
computation in which the request happens first and the reply second; and (ii) the one in
which first the reply happens and then the request is sent. That is, we have the following
equality of proof terms, all of which reach [v] from [u] in an equivalent manner:
req(b, a, 7) reply(a, b, 7)
= (req(b, a, 7) [a] a (b, 7)) ; (reply(a, b, 7) [b, a, 7,nil ] a (b, 7)))
= (reply(a, b, 7) [b, a, 7,nil ]) ; (req(b, a, 7) [a] b (a, f(a, b, 7)))
where ; is the sequential composition operator between proof terms. Note that now each
proof subterm in the above sequential compositions describes a one-step rewrite of the form
γ : [u] −→1R [w], or of the form γ : [w] −→1R [v], for some w. For example, we have
(req(b, a, 7) [a] a (b, 7)) : [u] −→1R [w] for [w] the state
[a] [b, a, 7,nil ] a (b, 7) a (b, 7)
Rewriting logic defines a general equivalence relation between proof terms [32,5] which
satisfies the property that any proof term λ has (possibly many) equivalent interleaving
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descriptions as a sequential composition γ1; . . . ; γk of one-step proof terms γi. Such one-
step proof terms have a very simple algebraic description: they are all of the form γ =
t[l(u1, . . . , un)]p, with t, u1, . . . , un Σ-terms, and l a rule label, indicating that at position p
in t, a rule labeled l and having variables, say, x1, . . . , xn has been applied with substitution
θ = {x1 7→ u1, . . . , xn 7→ un}. Note the slight technicality that, to make the expression
l(u1, . . . , un) unambiguous, we have to agree on some order of the variables x1, . . . , xn. I
assume that we use the textual order in which they appear in the rule’s lefthand side. For
example, if the lefthand side is the term f(z, y, g(y, x, z)), then the textual order is z, y, x.
One-step proof terms will be very useful to label atomic transitions in the computations
on which we will evaluate the truth of path formulas in TLR∗. We just need a few more
technical details to make the treatment of such one-step proof terms canonical in the con-
text of computable rewrite theories. The point is that, given a computable rewrite theory
R = (Σ,E ∪ A,R) and given a state [u]E∪A we can have in general an infinite number of
one-step proof terms rewriting it. For example, assuming that + and 0 belong to the signa-
ture Σ of our client-server protocol example and that we have the equation N +0 = N , and
viewing the state [u] above as an E∪A-equivalence class, we do not only have the proof term
(reply(a, b, 7) [b, a, 7,nil ] a(b, 7)), but also (reply(a, b, 7+0) [b, a, 7+0,nil ] a(b, 7+0)),
(reply(a, b, 7 + 0+ 0) [b, a, 7 + 0+ 0,nil ] a (b, 7 + 0+ 0)), and so on. All the above proof
terms are in fact equivalent in rewriting logic, because the equivalence relation between proof
terms includes the equivalence modulo E ∪ A among its axioms [32]. What we really want
is the notion of a canonical one-step proof term. This will allow us to have only a finite
number of such canonical proof terms specifying all the one-step rewrites from a given state.
This is made possible by property (3) (ground coherence) of a computable rewrite theory,
which gives us a systematic way of associating to an arbitrary one-step proof term a corre-
sponding canonical proof term. Indeed, ground coherence ensures that, given a rewrite proof
t[l(u1, . . . , un)]p : [t]A −→1RR/A [t′]A using a given rewrite rule l : q −→ r in R we can always
find a corresponding rewrite proof canE/A(t)[l(v1, . . . , vn)]p′ : [canE/A(t)]A −→1RR/A [t′′]A
using the same rewrite rule l : q −→ r in R such that [canE/A(t′)]A = [canE/A(t′′)]A. Let us
call the A-equivalence class [canE/A(t)[l(v1, . . . , vn)]p′ ]A a canonical one-step proof term for
R = (Σ,E ∪A,R). By the assumptions that R is finite and assumption (1) about the exis-
tence of an A-matching algorithm, there is only a finite number of such canonical proof terms,
representing in a canonical way all one-step rewrites from a given state, and such canonical
proof terms can be effectively computed. Note that in the above examples the fact that
proof terms are A-equivalence classes was already implicit in the multiset notation. We can
make it explicit by realizing that, for example, [(reply(a, b, 7) [b, a, 7,nil ]) a  (b, 7)]A =
[(a  (b, 7) reply(a, b, 7)) [b, a, 7,nil ]]A, where A consists of the associativity, commu-
tativity, and identity axioms for the operator . Note that we can also make canoni-
cal the representation of the states reached from a given state by one-step rewrites: we
can associate to the rewrite proof canE/A(t)[l(v1, . . . , vn)]p′ : [canE/A(t)]A −→1RR/A [t′′]A
its corresponding canonical one-step rewrite proof, namely, [canE/A(t)[l(v1, . . . , vn)]p′ ]A :




where γ = [canE/A(t)[l(v1, . . . , vn)]p′ ]A, for such canonical one-step rewrite proofs, leaving
the reference to the rules R implicit.
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3.3 Computations
Canonical one-step rewrite proofs are the key ingredient to arrive at our desired notion of
computation, on which the truth of TLR∗ path formulas will be evaluated. Recall that if
R = (Σ,E∪A,R) ∈ RWTh0, then R, besides being computable, is assumed to be deadlock-
free and to have a sort named State corresponding to the states of the system specified by
R. We can then define two useful sets. First, the set (CanΣ/E,A)State of all A-equivalence
classes of the form [canE/A(t)]A, where t is a ground Σ-term of sort State. Of course, what
(CanΣ/E,A)State describes is the set of all states of the system specified by R in their
canonical form representation. Second, we can define the set CanPTerms1(R) of all one-
step canonical proof terms in R. Then, by definition, a finite computation in R ∈ RWTh0
is a pair of finite sequences (w, u) ∈ (CanΣ/E,A)+State × CanPTerms1(R)∗ satisfying: (i)
|w| = |u|+ 1 (where |w| denotes the length of a sequence, that is, |w1 . . . wn| = n); and (ii)




is a canonical one-step rewrite proof in R. Therefore, a finite computation (w, u) is a finite





→1 w3 . . . wn
un
→1 wn+1
The set of all finite computations of R is denoted Comp(R)fin . Similarly, given a state
[t] ∈ CanΣ/E,AState , Comp(R)fin[t] denotes the set of all finite computations (w, u) beginning
at [t], i.e., such that w1 = [t] (note the abbreviation of [t]A as [t]).
Note that each finite computation defines an associated rewriting logic proof term,
namely, u1; . . . ;un, and a rewriting logic proof R ` u1; . . . ;un : w1 −→ wn+1. Since: (i)
all proof terms are equivalent to sequential compositions of one-step proof terms [32]; and
(ii) by the ground coherence assumption we can associate to any one-step proof term a cor-
responding canonical proof term, finite computations in the above sense give us all canonical
interleaving representations for all proof terms, and therefore for all the finitary concurrent
computations possible in the system specified by R. Note that, as it has already been il-
lustrated for the client-server protocol, a proof term describing several concurrent rewrites
may have several different but equivalent interleavings, and therefore several different com-
putations in the above sense. This just means that the concurrency present in a rewrite
theory opens up the possibility of performing partial order reduction optimizations (see,
e.g., [8]) when model checking the system specified by R. For work relating rewriting logic
specifications and partial order reduction see [15,16].
In a similar way, an infinite computation in R ∈ RWTh0 is a pair of functions (pi, γ),




is a canonical one-step rewrite proof in R. Graphically, we can represent an infinite compu-





−→1 pi(2) . . . pi(n)
γ(n)
−→1 pi(n+ 1) . . .
Comp(R)∞ denotes the set of infinite computations in R, and for each [t] ∈ CanΣ/E,AState ,
Comp(R)∞[t] denotes the infinite computations starting at [t], that is, those computations
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(pi, γ) such that pi(0) = [t]. Given an infinite computation (pi, γ) and a number i ∈ N,
(pi, γ)i denotes the suffix of (pi, γ) beginning at position i, that is, the pair of functions
(pi ◦ si, γ ◦ si) with s the successor function and s0 the identity function. Given a finite
computation (w, u), with, say, u = u1 . . . un, with n ≥ 0, and w = w1 . . . wn+1, and a k with
1 ≤ k ≤ n+ 1, (w, u)|≤k denotes the finite computation (w1 . . . wk, u1 . . . uk−1), and (w, u)k
the finite computation (wk . . . wn, uk . . . un−1). Similarly, for (pi, γ) an infinite computation
(pi, γ)|≤k denotes the finite computation (pi(0) . . . pi(k), γ(0) . . . γ(k − 1)).
3.4 Spatial Actions
We can now turn to discussing spatial actions, which are the action atoms of TLR∗. They
generalize one-step proof terms, in the sense that we can think of one-step proof terms
as ground-instantiated spatial actions. Indeed, a one-step proof term tells us exactly what
action takes place, with which instantiation of the rule’s variables, and at which exact
position in the state. Spatial actions describe instead patterns, that in general specify not
just a single one-step proof terms, but a possibly infinite set of such proof terms. Roughly
speaking, we can think of spatial actions as “one-step proof terms with variables,” but
they are slightly more general than that, since I also allow rule labels themselves, with
no instantiation information, as the most general kind of spatial actions. Given a rewrite
theory R = (Σ,E ∪ A,R) ∈ RWTh0, the simplest way to describe its corresponding set
SP(Ω,L) of spatial actions is as a set of terms with variables in a signature associated to
R. First of all, note that, since R is computable, the equations E are ground confluent
and terminating modulo A. This means that in the canonical forms [canE/A(t)] not all
function symbols in Σ may be present, since some of them may correspond to functions
defined by equations in E which are evaluated away when a canonical form is reached. For
example, our client-server protocol specification may represent natural numbers in Peano
notation with a constant 0, and a successor function s, and can have an addition function
+ defined by the equations N + 0 = N , and N + s(M) = s(N +M). Then, the symbol +
will never be present in any canonical form of a ground term. Call Ω ⊂ Σ the subsignature
of constructors associated to the ground confluent and terminating modulo A equational
theory (Σ,E ∪ A), where, by definition, f ∈ Ω iff there is a ground term t such that f is a
function symbol in [canE/A(t)]. In our example, 0 and s, and also , are constructors, but +
is not a constructor. In the Maude language, given a theory (Σ,E∪A), where A can contain
various associativity and/or commutativity and/or identity axioms, one can check, under
mild conditions on (Σ,E ∪ A), whether a given subsignature Ω is a constructor signature
using Maude’s Sufficient Completeness Checker (SCC) [20]. As it will become clear in what
follows, making the constructor signature Ω explicit is an important technical requirement to
make the checking of whether a given canonical 1-step proof term γ is an instance of a spatial
action pattern δ decidable. Note that, given a rewrite theoryR = (Σ,E∪A,R) ∈ RWTh0, all
its canonical proof terms γ ∈ CanPTerms1(R) must be of the form γ = [t[l(u1, . . . , un)]p]A,
with t, u1, . . . , un Ω-terms.
Let us now define the set SP(Ω,L) of R’s spatial action patterns, where Ω is the sub-
signature of constructors and L is the set of labels labeling rules in R, and where I assume
Ω ∩ L = ∅. Define the signature Ω(L) as the signature that extends Ω by adding:
– a fresh new sort Top
– for each rewrite rule l : q −→ r in R with q, r of sort B, and with the textually-ordered
set of variables in q having respective sorts B1, . . . , Bn:
• an operator l : B1 × . . .×Bn −→ B
• a constant l of sort B
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• an operator top : B −→ Top
Let X be a many-sorted set of variables with an infinite set of variables for each sort in
Ω, and consider the algebras: (i) TΩ(L)/A(X) of A-equivalence classes of Ω(L)-terms with
variables in X; and (ii) TΩ/A(X) of A-equivalence classes of Ω-terms with variables in X.
Then, our desired set SP(Ω,L) is the subset of TΩ(L)/A(X) defined as follows:
– for each l ∈ L, [l]A, [top(l)]A ∈ SP(Ω,L)
– [l(u1, . . . , un)]A ∈ SP(Ω,L) if l ∈ L, [l(u1, . . . , un)]A ∈ TΩ(L)/A(X),
and u1, . . . , un ∈ TΩ/A(X)
– [top(l(u1, . . . , un))]A ∈ SP(Ω,L) if l ∈ L, [top(l(u1, . . . , un))]A ∈ TΩ(L)/A(X),
and u1, . . . , un ∈ TΩ/A(X)
– [v[l(u1, . . . , un)]p]A ∈ SP(Ω,L) if p is not the empty (top) position, l ∈ L,
[v[l(u1, . . . , un)]p]A ∈ TΩ(L)/A(X), and v, u1, . . . , un ∈ TΩ/A(X).
Note that, by construction, we have CanPTerms1(R) ⊆ SP(Ω,L), so that any canonical
one-step proof term is a ground version of some spatial action pattern. The main purpose of
spatial action patterns is to allow us to specify in TLR∗ action patterns with great flexibility,
and with varying degrees of generality: they can range from the most general patterns of the
form [l]A (that only indicate that some rule labeled l has been applied somewhere in the state
structure) to fully instantiated canonical one-step proof terms (that fully specify the position,
rule label, and variable instantiation), to anything in between. As pointed out in Section 2,
action patterns δ ∈ SP(Ω,L) can often be abbreviated by following a few simple conventions,
making their notation more succinct. The idea, as explained and illustrated there with
examples, is that many variables in the pattern may be “don’t care” variables, that can
be either abbreviated with blanks or dropped altogether, provided that enough information
is left in the remaining pattern to recover them unambiguously up to variable renaming.
For example, suppose that l labels a single rule of the form l : f(x, g(x), y) −→ h(y, x),
with, say, x of sort Nat , and y of sort Bool . Then, we can abbreviate the spatial action
pattern k(h(z, z′), l(s(x), y) to just k(h( , ), l(s( ), ). I will often leave the A-equivalence
class [δ]A of an action pattern δ implicit, and work directly with a representative δ. An
action pattern of the form l describes a rule labeled l that can be applied anywhere. In
our running protocol example, the action pattern req allows the req rule to be applied to
any client anywhere in the soup. An action pattern l(u1, . . . , un) allows l to also be applied
anywhere, but constrains the variable instantiation θ to be itself a further instance of the
substitution x1 7→ u1, . . . , xn 7→ un. For example, with the pattern req(b), the req rule
can only be applied to client b. Action patterns of the form top(l(u1, . . . , un)) are needed
to cover the case where l is applied at the top of the term. For example, top(req(b)) only
allows application of the req rule to states consisting of just one client named b, with no
other clients, servers, or messages present in the state. Similarly, the action pattern top(req)
only allows application of the req rule to states consisting of a single client. The most fully
spatial patterns are those of the form v[l(u1, . . . , un)]p with v a nonempty context and p a
position. For example, we could constrain the req rule to be applied to states containing only
one client, its corresponding server, and no other clients, servers, or messages, by means of
the spatial action pattern [S] req(C,S), which is obtained from the nonempty context term
[S] X by replacing X by req(C,S) at position 2.
The last point to be explained is how we can effectively check that a given canonical one-
step proof term γ is an instance of a spatial action pattern δ ∈ SP(Ω,L). This check will be
essential when defining the semantics of TLR∗. First of all, notice that, by our assumption
that there is an A-matching algorithm, the instance-of relation modulo A between [u], [v] ∈
TΩ(L)/A(X), denoted [u]A A [v]A , and defined by [u]A A [v]A iff there is a many-sorted
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substitution θ such that [u]A = [θ(v)]A, is a decidable relation, since it amounts to checking
whether u matches the pattern v modulo A. The instance-of relation between a canonical
one-step proof term γ and a spatial action pattern δ ∈ SP(Ω,L), denoted γ vA δ is a slight
variant of the A relation defined as follows:
– [v[l(u1, . . . , un)]p]A vA [l]A
– [v[l(u1, . . . , un)]p]A vA [l(v1, . . . , vn)]A iff [l(u1, . . . , un)]]A A [l(v1, . . . , vn)]A
– [v[l(u1, . . . , un)]p]A vA [w[l(v1, . . . , vn)]p′ ]A iff [v[l(u1, . . . , un)]p]A A [w[l(v1, . . . , vn)]p′ ]A
– [l(u1, . . . , un)]A vA [top(l)]A
– [l(u1, . . . , un)]A vA [top(l(v1, . . . , vn))]A iff [l(u1, . . . , un)]]A A [l(v1, . . . , vn)]A.
We can use the above relation γ vA δ to define what might be called the extensional
semantics of a spatial action pattern δ. Indeed, what δ allows us to describe is a set of
canonical one-step proof terms, namely, all those which are instances of the pattern δ.
Therefore, given δ ∈ SP(Ω,L), we define its extensional semantics in the rewrite theory
R as the set [[δ]] = {γ ∈ CanPTerms1(R) | γ vA δ}. When we want to emphasize that
this depends on R we write [[δ]]R. More generally, given any set of spatial action patterns
W ⊆ SP(Ω,L), we define its semantics in R as the set-theoretic union [[W ]] = ⋃δ∈W [[δ]].
Again, to emphasize the dependence on R we may write [[W ]]R.
4 The Temporal Logic of Rewriting
I first introduce the syntax of TLR∗, and then define its satisfaction semantics on a rewrite
theory. By restricting the spatial action patterns and/or the atomic state predicates used,
one obtains various sublogics of TLR∗, including well-known state-based and action-based
sublogics. The generality and expressiveness of the RewritingLogic/TLR∗ tandem allow it
to unify as special cases both the state-based tandem Kripke/CTL∗, based on Kripke struc-
tures, and the action-based tandem DFLTranSys/TLR∗(L), based on (deadlock-free) labeled
transition systems. I also show that there is a pair of model and formula transformations
faithfully mapping the tandem RewritingLogic/TLR∗ to the tandem Kripke/CTL∗. This
makes possible the use of standard CTL∗ model checkers to verify TLR∗ properties of finite-
state systems specified by rewrite theories.
4.1 TLR∗ Syntax
TLR∗ is a family of logics parameterized by the spatial actions SP(Ω,L) and the signature
of atomic propositions Π. The most general of these logics is TLR∗, a generalization of the
state-based CTL∗ logic that allows both spatial actions and state predicates in formulas.
Similarly, TLR is the sublogic of TLR∗ generalizing CTL, and LTLR is the sublogic gener-
alizing LTL. Several other logics, including pure logics of action as well as the state-based
logics CTL∗, CTL, and LTL appear as special cases (see Section 4.3).
Everything is parameterized by the spatial actions SP(Ω,L) and the signature of state
predicates Π. For example, TLR∗ is the parametric family TLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π). The key
classes of formulas I consider are: (i) TLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π), and PTLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π), which
generalize, respectively, state and path formulas in CTL∗; (ii) TLR(SP(Ω,L),Π), and
PTLR(SP(Ω,L),Π), which generalize, respectively, state and path formulas in CTL; (iii)
QFR(SP(Ω,L),Π), the (path-) quantifier-free formulas; (iv) LTLR(SP(Ω,L),Π), which
generalizes LTL formulas; (v) SR(SP(Ω,L),Π), and GR(SP(Ω,L),Π), which generalize,
respectively, the quantifier-free safety and guarantee formulas of LTL (see [24]); (vi) the
spatial actions in positive or negative form Atom(SP(Ω,L)); and (vii) the atomic state
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predicates in positive or negative form Atom(Π). I assume that all state predicate con-
stants and function symbols are constructors, i.e., that there is a subsignature containment
Π ⊆ Ω, and then define the set Prop(Π) of atomic propositions as the set of ground terms
Prop(Π) = TΩProp . I then use a BNF-like notation to characterize the syntax of each of these
logics and sublogics, with the following variables:
δ : SP(Ω,L), λ : Atom(SP(Ω,L)), p : Prop(Π), α : Atom(Π), ϕ, ϕ′ : TLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π)
φ, φ′ : PTLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π), ζ, ζ ′ : TLR(SP(Ω,L),Π), µ : PTLR(SP(Ω,L),Π)
η, η′ : QFR(SP(Ω,L),Π), ρ, ρ′ : SR(SP(Ω,L),Π), , ′ : GR(SP(Ω,L),Π).
– Atom(SP(Ω,L)) : δ | ¬δ
– Atom(Π) : > | ⊥ | p | ¬p
– TLR∗(SP(Ω,L), Π) : α | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ′ | ϕ ∧ ϕ′ | Aφ | Eφ
– PTLR∗(SP(Ω,L), Π) : ϕ | λ | ¬φ | φ ∨ φ′ | φ ∧ φ′ | Xφ | φUφ′ | φRφ′ | φWφ′ | Fφ | Gφ
– TLR(SP(Ω,L), Π) : α | ¬ζ | ζ ∨ ζ′ | ζ ∧ ζ′ | Aµ | Eµ
– PTLR(SP(Ω,L), Π) : ζ | λ | Xζ | ζUζ′ | ζRζ′ | Fζ | Gζ
– QFR(SP(Ω,L), Π) : λ | α | ¬η | η ∨ η′ | η ∧ η′ | Xη | ηUη′ | ηRη′ | ηWη′ | Fη | Gη
– LTLR(SP(Ω,L), Π) : Aη
– SR(SP(Ω,L), Π) : λ | α | ρ ∨ ρ′ | ρ ∧ ρ′ | Xρ | ρWρ′ | Gρ
– GR(SP(Ω,L), Π) : λ | α |  ∨ ′ |  ∧ ′ | X | U′ | F
ATLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π) denotes8 the subset of TLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π) determined by those
formulas whose positive normal forms (with all negations pushed down to spatial actions and
state proposition atoms) may only contain the universal path quantifierA and have no occur-
rences of the existential path quantifierE. Similarly,ASR(SP(Ω,L),Π) andAGR(SP(Ω,L),Π)
denote the universally path-quantified safety and guarantee formulas, respectively; and
ESR(SP(Ω,L),Π) and EGR(SP(Ω,L),Π) denote the existentially path-quantified safety
and guarantee formulas, respectively.
For example, since it has a single universal path quantifier at the top, the formula
A(FairnessAssumptions ⇒ F rec(b))
specifying the the client-server protocol property already discussed in Section 2 belongs to
LTLR(SP(Ω,L),Π), with Ω, resp. Π, the constructor, resp. predicate, subsignature of Σ
in our example system specification R = (Σ,E ∪A,R).
Note that we have the following set-theoretic containments among these classes of for-
mulas:
– Atom(SP(Ω,L)),Atom(Π) ⊂ SR(SP(Ω,L),Π), GR(SP(Ω,L),Π) ⊂ QFR(SP(Ω,L),Π)
– ASR(SP(Ω,L),Π), AGR(SP(Ω,L),Π) ⊂ LTLR(SP(Ω,L),Π) ⊂ TLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π)
– Atom(Π), ESR(SP(Ω,L),Π), EGR(SP(Ω,L),Π) ⊂ TLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π)
– QFR(SP(Ω,L),Π), TLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π) ⊂ PTLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π)
– TLR(SP(Ω,L),Π) ⊂ PTLR(SP(Ω,L),Π) ⊂ PTLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π)
– TLR(SP(Ω,L),Π) ⊂ TLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π)
Note also that many of these connectives are redundant, in the sense of being obtain-
able as definitional extensions of a smaller set of basic connectives such as, for example,
>, ¬, ∨, X, U, and the universal path quantifier A. It is well-known that other Boolean
8 Note that this is completely different from the pure logic of action A-TLR∗(L) proposed in [36],
where the “A” suggests “action,” and where there is no restriction whatsoever on universal or
existential path quantification. I discuss A-TLR∗(L) in more detail in Section 4.4.
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connectives such as ⊥, ∧ and ⇒ are likewise definable in terms of ¬, ∨. Similarly, the exis-
tentially quantified state formula Eφ can be defined by duality as ¬A¬φ. The definitional
extension of the remaining temporal logic connectives is well-known: for example, R is dual
to U, G is dual to F, Fφ = >Uφ, and φWφ′ = (φUφ′) ∨Gφ. Note also that, using these
definitional extensions and duality, and adding ∧ andR to the basic connectives, one can put
any TLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π) formula in positive normal form, so that all negations are pushed to
the atoms. The translation ν transforming LTLR(SP(Ω,L),Π) formulas into standard LTL
notation is also well-known: ν(Aη) = ν0(η), where ν0 leaves the atoms and Boolean connec-
tives unchanged and replaces X, U, R, W, F, G by, respectively, ©, U , R, W, 3, 2.
4.2 TLR∗ Semantics
The semantics of a state formula ϕ ∈ TLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π) is given by the satisfaction relation
R, [t] |= ϕ defined below, where R ∈ RWTh0 has subsignatures of constructors Ω and of
state predicates Π, and [t] is a state, that is, an A-equivalence class [t]A in E-canonical form
modulo A and of sort State, where E ∪A are the equations in R.
Similarly, the semantics of a path formula φ ∈ PTLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π) is given by the sat-
isfaction relation R, (pi, γ) |= φ, where (pi, γ) is an infinite computation in Comp(R)∞.
Since one can express all of TLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π) and PTLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π) in terms of
Atom(SP(Ω,L)), Atom(Π), the basic connectives >, ¬, ∨, X, U, and the universal path
quantifier A, it is enough to define the semantics for the atoms and for those connectives;
however, to simplify a proof in Section 7, I will also include the F connective. Since TLR∗
generalizes CTL∗, the semantic definitions are entirely similar to those for CTL∗ (see, e.g.,
[8]). The key new addition, of course, is the semantics of spatial actions. The satisfaction
relation is defined inductively for both state formulas and path formulas as follows:
– R, [t] |= >
– R, [t] |= p ⇔ E ∪A ` t |= p = true
– R, [t] |= ¬ϕ ⇔ R, [t] 6|= ϕ
– R, [t] |= ϕ ∨ ϕ′ ⇔ R, [t] |= ϕ or R, [t] |= ϕ′
– R, [t] |= Aφ ⇔ ∀ (pi, γ) ∈ Comp(R)∞[t] R, (pi, γ) |= φ
– R, (pi, γ) |= ϕ ⇔ R, pi(0) |= ϕ
– R, (pi, γ) |= δ ⇔ γ(0) vA δ
– R, (pi, γ) |= ¬φ ⇔ R, (pi, γ) 6|= φ
– R, (pi, γ) |= φ ∨ φ′ ⇔ R, (pi, γ) |= φ or R, (pi, γ) |= φ′
– R, (pi, γ) |= Xφ ⇔ R, (pi, γ)1 |= φ
– R, (pi, γ) |= φUφ′ ⇔ ∃k ∈ N s.t. R, (pi, γ)k |= φ′ ∧ ∀0 ≤ i < k R, (pi, γ)i |= φ
– R, (pi, γ) |= Fφ ⇔ ∃k ∈ N s.t. R, (pi, γ)k |= φ.
4.3 Restricting Spatial Actions and State Predicates
The sets of spatial actions SP(Ω,L) and of atomic propositions Prop(Π) by which TLR∗
formulas are parameterized, can both easily be infinite. This can happen as well for Prop(Π)
because, even though the signature Π is typically finite, the fact that we allow parametric
state predicates, whose parameters can range over possibly infinite data structures, can
easily make the set Prop(Π) infinite in may practical applications. However, the semantics
of TLR∗, by being compositional, is in a sense local to the given formula and its subformulas.
This means that it only depends on two finite (and typically very small) sets. Given a TLR∗
formula φ, let sp(φ) denote the set of spatial action patterns appearing in φ as subformulas.
Similarly, let prop(φ) denote the set of atomic propositions appearing in φ as subformulas.
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It is straightforward to check, by inspecting the cases defining the compositional semantics
of TLR∗, that the semantics of a formula φ only depends on the two sets of spatial actions
sp(φ) and of atomic propositions prop(φ) appearing in φ.
This suggests the general idea of considering sublogics of TLR∗ parameterized by a subset
W ⊆ SP(Ω,L) of spatial actions, and a subset ∆ ⊆ Prop(Π) of atomic propositions. That
is, we can define the sublogic PTLR∗(W,∆) ⊆ PTLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π) by the set-theoretic
formula PTLR∗(W,∆) = {φ ∈ PTLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π) | sp(φ) ⊆ W ∧ prop(φ) ⊆ ∆}.
In exactly the same way we can define all the smaller sublogics, such as TLR∗(W,∆),
TLR(W,∆), LTLR(W,∆), and so on.
In the particular case where we make just one of these parameters empty without re-
stricting the other, we encounter well-known logics. When W = ∅, and ∆ = Prop(Π), we
obtain specializations9 to the state-based logics CTL∗, CTL, and LTL; that is, CTL∗(Π) =
TLR∗(∅,Π), CTL(Π) = TLR(∅,Π), and LTL(Π) = LTLR(∅,Π).
On the other hand, when W = SP(Ω,L) and ∆ = ∅, one obtains pure action logics, that
I denote TLR∗(SP(Ω,L)) = TLR∗(SP(Ω,L), ∅), TLR(SP(Ω,L)) = TLR(SP(Ω,L), ∅), and
LTLR(SP(Ω,L)) = LTLR(SP(Ω,L), ∅). These pure action logics can be further restricted
by allowing only atomic labels l ∈ L as actions, i.e., by choosing W = L. In this way we
obtain TLR∗(L) = TLR∗(L, ∅), TLR(L) = TLR(L, ∅), and LTLR(L) = LTLR(L, ∅), logics
closely related to the action-based logic A-CTL∗ [36] and its sublogics (see Section 4.4).
Given a rewrite theory R ∈ RWTh0 and a set of spatial actions W ⊆ SP(Ω,L) in
R, it is sometimes useful to consider the set Comp(R)∞W of infinite computations in R
restricted to W . By definition, this is the set Comp(R)∞W = {(pi, γ|W ) | (pi, γ) ∈ Comp(R)∞},
where γ|W is the function γ|W : N −→ CanPTerms1(R) unionmulti {τ} obtained from γ as follows:
γ|W (n) = if γ(n) ∈ [[W ]] then γ(n) else τ fi. That is, we collapse all canonical one-step
proof terms in a computation which fall outside the semantics [[W ]] of W to the “silent”
label τ . Similarly, Comp(R)∞W,[t] denotes the subset of Comp(R)∞W determined by all those
computations beginning at state [t], that is, all those (pi, γ|W ) such that pi(0) = [t].
The interest of this restriction of computations is that it provides a simpler, yet equiv-
alent, semantics for TLR∗ for formulas φ ∈ PTLR∗(W,∆) and ϕ ∈ TLR∗(W,∆). Indeed,
by: (i) slightly extending the definition of the relation γ vA δ, stipulating that τ vA δ
doesn’t hold for any δ ∈W ; (ii) replacing (pi, γ) by (pi, γ|W ) everywhere in the clauses of the
TLR∗ semantics; (iii) replacing Comp(R)∞[t] by Comp(R)∞W,[t] in the semantic clause for Aφ;
and (iv) restricting p to atomic propositions in ∆ in the semantic clause for p, we obtain a
restricted satisfaction relation |=∆W for formulas φ ∈ PTLR∗(W,∆) and ϕ ∈ TLR∗(W,∆),
and it is then easy to check the following lemma:
Lemma 1. For any ϕ ∈ TLR∗(W,∆) and state [t] we have the equivalence
R, [t] |= ϕ ⇔ R, [t] |=∆W ϕ
Similarly, for any φ ∈ PTLR∗(W,∆) and infinite computation (pi, γ) we have the equivalence
R, (pi, γ) |= φ ⇔ R, (pi, γ|W ) |=∆W φ
4.4 State-Based and Action-Based Temporal Logics as Special Cases
In this section I explore the expressiveness and generality of the RewritingLogic/TLR∗ tan-
dem of system specification and property specification formalisms. I show that both at the
9 The standard specialization (see Section 4.4) would assume that Π consists only of constants;
but here we allow more general parameterized state predicates in Π.
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level of system specifications (models), and at the level of property specifications (temporal
logic formulas), RewritingLogic/TLR∗ is intrinsically more general than many action-based
or state-based tandems. Indeed, the usual labeled transition system and Kripke structure
models are special kinds of rewrite theories; and many well-known action-based or state-
based logics are either sublogics of TLR∗, or logics easily embeddable in TLR∗. As already
discussed in detail in Section 2, the greater expressiveness and generality of the tandem
RewritingLogic/TLR∗ avoids many of the lacks of expressiveness of standard action-based
and state-based temporal logics, while preserving within a unified framework each of their
particular advantages.
A labeled transition system is a triple A = (A,L,R), with A a set of states, L a set of
labels, and R ⊆ A × L × A the labeled transition relation. Let us denote by LTranSys the
class of all labeled transition systems, and by RWTh the class of all rewrite theories. We can
then define a straightforward embedding function I : LTranSys −→ RWTh in the obvious
way, namely, I(A,L,R) = (ΣA, ∅, R̂), where ΣA has a single sort called State, and consists
only of constants: one constant a for each a ∈ A, and where R̂ is the set of labeled rewrite
rules R̂ = {l : a −→ b | (a, l, b) ∈ R}. Obviously, the states of I(A,L,R) are precisely the
states in A, and the labeled transitions in (A,L,R) are in one-to-one correspondence with
the one-step rewrite proofs in I(A,L,R).
A Kripke structure on a set AP of atomic propositions is a triple K = (A,R,L), with A a
set of states, R ⊆ A×A a total transition relation, and L : A −→ P(AP ) a labeling function
assigning to each state a ∈ A the set L(a) ⊆ AP of the atomic propositions that hold in a.
Let Kripke denote the class of all Kripke structures. We then have another straightforward
embedding function J : Kripke −→ RWTh defined by, J(A,R,L) = (ΣA,AP , EL, R˜), where
ΣA,AP has three sorts: State, Prop, and Bool , an operator |= : State × Prop −→ Bool ,
and the following constants: for each a ∈ A a constant a of sort State; for each p ∈ AP
a constant p of sort Prop, and constants true and false of sort Bool . The equations EL
are as follows: for each a ∈ A and p ∈ AP , if p ∈ L(a), then we have the equation a |=
p = true; otherwise we have the equation a |= p = false. The set R˜ is defined as follows:
R˜ = {τ : a −→ b | (a, b) ∈ R}, that is, all rules have the same “silent” label τ . Again, this is
a straightforward way of expressing the Kripke structure as a rewrite theory: the states are
the same, the transitions exactly correspond to one-step rewrites, and the labeling function
is exactly captured by the equations EL.
For the moment I have made no computability assumptions on either the labeled transi-
tion systems in LTranSys, or the Kripke structures in Kripke. Computability is of course a
necessary but in general insufficient condition for any model checking to take place. Making
such computability assumptions explicit would allow us to assign to labeled transition sys-
tems and to Kripke structures corresponding computable rewrite theories, not just in RWTh,
but in the more useful subclass RWTh0 defined in Section 3.1. This all can be done using
Bergstra and Tucker’s theory of algebraic computability [1]. I refer the reader to [34] for a de-
tailed treatment of the embedding of computable Kripke structures into computable rewrite
theories; a very similar approach can be used to embed computable labeled transition sys-
tems into computable rewrite theories, provided that the set L of labels is finite. Of course,
for standard model checking purposes we typically have a finite-state assumption which
makes all computability requirements trivial. Indeed, if the set A of states and L of labels of
a labeled transition system A = (A,L,R) are finite, and A, L, and R are effectively specified,
A is of course computable without further ado, and, provided A is deadlock-free, we have
I(A) ∈ RWTh0. Likewise, any effectively specified finite Kripke structure K = (A,R,L) on
a finite set AP of atomic propositions is likewise computable, and J(K) ∈ RWTh0.
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Consider now a labeled transition system A = (A,L,R) and its associated rewrite theory
I(A) = (ΣA, ∅, R̂). Since there are no equations, ΣA is its own constructor subsignature ΩA.
Then, note that the associated set SP(ΩA, L) is just the set L ∪ {top(l) | l ∈ L}. That is,
since the set A of states is just an unstructured set with no algebraic structure (except for
constants), the states a ∈ A are atomic, and therefore I(A) can exhibit nondeterminism,
but cannot have any concurrency whatsoever. As a consequence, the spatial action patterns
can only be either a label l, or the pattern top(l), which in this case is equivalent to l, since
the top of an atomic state a is also its bottom! Therefore, by choosing W = L and ∆ = ∅
we obtain the already-mentioned logic TLR∗(L). We then have a straightforward way of
giving semantics in a deadlock-free labeled transition system A to a formula ϕ ∈ TLR∗(L),
namely, we can define the satisfaction relation |=LTS as follows:
A, a |=LTS ϕ ⇔ I(A), a |=∅L ϕ
The logic TLR∗(L) and the just-defined semantics |=LTS are very similar, except for
some semantic and syntactic differences, to the syntax and semantics of the action-based
logic A-CTL∗(L) proposed by De Nicola and Vaandrager [36]. Semantically, the only minor
differences have to do with allowing deadlocks (as I have already pointed out, this difference is
nonessential), and treating silent τ transitions specially. Essentially, the set of labels in their
case is L = L0unionmulti{τ}, so that, using our restriction notation, they chooseW = L0 and ∆ = ∅;
that is, their semantics really corresponds to the satisfaction relation |=∅L0 . Therefore, we
should more properly talk about PTLR∗(L0) and A-PCTL∗(L0). The formulas are different
but are semantically inter-translatable. The key difference is that in A-PCTL∗(L0) a label
l never appears by itself as in PTLR∗(L0), but instead indexes a special “next” operator
Xl. The semantics-preserving inter-translations are then quite simple. There is a semantics-
preserving mapping α : PTLR∗(L0) −→ A-PCTL∗(L0) such that α(φ) just replaces any label
l by the formula Xl> and leaves the rest of φ unchanged. Similarly, there is a semantics-
preserving mapping β : A-PCTL∗(L0) −→ PTLR∗(L0) such that β replaces Xl φ by l ∧
Xβ(φ) and acts homomorphically on all other connectives (i.e., β(φUφ′) = β(φ)Uβ(φ′),
and so on). The semantics-preserving nature of these translations can be easily proved by
induction.
In a similar way, Hennessy-Milner logic [21], a well-known action logic, can be easily
expressed as a sublogic of TLR∗(L) by the following translation γ : HM (L) −→ TLR∗(L):
– γ(〈l〉φ) = E(l ∧Xγ(φ))
– γ([l]φ) = A(l→ Xγ(φ))
– γ(φ ∧ φ′) = γ(φ) ∧ γ(φ′)
– γ(¬φ) = ¬γ(φ)
We can then use the above-defined semantics |=LTS to show by induction the correctness of
the translation γ : HM (L) −→ TLR∗(L). There is only the slight technicality that Hennessy-
Milner logic can be interpreted over an arbitrary labeled transition system, whereas the
above-defined |=LTS semantics requires a deadlock-free labeled transition system. This dif-
ference is inessential: we can either add a “looping transition” to each deadlock state in the
labeled transition system A, or we can modify the general TLR∗ semantics to allow rewrite
theories R that can have deadlock states.
In summary, the embedding I of a computable deadlock-free labeled transition system
into RWTh0, together with the identity inclusion of TLR∗(L) into TLR∗, give us a faithful
embedding of system/property specification tandems
(I, id) : DFLTranSys/TLR∗(L) ↪→ RewritingLogic/TLR∗
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and we have similar faithful tandem mappings
DFLTranSys/A-CTL∗(L)
(id,β)−→ DFLTranSys/TLR∗(L) (id,γ)←− DFLTranSys/HM (L)
where, as mentioned in the Introduction, by “faithful tandem mapping” I mean that the
satisfaction relation in the first tandem holds before applying the mapping iff the satisfaction
relation in the second tandem holds after the mapping has been applied. For example, in
the above embedding (I, id) we have the equivalence A, a |=LTS ϕ ⇔ I(A), a |= ϕ.
Turning now our attention to Kripke structures and state-based logics, first note that,
given a Kripke structure K = (A,R,L) on a set of atomic propositions AP , its associated
rewrite theory J(K) = (ΣA,AP , EL, R˜) is such that its subsignature of atomic propositions
Π ⊆ ΣA,AP consists just of the constants AP ; and its subsignature of constructors ΩA,AP ⊆
ΣA,AP consists of the following constants: the states A, the atomic propositions AP , and
the Boolean constants. Since in this case L = {τ}, we have a very simple description for
the associated set of spatial actions SP(ΩA,AP , {τ}), which is just the set {τ, top(τ)}. But
these spatial actions are, first, identical in their meaning (again, a state a is an atomic entity
not allowing any concurrency, and its top is its bottom!), and, second, since all transitions
must be τ -transitions, they say literally nothing. Therefore, the interesting semantics in this
case is chosen by taking W = ∅ and ∆ = AP , and by considering formulas in PCTL∗(AP).
But it is trivial to check that the semantics of the satisfaction relation |=AP∅ is just the
standard semantics of CTL∗ (see, e.g., [8]). Therefore, the embedding J of a computable
Kripke structure into RWTh0, together with the identity inclusion of CTL∗ into TLR∗, give
us a faithful embedding of system/property specification tandems
(J, id) : Kripke/CTL∗ ↪→ RewritingLogic/TLR∗
4.5 Reduction to State-Based Temporal Logics
Although the example in Section 2 has shown that in general there is no direct way of
expressing TLR∗ properties in state-based logics without changing the system specification,
there is, however, a systematic indirect way of achieving such a reduction to state-based
logics, namely, to CTL∗. This, however, requires changing both the system specification,
by associating to a rewrite theory a suitable Kripke structure, and translating the TLR∗
formula ϕ into a corresponding CTL∗ formula ϕ˜. That is, we need to define a suitable faithful
mapping of tandems. I have already pointed out that the semantics of a TLR∗ formula φ,
by being compositional, only involves a finite set of spatial action labels, namely, the action
labels sp(φ) appearing in φ as subformulas. This means that it is always sufficient to consider
formulas in TLR∗(W,Π) with W finite. The faithful mapping of tandems we seek will be a
parametric mapping of the form
(KW , (˜ )) : RewritingLogic/TLR∗(W,Π) −→ Kripke/CTL∗(Π ∪W )
where the parameter W is always a finite set of spatial actions in the given rewrite theory
R, and Π is the subsignature of state predicates in R; and where in the translated CTL∗
formula ϕ˜ the spatial action patterns δ ∈W become additional state predicates.
Given R ∈ RWTh0 and a finite W ⊆ SP(Ω,L), the construction KW maps the rewrite
theory R to the following Kripke structure KW (R):
– Its set of states is the cartesian product (CanΣ/E,A)State × P(W ); that is, a state is a
pair ([t], U), with [t] a state of R in canonical form, and U ⊆ W a subset of spatial
actions in W .
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– Its transition relation is defined by the equivalence: ([t], U) −→ ([t′], V ) iff: (i) there is a
canonical one-step rewrite proof [t]
γ
−→1 [t′] in R, and (ii) V is the set
actW (γ) = {δ ∈W | γ vA δ}.
That is, a transition ([t], U) −→ ([t′], V ) is possible iff there exists a one-step rewrite
[t]
γ
−→1 [t′] in R, and V is the set of all spatial action patterns in W of which γ is an
instance (note that V could be empty).
– Its set of atomic propositions is the set Prop(Π)∪W , and the labeling function maps a
state ([t], U) to the set of atomic propositions LR([t])∪U , where, by definition, LR([t]) =
{p ∈ Prop(Π) | E ∪ A ` [t] |= p = true}; that is, the atomic propositions holding in a
state ([t], U) are exactly those holding in [t] plus the propositions U .
In typical model-checking applications of this mapping of tandems, we will be interested
in using the construction KW (R) to model check a TLR∗ formula ϕ using a CTL∗ model
checker, and we will choose the smallest W possible, namely, W = sp(ϕ). In most practical
cases such a set W will furthermore be unambiguous, in the sense that different action pat-
terns inW never overlap. For example, ifW ⊆ L is just a set of labels, different labels always
denote different sets of one-step proof terms and therefore such anW is always unambiguous.
The interest of having W unambiguous is that, as I explain below, the KW (R) construction
yields a more efficient Kripke structure in the unambiguous case. More precisely, given a
rewrite theory R, a set of spatial action patterns W ⊆ SP(Ω,L) is called unambiguous if
for each δ, δ′ ∈ W with δ 6= δ′ one has δ#δ′, where, by definition, δ#δ′ iff in R we have
[[δ]] ∩ [[δ′]] = ∅. If W is finite, unifiability modulo A is decidable, and the constructors Ω
are free10 modulo A in the equational theory (Σ,E ∪ A) of R, then unambiguity of W
is decidable, because the relation δ#δ′ is decidable. Indeed, if unifiableA(t, t′) denotes the
Boolean-valued predicate function that is true when t and t′ are unifiable modulo A, and
false otherwise, then, we can decide δ#δ′ by first observing that: (i) δ#δ never holds; (ii)
δ#δ′ iff δ′#δ; (iii) label(δ) 6= label(δ′) implies δ#δ′, where the function label(δ) extracts the
unique label l from δ. We can then reduce to one of the following remaining cases, in which
the two action patterns share the same label11:
– ¬([l]A # [top(l)]A)
– ¬([l]A # [l(u1, . . . , un)]A)
– ¬([l]A # [top(l(u1, . . . , un))]A)
– ¬([l]A # [v[l(u1, . . . , un)]p]A)
– ¬([top(l)]A # [l(u1, . . . , un)]A)
– ¬([top(l)]A # [top(l(u1, . . . , un))]A)
– [top(l)]A # [v[l(u1, . . . , un)]p]A iff ∀ x ∈ vars(l) unifiableA(l(x), v[l(u1, . . . , un)]p) =
false
– [l(u1, . . . , un)]A # [l(v1, . . . , vm)]A iff unifiableA(l(u1, . . . , un), l(v1, . . . , vm)) = false
10 This means that E contains no equations in which the lefthand side is an Ω-term. This is a very
common situation in practice. If this free constructor modulo A condition is not satisfied by R,
then, wheneverW passes the unambiguity test I describe below, thenW is certainly unambiguous;
but there may be some sets W that do not pass the test but are nevertheless also unambiguous.
Therefore, in such cases the test becomes a decidable sufficient condition of unambiguity.
11 Note that if several rules share the same label, we can have action patterns l(u1, . . . , un) and
l(v1, . . . , vm) with n 6= m. Whenever several rules share the same label, vars(l) will denote the
set of lists of variables (in textual order) for each one of the lefthand sides or rules labeled with l.
Finally, I assume that all sorts in Ω are nonempty, i.e., that there are ground terms of each sort.
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– [l(u1, . . . , un)]A # [top(l(v1, . . . , vm))]A iff
unifiableA(l(u1, . . . , un), l(v1, . . . , vm)) = false
– [l(u1, . . . , un)]A # [v[l(v1, . . . , vm)]p]A iff unifiableA(l(u1, . . . , un), l(v1, . . . , vm)) = false
– [top(l(u1, . . . , un))]A # [top(l(v1, . . . , vm))]A iff
unifiableA(l(u1, . . . , un), l(v1, . . . , vm)) = false
– [top(l(u1, . . . , un))]A # [v[l(v1, . . . , vm)]p]A iff
unifiableA(l(u1, . . . , un), v[l(v1, . . . , vm)]p) = false
– [v[l(u1, . . . , un)]p]A # [w[l(v1, . . . , vm)]p′ ]A iff
unifiableA(v[l(u1, . . . , un)]p, w[l(v1, . . . , vm)]p′) = false
The point of checking whether W is unambiguous is that in that case the construction
KW (R) is considerably more space-efficient, since in a transition ([t], U) −→ ([t′], V ) the set
V is always either a singleton set {δ}, of the empty set ∅. Therefore, if W is unambiguous
we can give the following more space-efficient construction for KW (R):
– Its set of states is the cartesian product (CanΣ/E,A)State × (W unionmulti {τ}).
– Its transition relation is defined by the equivalence: ([t], δ) −→ ([t′], δ′) iff: (i) there is a
canonical one-step rewrite proof [t]
γ
−→1 [t′] in R, and (ii) either there is a (necessarily
unique) δ′ ∈W such that γ vA δ′, or there isn’t one, and then δ′ = τ .
– Its set of atomic propositions is the set Prop(Π)∪W , and the labeling function maps a
state ([t], δ) to either the set of atomic propositions LR([t])∪{δ} if δ ∈W , or to LR([t])
if δ = τ .
Given now a formula ϕ ∈ TLR∗(W,Π) (resp. φ ∈ PTLR∗(W,Π)) we can associate to
it a formula ϕ˜ ∈ CTL∗(W ∪ Π) (resp. ϕ˜ ∈ PCTL∗(W ∪ Π)) by systematically replac-
ing each occurrence of a spatial action δ ∈ W in ϕ by the formula Xδ. The construction
KW (R), together with the above formula translation (˜ ) define our desired mapping of
tandems (KW , (˜ )) : RewritingLogic/TLR∗(W,Π) −→ Kripke/CTL∗(Π ∪W ). The key issue
is whether this mapping is faithful, in the above-mentioned sense of faithfully preserving the
satisfaction relations |= in TLR∗(W,Π) and |=CTL∗ in CTL∗(Π ∪W ).
We need some notation. Given a Kripke structure K with set A of states, let us denote
by Path(K) the set of functions pi : N −→ A such that for each n ∈ N there is a transition
pi(n) −→ pi(n + 1) in K. Similarly, let Path(K)a denote the paths beginning at state a. A
first useful observation is that, for any U ⊆ W , computations in Comp(R)∞[t] and paths in
Path(KW (R))([t],U) can be related by a function ωU : Comp(R)∞[t] −→ Path(KW (R))([t],U)
defined as follows. Given (pi, γ) ∈ Comp(R)∞[t] , ωU (pi, γ) is the path with ωU (pi, γ)(0) =
([t], U), and ωU (pi, γ)(n+1) = (pi(n+1), actW (γ(n))), which it is easy to check that is indeed a
path in Path(KW (R))([t],U). A second useful observation is that the function ωU is surjective,
that is, any path in Path(KW (R))([t],U) is of the form ωU (pi, γ) for some (pi, γ) ∈ Comp(R)∞[t] .
The faithfulness of the mapping of tandems (KW , (˜ )) : RewritingLogic/TLR∗(W,Π) −→
Kripke/CTL∗(Π ∪W ) is now ensured by the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Given a rewrite theory R ∈ RWTh0 and a finite W ⊆ SP(Ω,L), for each
state [t] in R, subset U ⊆ W , infinite computation (pi, γ) ∈ Comp(R)∞, and formulas
ϕ ∈ TLR∗(W,Π), φ ∈ PTLR∗(W,Π), the following equivalences hold:
R, [t] |= ϕ⇔ KW (R), ([t], U) |=CTL∗ ϕ˜ R, (pi, γ) |= φ⇔ KW (R), ωU (pi, γ) |=CTL∗ φ˜
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on the structure of formulas in PTLR∗(W,Π).
Without loss of generality we may assume that ϕ and φ are in their, semantically equivalent,
positive normal forms, with all negations pushed to the atoms. Since the translations ϕ 7→ ϕ˜,
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and φ 7→ φ˜ do not change any connectives or path quantifiers and the semantic definitions
of such connectives and quantifiers remain the same (that is, the semantics of TLR∗ con-
tains that of CTL∗ as a special case) the induction step for all connectives and quantifiers is
straightforward. This can be illustrated with the case of the X connective; the proof for the
other connectives and quantifiers follows along similar lines. R, (pi, γ) |= Xφ iff R, (pi, γ)1 |=
φ iff (by the induction hypothesis and the fact that ωU (pi, γ)1 = ωactW (γ(0))((pi, γ)
1)),
KW (R), ωU (pi, γ)1 |=CTL∗ φ˜ iff KW (R), ωU (pi, γ) |=CTL∗ Xφ˜.
The only remaining cases are those of positive or negative atoms. Of course, R, [t] |= >
and KW (R), ([t], U) |=CTL∗ >. Similarly, R, [t] 6|= ⊥ and KW (R), ([t], U) 6|=CTL∗ ⊥. For each
p ∈ Prop(Π) we have, by construction, E ∪ A ` t |= p = true iff p ∈ LR([t]). Therefore,
R, [t] |= p iff KW (R), ([t], U) |=CTL∗ p, and R, [t] |= ¬p iff KW (R), ([t], U) |=CTL∗ ¬p. For
a spatial action δ ∈ W and its negation ¬δ, by definition, R, (pi, γ) |= δ iff γ(0) vA δ iff
δ ∈ actW (γ(0)). Therefore,R, (pi, γ) |= δ iff KW (R), ωU (pi, γ) |=CTL∗ Xδ, andR, (pi, γ) |= ¬δ
iff KW (R), ωU (pi, γ) |=CTL∗ ¬Xδ. 2
The above theorem is very useful, because it gives us a systematic way of verifying
TLR∗ properties of a rewrite theory R by verifying the CTL∗ translation of those properties
on the Kripke structure KW (R). Notice that if R is finite-state and computable, then so
is KW (R). Therefore, in such case we can use standard CTL∗ model-checking algorithms
—or CTL or LTL algorithms if the translated formula falls within those sublogics— to
verify the given TLR∗ property of our original system. Note, also, that given any formula
ϕ ∈ TLR∗(SP(Ω,L),Π), we can always choose W = sp(ϕ). Therefore, the computational
cost to model check ϕ˜ from an initial state ([t], U) can be estimated in terms of the size |R[t]|
of the original rewrite theoryR starting at [t], which we can define as |R[t]| = |ReachR([t])|+
| −→1[t] |, where ReachR([t]) is the set of states reachable from [t], and −→1[t] is the restriction
of the one-step rewrite relation to states in ReachR([t]). Similarly, let KW (R)([t],U) denote
the sub-Kripke structure of KW (R) determined by the states reachable from ([t], U), let
ReachKW (R)([t], U) denote the set of such reachable states, and let −→(t,U) denote the
restriction of the transition relation to states reachable from ([t], U). The size of this sub-
Kripke structure is then |KW (R)([t],U)| = |ReachKW (R)([t], U)| + | −→(t,U) |. We then have
the inequalities: |ReachKW (R)([t], U)| ≤ |ReachR([t])| · 2|sp(ϕ)|, and | −→(t,U) | ≤ | −→1[t]
| · 22·|sp(ϕ)|. Therefore, we obtain the bound |KW (R)([t],U)| ≤ |R[t]| · 22·|sp(ϕ)|, and for the
most common case whenW is unambiguous the considerably better bound |KW (R)([t],U)| ≤
|R[t]| · (|sp(ϕ)|+ 1)2. Therefore, since the complexity of model checking a CTL, resp., LTL
or CTL∗ formula ϕ˜ on a Kripke structure B = (B,→B,LB) is O(|ϕ˜| · |B|), resp., |B| · 2O(|eϕ|)
(see [8]), for B = KW (R)([t],U) we conclude that the complexity of model checking ϕ˜ is
O(|ϕ˜|·|R[t]|·22·|sp(ϕ)|) (resp. O(|ϕ˜|·|R[t]|·(|sp(ϕ)|+1)2) in the unambiguous case) if ϕ˜ ∈ CTL;
and O(|R[t]| · 22·|sp(ϕ)| · 2O(|eϕ|)) (resp. O(|R[t]| · (|sp(ϕ)|+ 1)2 · 2O(|eϕ|)) in the unambiguous
case) if ϕ˜ is a LTL or CTL∗ formula. That is, in all cases we only incur an extra factor
22·|labels(ϕ)| (resp. (|sp(ϕ)|+1)2 in the most common, unambiguous case), which in practice
should not be too big for a typical ϕ. This is of course a somewhat naive approach, since
it seems likely that, by generalizing the state-based model-checking algorithms to “native”
TLR∗ algorithms that can work directly on R, the above bounds could be improved. Note,
finally, that in the worse case we have |ϕ˜| = 2 · |ϕ|.
4.6 The Example Revisited
It may perhaps be useful to illustrate this general reduction to state-based logics for our
client-server protocol example. This will furthermore illustrate a feature that, to keep the
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exposition within reasonable bounds, I have not made explicit in the KW (R) construction,
namely, that this construction can be decomposed into two simpler constructions: (i) a
rewrite theory transformation R 7→ RW , adding to the states of R a second component
containing finite sets of spatial actions in W ; and (ii) the standard construction R 7→ K(R)
mapping a rewrite theory to its underlying Kripke structure (see [9]). Then, we can express
the KW (R) construction as the composition of (i) and (ii), that is, KW (R) = K(RW ). This
decomposition is particularly useful when model checking LTL formulas using the Maude
LTL model checker, since such a model checker implicitly performs the K(R) construction.
Therefore, we can model check R, [t] |= ϕ, where ϕ is an LTLR formula, by model checking
instead RW , ([t], τ) |= ϕ˜ in the Maude LTL model checker. For our client-server protocol
example and ϕ our example LTLR formula in Section 2, the rewrite theory Rsp(ϕ) has
a relatively simple description. For the LTLR formula ϕ in Section 2, the set sp(ϕ) is
sp(ϕ) = {req(b), reply(a, b), rec(b)}. Since different spatial actions in sp(ϕ) have different
labels, sp(ϕ) is clearly unambiguous. We extend the equational theory (Σ,E ∪ A) of the
original rewrite theory R for our protocol by: (i) renaming the sort State to OldState; (ii)
adding a new sort, Action with a constant τ and operators req , rec : Oid −→ Action, and
reply : Oid × Oid −→ Action; (iii) adding a new sort State together with an operator
{ | } : OldState × Action −→ State; that is, now a state is a pair {X | A}, with X an
OldState, and A an Action; and (iv) adding an if then else fi operator. The rewrite rules
in Rsp(ϕ) are the following modified versions of our original rules:
req : {X [C,S,N,nil ] | A} −→ if C == b then
{X [C,S,N,nil ] S  (C,N) | req(b)} else {X [C,S,N,nil ] S  (C,N) | τ} fi
reply : {X S  (C,N) [S] | A} −→ if C == b and S == a
then {X [S] C  (S, f(S,C,N)) | reply(a, b)}
else {X [S] C  (S, f(S,C,N)) | τ} fi
rec : {X C  (S,M) [C,S,N,W ] | A} −→ if C == b
then {X [C,S,N,M ] | rec(b)}
else {X [C,S,N,M ] | τ} fi
dupl : {X I  CNT | A} −→ {X I  CNT I  CNT | τ}
loss : {X I  CNT | A} −→ {X | τ}
The equations E ∪ A remain unchanged, except for the obvious new equations for the
if then else fi operator, and the need to lift to the new state structure the satisfaction
equations for localized enabledness state predicates enabled .req , enabled .rec : Oid −→ Prop
and enabled .reply : Oid × Oid −→ Prop. For example, the positive case of the enabled .req
predicate is now defined by the equation
{X [C,S,N,nil ] | A} |= enabled .req(C) = true
Note that this system, although very simple, has an infinite number of reachable states,
even for simple initial states such as the one discussed in Section 2, or even the simpler
state with just a single client. Therefore, we cannot verify our desired LTLR formula ϕ =
A(FairnessAssumptions ⇒ F rec(b)) by model checking the LTL formula ϕ˜ directly on
Rsp(ϕ) using standard algorithms. However, we can verify this formula by defining a simple
finite-state equational abstraction R̂sp(ϕ) of Rsp(ϕ) [33], and model checking ϕ˜ on R̂sp(ϕ).
This uses the well-known result that abstractions in general (see Chapter 13 and Theorem 16
in [8]), and equational abstractions in particular [33], reflect the satisfaction of any ACTL∗
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formula, and therefore of any LTL formula. That is, if the formula holds for the abstraction,
it does also hold for the original system. The equational abstraction R̂sp(ϕ) in question is
the rewrite theory obtained by adding to Rsp(ϕ) the single equation:
I  CNT I  CNT = I  CNT
This equation causes a lack of coherence for the rules reply , rec, and loss, so a simple process
of “coherence completion” has to be performed by adding to Rsp(ϕ) extra versions of these
rules that are coherent. For example, we need to add an extra loss rule of the form
loss : {X I  CNT | A} −→ {X I  CNT | τ}
The LTL formula ϕ˜ can then be model checked using Maude’s LTL model checker on the
initial state init defined by the term
{[a] [b, a, 7,nil ] [c, a, 17,nil ] | τ}
which by Theorem 1 is the counterpart for Rsp(ϕ) and R̂sp(ϕ) of the initial state for R in
Section 2. Indeed, Maude’s LTL model checker gives us the answer
Maude> red modelCheck(init,tilde(FairnessAssumptions -> <> rec(b))) .
rewrites: 2711 in 150ms cpu (215ms real) (18073 rewrites/second)
result Bool: true
Appendix A contains the Maude specification of the theories Rsp(ϕ) and R̂sp(ϕ), as well as
the automation of the mapping ϕ 7→ ϕ˜ as an equationally-defined function.
In this simple protocol example, the description of Rsp(ϕ) is also quite simple. One key
reason for this simplicity is that all rewrites in our example theory R happen “at the top of
the soup,” which makes it very easy to generate the rules for Rsp(ϕ) from those of R. In gen-
eral, however, rewrites can happen anywhere in a possibly nonflat state structure, and there-
fore the description in the general case is somewhat more involved. Certainly, the transforma-
tionR 7→ RW , which in general is quite complex, should not be done by hand, but, as already
done for the transformation ϕ 7→ ϕ˜, should as well be automated. That is, the entire map-
ping of tandems (KW , (˜ )) : RewritingLogic/TLR∗(W,Π) −→ Kripke/CTL∗(Π ∪W ) in the
simpler variant (( )W , (˜ )) : RewritingLogic/TLR∗(W,Π) −→ RewritingLogic/CTL∗(Π∪W )
explained above can and should be automated. This reinforces a key point about TLR∗ that
I have emphasized several times in this paper: what we want is: (i) an intrinsically more
expressive logic that does not force the system specifier to “cook” his/her specifications by
hand in possibly complex ways; and (ii) the automated availability of tools for simpler logics.
5 W -∆-Simulations and Bisimulations
Simulations and bisimulations allow us to shift our ground and replace a more complex
system specification by a simpler one. What is the appropriate notion of simulation and
bisimulation in TLR∗? How are they related to the reflection and preservation of TLR∗
properties? I propose below what I think are natural such notions, relate them to standard
notions of simulation and bisimulation for Kripke structures, and use Theorem 1 to show
that they have nice TLR∗ property reflection/preservation features.
I assume two rewrite theories R = (Σ,E ∪ A,R), and R′ = (Σ′, E′ ∪ A,R′), both
in RWTh0. They may have different signatures, but I assume that they share the same
equational axioms A, and that there are intersections of signatures Ω ∩Ω′, Π ∩Π ′, and of
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sets of labels L ∩ L′ so that we have a finite subset W ⊆ SP(Ω ∩ Ω′, L ∩ L′), and a subset
∆ ⊆ Prop(Π) ∩ Prop(Π ′). I then say that R and R′ share W and ∆. Note that in such a
case, formulas in TLR∗(W,∆) can be interpreted in both R and R′.
Definition 1. Let R,R′ ∈ RWTh0 share W and ∆. Then, a W -∆-simulation of R by R′,
written H : R −→ R′, is a binary relation H ⊆ (CanΣ/E,A)State×(CanΣ′/E′,A)State between
their corresponding sets of states such that whenever [t]H[u], then:
1. LR([t]) ∩ ∆ = LR′([u]) ∩ ∆, that is, similar states [t] and [u] satisfy the same atomic
propositions in ∆; and
2. for each canonical one-step rewrite proof [t]
γ
−→1 [t′] in R there exists a canonical one-
step rewrite proof [u]
γ′
−→1 [u′] in R′ such that [t′]H[u′] and:
– if there exists δ ∈W such that γ vA δ, then γ′ vA δ;
– otherwise (i.e., if γ 6∈ [[W ]]R), then γ′ 6∈ [[W ]]R′ ,
which can be summarized by saying that for each δ ∈ W , each δ-action in R can be
simulated by a corresponding δ-action in R′, and each τ action in R can be simulated
by a corresponding τ -action in R′.
If, in addition, H is actually a function H : (CanΣ/E,A)State −→ (CanΣ′/E′,A)State , then
we call H : R −→ R′ a W -∆-simulation map of R by R′.
We call aW -∆-simulation H : R −→ R′ aW -∆-bisimulation iff, in addition, the inverse
relation H−1 is a W -∆-simulation H−1 : R′ −→ R. 2
The following useful facts have an easy proof, which is left as an exercise.
Lemma 2. Given rewrite theories R,R′,R′′ ∈ RWTh0 sharing W and ∆, the following
facts hold:
– The identity function 1R : (CanΣ/E,A)State −→ (CanΣ/E,A)State is both aW -∆-simulation
map and a W -∆-bisimulation 1R : R −→ R.
– Given R H−→ R′ G−→ R′′ W -∆-simulations (resp. W -∆-simulation maps, resp. W -∆-
bisimulations), then G ◦ H : R −→ R′′ is a W -∆-simulation (resp. W -∆-simulation
map, resp. W -∆-bisimulation).
– Given a family of a W -∆-simulations (resp. W -∆-bisimulations) {Hi : R −→ R′}i∈I ,
then their union
⋃
i∈I Hi : R −→ R′ is a W -∆-simulation (resp. W -∆-bisimulation).
– For any rewrite theory R ∈ RWTh0 sharing W and ∆, there is a greatest W -∆-
bisimulation Bmax : R −→ R, and it is an equivalence relation. 2
An immediate consequence of the above lemma is that W -∆-simulations (resp. W -∆-
simulation maps, resp. W -∆-bisimulations) are the morphisms of three obvious categories:
Sim(W,∆) (resp. SimMap(W,∆), resp. BSim(W,∆)), whose objects are rewrite theories
R ∈ RWTh0 sharing W and ∆.
An interesting example of a W -∆-simulation map q : R −→ R/Q, closely related to the
abstraction in Section 4.6, is obtained by taking R to be the rewrite theory of our client-
server protocol example in Section 2, W = {req(b), reply(a, b), rec(b)}, and ∆ = Prop(Π),
for Π the state predicates defined in R; by defining R/Q as the rewrite theory obtained
from R by:
– adding to E in R the set Q consisting of the single equation
I  CNT I  CNT = I  CNT
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– making the resulting rewrite theory ground coherent by adding to R the extra rules:
reply : S  (C,N) [S] −→ S  (C,N) [S] C  (S, f(S,C,N))
rec : C  (S,M) [C,S,N,W ] −→ C  (S,M) [C,S,N,M ]
loss : I  CNT −→ I  CNT
and by defining q : (CanΣ/E,A)State −→ (CanΣ/E∪Q,A)State as the function sending an E-
canonical form modulo A, say [t]A, to its E ∪Q-canonical form modulo A [canE∪Q,A(t)]A.
That is, q just eliminates any extra copies of any message in the state, leaving a single copy of
each message. This simulation map is interesting because R is not finite state, but R/Q is a
finite-state rewrite theory; that is, given any initial state, the set of states reachable from it is
finite. It is what is usually called an abstraction, since the states in R/Q collapse many states
in R into a single, more abstract state (its E∪Q-canonical form modulo A). Furthermore, it
is what Narciso Mart´ı-Oliet, Miguel Palomino and I call an equational abstraction [33]; that
is, an abstraction obtained by just adding extra equations Q to R, which are still ground
confluent and terminating, and performing some coherence completion for the rules to make
sure that R/Q is ground coherent and therefore computable, so that it can be used for model
checking purposes. The above rewrite theory R/Q is of course closely related to the rewrite
theory R̂sp(ϕ) of Section 4.6 and Appendix A, as I explain below.
What TLR∗ properties are reflected/preserved byW -∆-simulations orW -∆-bisimulations?
By definition, given a W -∆-simulation H : R −→ R′, we say that it reflects, resp. preserves,
a class of formulas in TLR∗(W,∆) if for any formula ϕ in that class, and states such that
[t]H[u], we have the implication
R′, [u] |= ϕ ⇒ R, [t] |= ϕ
resp.
R, [t] |= ϕ ⇒ R′, [u] |= ϕ
Rather than answering this question directly, I take a somewhat indirect route, namely,
exploiting Theorem 1. The point is that we can relate not just rewrite theories and Kripke
structures (the objects); we can also relate W -∆-simulations and Kripke structure W ∪∆-
simulations (the morphisms).
Definition 2. Given a set AP of atomic state predicates, and given two AP-Kripke struc-
tures A and B, an AP-simulation of A by B, denoted H : A −→ B, is a binary relation
H ⊆ A × B, with A, resp. B, the set of states of A, resp. B, such that whenever aHb we
have:
1. L(a) = L(b), and
2. if a −→A a′, then there exists a transition b −→B b′ such that a′Hb′.
H is called an AP-simulation map if, in addition, it is a function H : A −→ B; and it is
called an AP-bisimulation if, in addition, H−1 is an AP-simulation H : A −→ B. 2
We again have a lemma entirely analogous to Lemma 2, whose statement and proof
I leave as an exercise. In particular, we have categories Sim(AP) (resp. SimMap(AP),
resp. BSim(AP)), whose objects are AP -Kripke structures, and whose morphisms are AP -
simulations (resp. AP -simulation maps, resp. AP -bisimulations). The crucial fact is now
that, if W is unambiguous12 the construction R 7→ KW (R), when relativized to ∆ as a
12 Note that, since we have assumed that all theories that shareW have the same equational axioms
A and share the constructor symbols appearing in W , the conditions required to check whether
W is unambiguous do not depend on any particular rewrite theory R sharing W , but depend
only on conditions based on unifiability modulo A for the constructors appearing in W .
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construction R 7→ K∆W (R), by keeping the same Kripke structure states and transitions as
KW (R), but restricting the labeling function by now mapping a state ([t], δ) to the set of
atomic propositions (LR([t]) ∩ ∆) ∪ {δ} if δ ∈ W , or to the set LR([t]) ∩ ∆ if δ = τ , is
functorial :
Lemma 3. If W is unambiguous, the construction R 7→ K∆W (R) on objects extends to a
functor K∆W : Sim(W,∆) −→ Sim(W ∪∆). Furthermore, this functor restricts to functors
K∆W : SimMap(W,∆) −→ SimMap(W ∪ ∆) and K∆W : BSim(W,∆) −→ BSim(W ∪ ∆)
on the respective subcategories of simulation maps and bisimulations.
Proof. To simplify notation, given H : R −→ R′, I will denote the corresponding K∆W (H) :
K∆W (R) −→ K∆W (R′) by H∆W . It has the obvious definition, namely, ([t], δ)H∆w ([u], δ′) iff: (i)
[t]H[u]; and (ii) δ = δ′. To see that H∆W is a (W ∪∆)-simulation of Kripke structures, note
that if we have ([t], δ)Hw([u], δ), then, since H is an W -∆-simulation, we have: LR([t]) ∩
∆ = LR′([u]) ∩∆. Therefore, the states ([t], δ) and ([u], δ) have the same labeling, namely,
(LR([t]) ∩ ∆) ∪ {δ} = (LR′([u]) ∩ ∆) ∪ {δ}, if δ ∈ W , or LR([t]) ∩ ∆ = LR′([u]) ∩ ∆, if
δ = τ , which is condition (1) in Definition 2 above. Suppose now that we have a transition
([t], δ) −→ ([t′], δ′) in K∆W (R). This means that there is a canonical one-step rewrite proof
[t]
γ
−→1 [t′] in R such that either δ′ ∈W and γ vA δ, or δ′ = τ and γ 6∈ [[W ]]R. But since H
is an W -∆-simulation, there then exists a canonical one-step rewrite proof [u]
γ′
−→1 [u′] in
R′ such that [t′]H[u′] and:
– either δ′ ∈W , then γ′ vA δ;
– or otherwise (i.e., if δ′ = τ and γ 6∈ [[W ]]R), then γ′ 6∈ [[W ]]R′ .
Therefore, in either case we have a transition ([u], δ) −→ ([u′], δ′) in K∆W (R′), which by
[t′]H[u′] satisfies ([t′], δ′)H∆w ([u
′], δ′), and therefore satisfies condition (2) in Definition 2
above. The rest of the check of functoriality (preservation of identities and composition)
is now quite obvious. Similarly, it is also clear that if H is a W -∆-simulation map (resp.
W -∆-bisimulation), then H∆w is a (W ∪ ∆)-simulation map (resp. (W ∪ ∆)-bisimulation),
and therefore the claimed restrictions of the functor K∆W are well-defined. 2
We are now ready to state and prove all the desired preservation results.
Theorem 2. If W is unambiguous, then if H : R −→ R′ is a W -∆-simulation, then H
reflects all formulas in ATLR∗(W,∆). If, H is in addition a W -∆-bisimulation, then H
reflects and preserves all formulas in TLR∗(W,∆).
Proof. Suppose that [t]H[u], ϕ ∈ ATLR∗(W,∆) (resp. ϕ ∈ TLR∗(W,∆) in the bisimulation
case), δ ∈ W ∪ {τ}, and that we have R′, [u] |= ϕ. Then, by Theorem 1, Lemma 3 in
conjunction with Theorem 16 in [8], plus the assumption ϕ ∈ ATLR∗(W,∆) (which by
itself ensures the equivalence KW (R), ([t], δ) |=CTL∗ ϕ˜ ⇔ K∆W (R), ([t], δ) |=CTL∗ ϕ˜ as an
easy consequence of Lemma 1), we have the following chain of equivalences and implications:
R′, [u] |= ϕ ⇔ KW (R′), ([u], δ) |=CTL∗ ϕ˜ ⇒ KW (R), ([t], δ) |=CTL∗ ϕ˜ ⇔ R, [t] |= ϕ
which is our desired property reflection result.
Similarly, if H is a W -∆-bisimulation, then by Theorem 1, Lemma 3 in conjunction
with Theorem 14 in [8], plus the assumption ϕ ∈ TLR∗(W,∆) (which by itself ensures the
equivalence KW (R), ([t], δ) |=CTL∗ ϕ˜⇔ K∆W (R), ([t], δ) |=CTL∗ ϕ˜ as an easy consequence of
Lemma 1), we have the chain of equivalences
R′, [u] |= ϕ ⇔ KW (R′), ([u], δ) |=CTL∗ ϕ˜ ⇔ KW (R), ([t], δ) |=CTL∗ ϕ˜ ⇔ R, [t] |= ϕ
which is our desired property reflection and preservation result. 2
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The above theorem provides an alternative way of proving that our client-server ex-
ample in Section 2, with the initial state already discussed, satisfies the LTLR formula
ϕ = A(FairnessAssumptions ⇒ F rec(b)). Indeed, we can use the W -∆-simulation map
q : R −→ R/Q defined above, and apply to it Theorem 2. Then, since R/Q is finite-
state, we can use Theorem 1 to model check K∆W (R/Q), (init , τ) |=CTL∗ ϕ˜. Note that this
is a simpler and more appealing reformulation of the proof in Section 4.6 and Appendix
A. The point is that the construction R 7→ RW defined in Section 4.6 is also a functor
( )W : Sim(W,∆) −→ Sim(∅,W ∪∆), and we have the equality R̂sp(ϕ) = (R/Q)W . There-
fore, both proofs are equivalent. But of course, the abstraction R/Q is considerably simpler
than the abstraction R̂sp(ϕ). This again stresses the fact that it is much better for the human
reasoning (including reasoning about abstractions) to happen at the level of rewrite theories
and TLR∗ properties, whereas we may wish to delegate to automated tools the compilation
of those models and properties to the level of Kripke structures and CTL∗ properties for
algorithmic verification purposes.
6 A Strategy Language and its Semantics
A rewrite theory can be highly nondeterministic. In order to guide and control its executions,
one can use a strategy language, indicating which computations, among the many different
ones possible, should be executed for a given purpose. The semantics of such a strategy lan-
guage can typically be understood as a function assigning to each strategy expression in the
strategy language a set of finite computations. I define below a simple strategy language that
shares some features with Maude’s strategy language13 [12]. The strategy language guides
the execution of a rewrite theory and has two parameters: the set SP(Ω,L) of spatial actions,
and the set Π of state predicates of the given rewrite theory R ∈ RWTh0. The three main
linguistic categories are: Test(Π), Strat(SP(Ω,L),Π), and StratForm(SP(Ω,L),Π), corre-
sponding, respectively, to tests, strategy expressions, and universally and existentially quanti-
fied strategy formulas. Using variables δ ∈ SP(Ω,L), p : Prop(Π), e, e′ : Strat(SP(Ω,L),Π),
and b, b′ : Test(Π) one can give the following BNF-like syntax definition:
– Test(Π) : > | ⊥ | p | ¬b | b ∨ b′ | b ∧ b′
– Strat(SP(Ω,L),Π) : idle | δ | ¬δ | any | e ∧ e′ | (e | e′) | e; e′ | e+ | eU e′ | e.b
– StratForm(SP(Ω,L),Π) : Ae | Ee
One can slightly extend this language by the definitional extensions e∗ = idle | e+, e0 = idle,
and en+1 = e; en. The intuitive meaning of these strategy expressions, made fully precise
below, is as follows. The most basic strategies are action patterns δ, with the obvious meaning
of a one-step rewrite that satisfies the action pattern δ, and idle, which is the strategy that
does not do anything and remains in the current state. The strategies e | e′, e; e′, and e+ are
regular expressions with the obvious meaning of disjunction, sequential composition, and
iteration. The strategy any allows us to give one step of rewriting without specifying which
rule label to use. Therefore, if R has labels l1, . . . , ln, then any is semantically equivalent to
the strategy l1 | . . . | ln. The strategy e ∧ e′ has a conjunctive meaning. However, given a
finite computation (w, u), we do not insist that both e and e′ hold for the whole of (w, u): it is
enough for one of them, e or e′, to hold for the whole of (w, u), and for the other to hold for an
initial segment of (w, u). The strategy eUe′ is an until operator with the expected meaning:
either e′ holds for the whole computation, or the strategy e holds for subcomputations
beginning at the first step, at the second, and so on, until a subcomputation beginning at
13 However, neither language contains the other.
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state n, and then e holds for a subcomputation beginning at state n+1. However, as in the
case for e∧ e′, all these subcomputations beginning at different stages need not end exactly
when the entire computation (u,w) for which eUe′ holds does: they could end before. It is
enough to require that at least one of them ends when (u,w) does. We can neatly capture
this by saying that if n+ 1 is the stage at which e′ begins to hold, then in such a case eUe′
becomes equivalent to the conjunctive strategy (
∧
0≤j<n any
j ; e) ∧ (anyn; e′). The strategy
e.b combines e with a test b. It holds of a computation (w, u) iff e does and the test b succeeds
for the last state in w.
Given a rewrite theory R ∈ RWTh0, a state [t] in it, and a finite computation (w, u)
in R, the semantics of tests, strategy expressions, and strategy formulas is defined by three
satisfaction relations: one for tests b, of the form R, [t] |= b, another for strategy expressions
e, of the form R, (w, u) |= e, and a third for strategy formulas Ae or Ee of the form either
R, [t] |= Ae, or R, [t] |= Ee. Using juxtaposition for string concatenation, and the notational
convention that (w[t]w′, uu′) always denotes a well-formed decomposition of the sequence of
states at a midpoint state [t] (which could be the first or the last), and of the sequence of
proof terms uu′ in the computation (w[t]w′, uu′), i.e., a decomposition such that |w′| = |u′|,
and therefore (w[t], u) and ([t]w′, u′) are also computations, we can define inductively these
three satisfaction relations as follows:
– R, [t] |= >
– R, [t] 6|= ⊥
– R, [t] |= p ⇔ p ∈ LR([t])
– R, [t] |= ¬b ⇔ R, [t] 6|= b
– R, [t] |= b ∨ b′ ⇔ R, [t] |= b or R, [t] |= b′
– R, [t] |= b ∧ b′ ⇔ R, [t] |= b and R, [t] |= b′
– R, ([t], nil) |= idle
– R, ([t][t′], γ) |= δ ⇔ γ vA δ
– R, ([t][t′], γ) |= ¬δ ⇔ γ 6vA δ
– R, ([t][t′], γ) |= any
– R, (w[t]w′, uu′) |= e ∧ e′ ⇔ either (R, (w[t]w′, uu′) |= e and R, (w[t], u) |= e′) or
(R, (w[t]w′, uu′) |= e′ and R, (w[t], u) |= e)
– R, (w, u) |= e | e′ ⇔ R, (w, u) |= e or R, (w, u) |= e′
– R, (w[t]w′, uu′) |= e; e′ ⇔ R, (w[t], u) |= e and R, ([t]w′, u′) |= e′
– R, (w[t]w′, uu′) |= e+ ⇔ either R, (w[t]w′, uu′) |= e or (R, (w[t], u) |= e and
R, ([t]w′, u′) |= e+)
– R, (w[t]w′, uu′) |= eU e′ ⇔ either R, (w[t]w′, uu′) |= e′ or the following conditions hold:
• |w| = n ≥ 1
• there exist k0, . . . , kn−1, k, satisfying inequalities 1 ≤ ki ≤ (|w[t]w′| − i), (i =
0, . . . , n − 1), and 1 ≤ k ≤ |[t]w′|, with at least one of those inequalities an ac-
tual equality,
and we have R, (w[t]w′, uu′)|≤k0 |= e and . . . and R, (w[t]w′, uu′)n|≤kn−1 |= e
and R, ([t]w′, u′)|≤k |= e′
– R, (w[t], u) |= e.b ⇔ R, (w[t], u) |= e and R, [t] |= b
– R, [t] |= Ae ⇔ ∀ (pi, γ) ∈ Comp(R)∞[t] ∃ k(pi,γ) ∈ N s.t. R, (pi, γ)|≤k(pi,γ) |= e
– R, [t] |= Ee ⇔ ∃ (pi, γ) ∈ Comp(R)∞[t] ∃ k ∈ N s.t. R, (pi, γ)|≤k |= e
The above semantics defines a relation e ≡ e′ of semantic equivalence between strategy
expressions, namely, e ≡ e′ iff for all rewrite theories R sharing Ω, L and Π and for all finite
computations (w, u) in such an R we have the equivalence:
R, (w, u) |= e ⇔ R, (w, u) |= e′
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Since e ≡ e′ is defined by a logical equivalence, the relation ≡ is obviously an equivalence
relation. It is also relatively easy to see that it is a congruence with respect to the operators
of the strategy language. For example, we can show the implication
e ≡ r ∧ e′ ≡ r′ ⇒ (e; e′) ≡ (r; r′)
by the chain of equivalences
R, (w[t]w′, uu′) |= e; e′ ⇔ (R, (w[t], u) |= e ∧ R, ([t]w′, u′) |= e′ ⇔
⇔ (R, (w[t], u) |= r ∧ R, ([t]w′, u′) |= r′ ⇔ R, (w[t]w′, uu′) |= r; r′
It is well-known that finding a finitary equational axiomatization of semantic equivalences
of this kind, even just for regular expressions, is quite a subtle matter see, e.g., [44,42].
However, it is not difficult to use the above semantic definitions to prove, among many
others, some useful algebraic equalities such as the following:
Lemma 4. The congruence between strategy expressions generated by the equations below,
together with the equations of the theory of Boolean algebras for the elements of sort Test(Π),
is contained in the semantic congruence relation ≡.
e ∧ e′ = e′ ∧ e
(e ∧ e′) ∧ e′′ = e ∧ (e′ ∧ e′′)
idle ∧ e = e
e ∧ e = e
e | e′ = e′ | e
(e | e′) | e′′ = e | (e′ | e′′)
e | e = e
(e; e′); e′′ = e; (e′; e′′)
e; idle = e
idle; e = e
idle.b | idle = idle
idle+ = idle
(idle.b)+ = idle.b
idle.b ∧ idle.b′ = idle.(b ∧ b′)
idle.b; idle.b′ = idle.(b ∧ b′)
idle.b; (idle.b′; e) = idle.(b ∧ b′); e
idle.b | idle.b′ = idle.(b ∨ b′)
any .b ∧ any .b′ = any .(b ∧ b′)
any ∧ any .b = any .b
any .b | any .b′ = any .(b ∨ b′)
any | any .b = any
e.> = e
Proof. That if b and b′ are equivalent modulo the Boolean algebra equations then e.b ≡ e.b′
follows easily from the semantics of tests and the semantics of strategies of the form e.b. I
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exemplify the method of proof for the equations e; (e′; e′′) = (e; e′); e′′ and idle+ = idle and
leave the remaining equations as an exercise. For e; (e′; e′′) = (e; e′); e′′, we have to show
that e; (e′; e′′) ≡ (e; e′); e′′. This follows from the following chain of equivalences:
R, (w[t]w′, uu′) |= e; (e′ | e′′) ⇔ (R, (w[t], u) |= e ∧ R, ([t]w′, u′) |= (e′ | e′′) ⇔
⇔ R, (w[t], u) |= e ∧ (R, ([t]w′, u′) |= e′ ∨ R, ([t]w′, u′) |= e′′)
⇔ (R, (w[t], u) |= e ∧ R, ([t]w′, u′) |= e′) ∨ (R, (w[t], u) |= e ∧ R, ([t]w′, u′) |= e′′) ⇔
⇔ R, (w[t]w′, uu′) |= (e; e′) | (e; e′′)
Regarding idle+ = idle, first notice that (w[t]w, uu′) |= idle+ implies w = w′ = u = u′ = nil ,
since the first clause cannot be met unless this requirement holds, and the second clause
could never be met unless its first conjunct satisfies w = u = nil and its second conjunct
satisfies w′ = u′ = nil (otherwise, because of the recursive call with the same computation
when evaluated again, we are guaranteed to loop forever). Now observe that on computations
of the form ([t], nil), the strategy idle always holds; and idle+ does also hold always, because
of the first disjunct in the clause defining the satisfaction of e+. 2
The set of equations obtained by adding to the equations in the above lemma a confluent
and terminating set of equations for Boolean algebras (typically modulo associativity and
commutativity: see [41] for four different such specifications) are confluent and terminat-
ing modulo the associativity and commutativity of ∧ and | , plus the associativity and
commutativity of the Boolean operations. This can be checked using automatic confluence
and termination tools supporting rewriting modulo associativity and commutativity. I will
always assume in what follows that strategy expressions are in canonical form with respect
to these equations, so that they cannot be simplified any further.
The following lemma has an easy proof by structural induction and is left as an exercise.
Lemma 5. If a strategy e is in canonical form under the equations in Lemma 4, plus a set
of confluent and terminating equations for Boolean algebras having > as a constructor, then
e 6= idle ⇒ e 6≡ idle. 2
6.1 Guarantee TLR∗ Formulas as Strategies
We can define a translation from guarantee formulas to strategy expressions by means of a
function σ : GR(SP(Ω,L),Π) −→ Strat(SP(Ω,L),Π) defined inductively as follows.
– σ(λ) = λ
– σ(α) = idle.α
– σ( ∨ ′) = σ() | σ(′)
– σ( ∧ ′) = σ() ∧ σ(′)
– σ(X) = any ;σ()
– σ(U′) = σ()U σ(′)
– σ(F) = any∗;σ()
The following theorem then reduces the satisfaction of guarantee formulas to that of
their corresponding strategy expressions.
Theorem 3. Given a rewrite theory R ∈ RWTh0, a formula  ∈ GR(SP(Ω,L),Π), and an
infinite computation (pi, γ) ∈ Comp(R)∞, we have the equivalence:
R, (pi, γ) |=  ⇔ ∃ k ∈ N s.t. R, (pi, γ)|≤k |= σ()
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Proof. The proof is by structural induction on the structure of the formula . Most cases
are easy and can be left as exercises. The case of conjunction is slightly tricky, since one
has to use the semantics of the (associative-commutative) conjunction operator for strategy
expressions, where only one of the conjuncts has to satisfy the entire finite computation
(w, u) (the other only has to satisfy a nonempty prefix of (w, u)). In such a case we have
(by definition of TLR∗ satisfaction) R, (pi, γ) |=  ∧ ′ iff R, (pi, γ) |=  and R, (pi, γ) |= ′
iff (by the induction hypothesis) there exist k, k′ ∈ N such that R, (pi, γ)|≤k |= σ() and
R, (pi, γ)|≤k′ |= σ(′) iff (by the definition of strategy satisfaction) R, (pi, γ)|≤max(k,k′) |=
σ() ∧ σ(′). The only nontrivial remaining case is that of U′ formulas. The key point is
to reformulate the definition of the TLR∗ satisfaction R, (pi, γ) |= U′ as a disjunction of
either R, (pi, γ) |= ′, or there is an n ≥ 1 such that
R, (pi, γ)n |= ′ ∧ ∀0 ≤ i < n R, (pi, γ)i |=  (4)
We then have disjuncts in both the semantics of U and U , and can prove the equivalence by
proving the equivalence of each disjunct. The equivalence of the first disjuncts is trivial by
the induction hypothesis. To see the equivalence of the second disjuncts, note that, by the
induction hypothesis, (4) holds iff there are numbers k, k0, . . . , kn−1 ≥ 1, such that
R, (pi, γ)n|≤k |= σ(′) ∧ ∀0 ≤ i < n R, (pi, γ)i|≤ki |= σ() (♥)
But choosing m = max(k0, . . . , kn−1 + (n − 1), k + n), the existence of k, k0, . . . , kn−1 ≥ 1,
such that (♥) holds is equivalent to the second clause for the satisfaction of R, (pi, γ)|≤m |=
σ()U σ(′). 2
Corollary 1. Given a rewrite theory R ∈ RWTh0, for each state a and formula  ∈
GR(SP(Ω,L),Π) we have the following equivalences:
R, [t] |= A ⇔ R, [t] |= Aσ()
R, [t] |= E ⇔ R, [t] |= Eσ()
7 Model Checking of Infinite-State Systems
The best-known model-checking algorithms are developed for finite-state systems. They pro-
vide decision procedures for verifying the satisfaction of temporal or modal logic formulas on
a finite-state system starting at a given initial state (see [8] for a thorough overview). Model
checking of infinite-state systems is comparatively less developed. The known algorithms
typically assume some restrictions that allow a finitary, symbolic representation of infinite
sets of states, for example as sets defined by string or multiset grammars, tree automata,
and so on (see, e.g., [3,2] and additional references in [13]).
In this section I present two explicit-state model-checking procedures for strategy for-
mulas that: (i) make no restrictions on the system being model checked (except, for assum-
ing that it is finitely-branching and the transition relations are computable); (ii) work for
infinite-state systems (although they can as well be applied to finite-state ones); and (iii)
provide semidecision procedures for the satisfaction of strategy formulas on the infinite-state
system, beginning at a given initial state. That is, even when the number of reachable states
is infinite, if the strategy formula holds, the procedures will stop after a finite number of
steps with a verification of such a formula. If the property does not hold, the procedures may
either stop after a finite number of steps with a confirmation that it doesn’t, or may loop
forever. Furthermore, in Section 7.3 I explain how these model-checking procedures can be
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specialized to obtain semidecision procedures for the infinite-state verification of universally
and existentially quantified guarantee formulas in TRL and, dually14, for the falsification of
existentially and universally quantified safety formulas in TRL.
The key ideas have already been introduced in Section 6, since satisfaction of strategy
formulas has been defined in terms of satisfaction of strategy expressions on a system’s finite
computations. I now explain how they can be used to obtain the two semidecision procedures
for verifying universal and existential strategy formulas.
The first thing to observe is that the definition of satisfaction of a strategy expression
e on a finite computation (w, u) given in Section 6 is almost a recursive algorithm, which
allows us to decide whether (w, u) satisfies e, which I will often abbreviate as (w, u) |= e
leaving the rewrite theory R implicit. The idea is that we can view the clauses defining the
semantics of strategy expressions as a simple inference system, which asks oracles to answer
the decidable questions γ 6vA δ, and R, [t] |= b for b a test. For example, we can reinterpret
the semantic definition of sequential composition as an inference rule
(w[t], u) |= e ([t]w′, u′) |= e′
(w[t]w′, uu′) |= e; e′
where applying such an inference rule involves performing string matching on the sequences
of states and proof terms in a computation to decompose it into smaller subcomputations.
Similarly, the disjunction in the semantic clause of e | e′ corresponds to two inference rules,
one for each disjunct. Therefore, deciding the satisfaction relation (w, u) |= e is exactly a
proof search process in such an inference system. I say above that the semantic clauses, when
viewed as inference rules, give us almost a decision procedure, because this works in all cases
except one: we cannot naively translate the second clause for e+ as the inference rule
(w[t], u) |= e ([t]w′, u′) |= e+
(w[t]w′, uu′) |= e+
because in the case when w = u = nil we have an obvious looping situation. This, however,
can be fixed by allowing an inference step with this rule when w = u = nil to be taken only
once. We can do so by using not one but three inference rules to do the job of the above
rule for e+, namely,
+1 :
[([t]w[t′], u) |= e ([t′]w′, u′) |= e+
([t]w[t′]w′, uu′) |= e+
+2 :
([t],nil) |= e • ([t]w, u) |= e+
([t]w, u) |= e+
+3 :
[([t]w[t′], u) |= e ([t′]w′, u′) |= e+
•([t]w[t′]w′, uu′) |= e+
That is, we flag with a bullet a clearly potentially looping subgoal of type e+ resulting from
an inference step where the first generated subgoal was of the form ([t],nil) |= e. This cannot
happen again, since the next time the subgoal for e must necessarily involve a computation
with at least two states.
14 Because of the Boolean dualities, the self-duality of X, the duality between G and F, and the
dualities ¬(xWy) = (¬y)U(¬x ∧ ¬y) and ¬(xUy) = (¬y)W(¬x ∧ ¬y) (see, e.g., [24]), it is easy
to see that the negation of a formula in SR(SP(Ω,L), Π) is always semantically equivalent to a
formula in GR(SP(Ω,L), Π), and vice-versa.
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Since, except for this proviso about the second semantic clause for e+, the rest of the
translation of semantic clauses into inference rules is straightforward, I do not give more
details at this point. However, I give an even more general and fully formalized inference
system containing the one just sketched as a particular case in Appendix B. Decidability of
the satisfaction relation (w, u) |= e will then be guaranteed if this proof search process is
guaranteed to terminate.
Proposition 1. The search for a proof of (w, u) |= e always terminates after a finite number
of steps with either a proof of (w, u) |= e or failure.
Proof. We can show termination if we can associate a measure, with values in some well-
founded ordered set, to the proof goals (w, u) |= e and show that each inference step strictly
decreases such a measure, that is, each of the subgoals generated has a smaller measure.
Choose as measure µ((w, u) |= e) the pair (|w|, |e|+ 1), where |e| denotes the size of e as a
syntax tree, and as measure µ(•(w, u) |= e+) the pair (|w|, |e+|). Let us assume that such
pairs are ordered lexicographically. Note that, except for rules +1 and +3, all inference rules
decrease the value of the second component of the measure, and either leave |w| the same
or also decrease its size. The same holds true for the left subgoal generated in either +1 or
+3. But note that the size |w| of the number of states in the computation strictly decreases
for the right subgoal in both +1 and +3. Therefore, the measure of the right subgoal strictly
decreases in the lexicographic order for both +1 and +3. As a consequence, all inference rules
generate subgoals with a strictly smaller measure, and therefore the proof search process
necessarily terminates. 2
A second, intuitively obvious observation (needing, however, a mathematical proof) is
that if R, [t] |= Ae indeed holds, then we can verify such satisfaction by checking the
satisfaction of e on a finite set of finite computations. Let us then characterize such a finite
set. First of all, for each (pi, γ) ∈ Comp(R)∞[t] we can choose the smallest possible k(pi,γ) ∈ N
such that R, (pi, γ)|≤k(pi,γ) |= e.
Proposition 2. If R, [t] |= Ae, then the set of finite computations
{(pi, γ)|≤k(pi,γ) ∈ Comp(R)fin[t] | (pi, γ) ∈ Comp(R)∞[t]}
where k(pi,γ) ∈ N is always smallest possible such that R, (pi, γ)|≤k(pi,γ) |= e, is finite.
Proof. This can be proved by contradiction. Suppose this set is infinite. Then, using the fact
that any R ∈ RWTh0 is finitely-branching, that is, that for each state [t] there is only a
finite number of canonical one-step rewrites from it, we can prove the following lemma by
an easy strong induction on n ∈ N.
Lemma 6. If the above set {(pi, γ)|≤k(pi,γ) ∈ Comp(R)fin[t] | (pi, γ) ∈ Comp(R)∞[t]} is infinite,
then for each n ∈ N we can find a finite computation (w, u)n of length n such that: (i)
(w, u)n is a prefix of (w, u)n+1; and (ii) the subset of those (pi, γ)|≤k(pi,γ) in {(pi, γ)|≤k(pi,γ) ∈
Comp(R)fin[t] | (pi, γ) ∈ Comp(R)∞[t]} such that (w, u)n is a prefix of (pi, γ)|≤k(pi,γ) is infinite.
Using this lemma we easily reach a contradiction, because the sequence {(w, u)n}n∈N
defines an infinite computation, say, (ρ, ζ), where for each n ∈ N we must necessarily
have R, (ρ, ζ)|≤n 6|= e, since this follows from the observation that, by construction, any
(pi, γ)|≤k(pi,γ) in {(pi, γ)|≤k(pi,γ) ∈ Comp(R)fin[t] | (pi, γ) ∈ Comp(R)∞[t]} can never have a prefix
satisfying e, because of the minimality of each k(pi,γ). But of course then R, [t] 6|= Ae, which
is the desired contradiction. 2
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In summary, if R, [t] |= Ae, then the set {(pi, γ)|≤k(pi,γ) ∈ Comp(R)fin[t] | (pi, γ) ∈
Comp(R)∞[t]} is finite and provides a closed boundary of finite computations beyond which
we need not further explore any other computation to conclude that R, [t] |= Ae. This sug-
gests using depth-first search until e is first satisfied in each finite computation, backtracking
to eventually explore all branches. If R, [t] |= Ae indeed holds, the boundary is closed and
there is no escape, so we finish in a finite number of steps. Therefore, depth-first search
would provide us with a decision procedure that always answers true when R, [t] |= Ae, but
that in case R, [t] |= Ae does not hold would loop forever along an infinite computation
(pi, γ) whose finite segments never satisfy e without ever giving us any answer. We can do
better than that by observing that sometimes we can detect that no infinite computation
extending a given finite computation (w, u) will ever contain a finite extension satisfying
e. I then call (w, u) an e-dead node in the computation tree (essentially what for traces is
called a “bad prefix” in the literature). If we find an e-dead node, we can then return it as a
counterexample, proving that R, [t] |= Ae does not hold. Let me illustrate the notion of an
e-dead node with an example.
Consider the following rewrite theory R containing the constructor signature of the
Peano natural numbers plus a new sort State with constants a and b, and unary operators
c, d : Nat −→ State. R has no equations and has the following rules:
l0 : a −→ b
l : b −→ c(0)
l′ : b −→ d(0)
l1 : c(N) −→ c(s(N))
l′1 : d(N) −→ d(s(N))
















Fig. 1. Computation tree of the theory R rooted at a







does satisfy the strategy any ; l′; l′+1 and is of the smallest length possible in the lower branch
satisfying this strategy. Instead, c(0) or, more precisely, the finite computation
a
l0−→ b l−→ c(0)
is an e-dead node in the computation tree for e the above strategy, since we can deter-
mine that neither it, nor any of the computations extending it will ever satisfy the strategy.
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Therefore, our procedure should return this dead node as a counterexample to the satis-
faction of the universal strategy formula. Sometimes, however, although a formula does not
hold, no dead node can be found. Consider, for example, the universally quantified strategy
formula A any+; l′1. Again, the computation ending in d(1) is smallest possible along the
lower branch satisfying this strategy. But all nodes along the upper branch are “e-alive” for
this e, because the first occurrence of l′1 can always be postponed. Therefore, the envisioned
semidecision procedure would loop forever on this formula. Of course, for this simple ex-
ample other methods for disproving A any+; l′1 are easily available. We could, for instance,
define an equational abstraction R/Q of R by choosing as Q the single equation N = 0,
and then apply Theorem 2 with W = {l′1} in conjunction with Theorem 3, plus the obser-
vation that any+; l′+1 ≡ σ() for  the guarantee formula XFl′1 to disprove AXFl′1 with a
standard LTL model checking algorithm using Theorem 1. Or, perhaps more interestingly,
we could use a TLR∗ variant of the narrowing-based infinite-state model checking method I
have jointly developed with Santiago Escobar for CTL∗ [13] to easily disprove this universal
formula (see Section 9 for further discussion on the development of this narrowing-based
variant).
I hope that the above simple examples have given sufficient intuition about the notions of
e-dead and e-alive nodes. To define the intended semidecision procedure all that remains to
be done is to make those intuitions mathematically precise. The already-explained inference
system used to decide the satisfaction (w, u) |= e can be used for this purpose if we generalize
the proofs to what I will call proof schemes. Intuitively, a proof scheme is a partial proof
awaiting instantiation of some of its parts to hopefully become a full proof. The key idea
is that, when searching for a computation (w′, u′) such that (w′, u′) |= e, we can think of
each intermediate node (w, u) encountered during the search as an unfinished computation
described symbolically as (wW,uU), where W is a variable ranging over strings of states,
and U is a variable ranging over strings of proof terms. We do not yet know what W and U
can be; but could there possibly be some W and U so that (wW,uU) |= e? We can try to
answer this question by trying to prove (wW,uU) |= e symbolically. Any such proof will then
be a schematic proof (a “recipe” for a proof), so that when W and U are fully instantiated
we will be able to determine whether any of those proof schemes can be completed into an
actual proof. But of course we should avoid looping in searching for such schematic proofs,
which could happen because of the symbolic nature of our goals.
This can be achieved by imposing the restriction that the problematic subgoals in the
inference rules for e+ generating an e+ subgoal, as well as the problematic subgoals for
e generated by the inference rule corresponding to the second semantic clause for eU e′
(problematic because of the potentially unbounded number of such subgoals in a symbolic
situation) cannot be further developed unless the goal (w, u) |= e+ (resp. (w, u) |= eU e′) is
a ground goal, that is, w is an actual sequence of states and u an actual sequence of proof
terms, and therefore neither w nor u have any symbolic variables. The detailed inference
system, the method to instantiate the inference rules, and its termination are described in
Appendix B. Here I give a high-level summary of such a system and illustrate its use by
means of the already-discussed e-dead and e-alive nodes in the computation tree of Figure
1. Let me first discuss the modified version of the rule +1, which now becomes the rule
+1 :
[(xWx′, Up′) |= e ∅/(x′W ′, U ′) |= e+
(xWx′W ′, Up′U ′) |= e+
where x, W , x′, W ′, U , p′, U ′, and e are all mathematical variables that will be used
for matching against the rule’s conclusion a given goal such as (wW,uU) |= exp+, where
(w, u) is an actual computation, and exp+ an actual strategy expression not containing any
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variables. In this way we try to see whether the symbolic extension (wW,uU) of the actual
computation (w, u) could possibly satisfy the strategy exp+. The first thing to observe is the
empty set with a slash next to the second hypothesis subgoal to be generated. What this
notation means is that, if the exp+-type goal we are instantiating the inference rule to is not
a ground subgoal, that is, is not itself an actual computation not containing any symbolic
variables, then we give it the benefit of the doubt and we assume that we can prove that
subgoal, therefore eliminating it from our pending subgoals (vanishes, as indicated by the
∅ symbol). Otherwise, if it is a ground goal, we continue using the inference rule as usual,
which is indicated by the choice in that case of the second hypothesis after the ∅/ notation.
That is, the inference rule is conditional on the instance goal being ground or not, and
generates either one or two subgoals depending on the outcome of the condition.
I illustrate the use of the above and other rules with two examples below. But first let
me explain a few points about the variables in the rule and their instantiation. The variables
x and x′ range over states, and p′ ranges over one-step proof terms. W and W ′ range over
sequences of states and could be instantiated even to empty sequences. Likewise, U and
U ′ range over sequences of one-step proof terms and could also have empty instantiations.
The variables W and U in the extended computation (wW,uU) also range about strings
of states (resp. proof terms). I am using the overline notation to emphasize that they are
disjoint from (have different names than) the variables W , W ′, U and U ′. Note that the use
of these variables in the two subgoals implicitly assumes that |Wx′| = |Up′|, and |W ′| = |U ′|,
since this is required for (xWx′, Up′) and (x′W ′, U ′) to be well-formed computations. Rule
instantiation is performed by standard term matching of the strategy expression exp+ against
the term pattern e+, so that we get the instantiation e 7→ exp. The variables x, x′, p′,W ,W ′,
U and U ′ are instead instantiated by string matching. Furthermore, the variables x and x′
must match either an actual state or a symbolic state, that is, another state variable; and the
variable p′ must match either a one-step proof term or another one-step proof term variable.
The slightly subtle point is that, given a computation extension like (wW,uU), the variable
x′ could match not only one of the actual states in w, but also some symbolic state implicit
in the symbolic string variable W . Of course that symbolic state variable is not explicitly
there, nor is there an explicit symbolic proof term variable in U . So in this case we first
need to specialize15 the extended computation from (wW,uU) to (wW1xW2, uU1pU2), by
“splitting” the variableW intoW1xW2, and the variable U into U1pU2. Then, we can perform
the obvious string pattern matching with the rule’s variables x, x′, p′, W , W ′, U and U ′,
yielding the overall substitution: σ = {e 7→ exp, x 7→ w1, x′ 7→ x, p′ 7→ p,W 7→ wW1,W ′ 7→
W2, U 7→ uU1, U ′ 7→ U2}. Then, calling ζ to the substitution that first specialized (wW,uU)
to (wW1xW2, uU1pU2), we get the instantiated subgoals σ(ζ((xWx′, Up′) |= e)) and ∅, that
is,
(wW1x, uU1p) |= exp ∅
as the result of applying rule +1 to our goal (wW,uU) |= exp+, that is, in the symbolic
case we get a single resulting subgoal. Of course, different subgoals could also be generated
by applying the rule +1 to the same goal with a different matching. For example, if in the
extended computation (wW,uU) we have w = [t][t′][t′′], and u = γγ′, and exp+ = δ+, we
could, for example, specialize instead both W and U to nil , and then instantiate x to [t], x′
to, say, [t′], and p′ to γ would make everything ground and would give us the subgoals
([t][t′], γ) |= δ ([t′][t′′], γ′) |= δ+
15 As explained in detail in Appendix B, we can also have specializations to nil , to a single variable
of sort State, or to one such variable to the left or the right of a string variable.
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where now ζ is the “variable collapse” substitution ζ = {W 7→ nil , U 7→ nil}, and σ = {e 7→
δ, x 7→ [t], x′ 7→ [t′], p′ 7→ γ,W 7→ nil ,W ′ 7→ [t′′], U 7→ nil , U ′ 7→ γ′}.
The above discussion summarizes the general way in which we apply inference rules to
try to find at least one proof scheme, that is, a proof of a goal such as (wW,uU) |= exp+.
As shown in Appendix B, this process is always guaranteed to terminate. If we find at least
one such schematic proof, we call the computation (w, u) e-alive (in the above examples
for e = exp+, but in general for any e). Otherwise, if no such proof can be found, we
call (w, u) e-dead, and we can then guarantee that no further extension of (w, u) will ever
satisfy e (see, Corollary 2 in Appendix B). Let me illustrate this method of classifying nodes
as either alive or dead with the two node examples that we have already considered in
Figure 1. Consider, for example, the finite computation a l0−→ b l−→ c(0), and the strategy
e = any ; l′; l′+1 . This computation is an e-dead node because all attempts to build a proof
tree for (a b c(0)W, l0lU) |= any ; any ; l′+1 contain the failed proof tree
(a b, l0) |= any
♠ l vA l′
(b c(0), l) |= l′
. . .
(c(0)W,U) |= l′+1
(b c(0)W, lU) |= l′; l′+1
(a b c(0)W, l0lU) |= any ; l′; l′+1
where I have marked with a ♠ the failure node l vA l′. Note the . . . at the top of the
rightmost branch, indicating that this node could be further developed by using either of
the two inference rules for e+. But such further developments are useless, since we have
already failed in an irrecoverable way at the point marked with ♠ and all proof trees must
contain this failed node.
Consider the same finite computation a l0−→ b l−→ c(0), but now with the strategy
e = any+; l′1. Now this computation is e-alive, because we can develop the proof scheme
(a b, l0) |= any ∅
(a b c(0)W1x, l0lU1p) |= any+
p′ vA l′1
(xW2, U2) |= l′1
(a b c(0)W, l0lU) |= any+; l′1
Notice that two different variable specialization substitutions were needed in this inference
process: one to first apply the rule for e; e′ to the goal (a b c(0)W, l0lU) |= any+; l′1, by using
ζ1 = {W 7→W 1xW 2, U 7→ U1pU2} and another, in the second branch, to apply the rule for
δ to the goal (xW2, U2) |= l′1 by using ζ2 = {W 2 7→ y, U2 7→ p′}. For more details about
the proof system see Appendix B; here my aim has been to illustrate its use to classify each
node in the proof tree as either e-dead or e-alive. In turn, e-alive nodes are further classified
by whether they themselves satisfy e, in which case we call the node an e-success node,
or they do not satisfy e but one of their extensions could. Of course, this “could” must be
understood as an iffy possibility, since as already pointed out, for example all the actual
extensions of the computation a l0−→ b l−→ c(0) in the example of Figure 1 do in fact fail to
satisfy the strategy e = any+; l′1, but are all e-alive.
7.1 Model-Checking Procedure for Universal Strategy Formulas
The desired semidecision procedure for infinite-state model checking of universal strategy
formulas is now quite obvious, and has a straightforward proof of correctness based on the
results in Appendix B, which ensure that an e-dead node is really dead, that is, none of its
extensions will ever satisfy e. Let me first clarify terminology. The set of finite computations
Comp(R)fin[t] starting at state [t] has a natural tree structure associated to it: the root node
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is ([t],nil), and given a node ([t]w, u) ∈ Comp(R)fin[t] , its children are all nodes of the form
([t]w[t′], uγ) ∈ Comp(R)fin[t] . By the assumptions on R this tree is finitely branching, that is,
any node has only a finite number of children.
The semidecision procedure check([t],Ae, b) checks the satisfaction of R, [t] |= Ae by
performing an iterated depth-first search on the computation tree Comp(R)fin[t] . It works
in rounds of bounded depth-first search, where at each round the depth is increased by b.
At the nth round, with depth bound n · b, it inspects nodes ([t]w, u) with |u| ≤ n · b in a
depth-first manner and does the following:
– if ([t]w, u) is an e-success node, backtrack
– if ([t]w, u) is an e-dead node stop and return: “false: counterexample ([t]w, u)”
– otherwise,
• if |u| = n · b, then mark the current round as “extensible” (so that if no counterex-
ample is found later in the round a new round of search with depth (n + 1) · b will
be started), then backtrack
• if |u| < n · b, then explore each of the children of ([t]w, u).
If the round of search at depth n ·b is finished without ever reaching an e-alive node at depth
n · b which is not an e-success node, then stop and return: “true”.
A more detailed pseudocode description of this iterated depth-first search procedure is
given in Figure 2. In this pseudocode, iterated depth-first search has the usual implementa-
tion using a stack and two nested while loops: the outer to increase the depth of the search,
and the inner to perform depth-first search up to depth n · b in the nth iteration of the outer
loop. The outer loop will iterate until the value of the variable “extensible” becomes false.
That variable is set to false at the beginning of each iteration of the outer loop and is set
to true in that iteration if and only if: (i) no e-dead node is encountered; and (ii) there is
a node of depth n · b which is e-alive but is not an e-solution. Backtracking takes place in
exactly two cases: (i) when an e-solution node is found at any depth ≤ n · b; and (ii) when
a node of depth n · b which is e-alive but is not an e-solution is found. The variable “sol”
is initially set to the undefined value ⊥ and is used to store a counterexample “solution”
if one is found. The variable “k” stores the current search depth. The items pushed on the
stack are pairs of the general form (([t]w, u), n), consisting of a computation node and a
number n indicating that the search has been already propagated up to the nth child of
([t]w, u). The functions 1st and 2nd respectively extract the first and second component of
such a pair, that is, a computation and a number. They are stored on variable “current”
and “child#,” respectively. The predicates “dead” and “success” respectively test whether
a computation is e-dead or is an e-success node. There is also a function “next” that given a
number and a computation returns the nth child computation if one exists or the undefined
value ⊥ otherwise. If the outer loop terminates with no counterexample solution found, then
the procedure prints “true,” otherwise it prints “false” together with the counterexample.
The correctness of this procedure can then be stated thus:
Theorem 4. For any choice of a positive number b for the bound, the procedure check([t],Ae, b)
returns “ true” if and only if R, [t] |= Ae. Furthermore, the procedure returns “ false: coun-
terexample ([t]w, u)” if and only if there is an is an e-dead node in Comp(R)fin[t] , and ([t]w, u)
is one such e-dead node, witnessing the fact that R, [t] 6|= Ae.
Proof. (Sketch). The proof of correctness relies on the general proof of correctness of iterated
depth-first search to achieve the effect of a breadth-first search. This ensures that if an e-dead
node exists in the computation tree, the procedure will eventually find it. The case when
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procedure check([t],Ae, b)
S := empty ; extensible := true ; sol := ⊥ ; k := 0 ;
while extensible = true do
extensible := false ; k := k+b ; push (([t],nil , 0) onto S ;
while S 6= empty do
current := 1st(top(S)) ; child# := 2nd(top(S)) ;
if dead(e,current)
then sol := current ; extensible := false ; S := empty
else if success(e,current)
then pop S
else if |current| = k
then extensible := true ; pop S
else if next(child#+1,current) 6= ⊥









if sol = ⊥
then print “true”
else print “false: counterexample sol”
fi
Fig. 2. Infinite-State Model Checking Procedure for Universal Strategy Formulas
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the procedure returns “true” exactly correspond to the case characterized in Proposition
2, namely, that R, [t] |= Ae if and only if there is a “closed wall” of finite depth in the
computation tree Comp(R)fin[t] made up of e-success nodes. This is exactly the case when
the inner loop ends with the variable “extensible” set to false and with sol set to ⊥. 2
I would like to emphasize that in the description of the above semidecision procedure
I have consciously disregarded efficiency considerations. The emphasis, instead, has been
on giving a clear high-level description of the procedure that makes straightforward the
proof of its correctness. The point is not just the obvious observation that we are keeping
redundant information in the stack (just the longest computation and a list of numbers would
suffice). The key point is really the implementation of the “success” and “dead” predicates,
since a real implementation should not use the inference system in Appendix B to check
whether nodes are alive, dead, or success nodes. Instead, it should use this inference system
as a standard of correctness to verify a more efficient implementation. This is because the
tasks of checking whether a node is a success, dead, or alive node can all be folded into a
single, incremental task in a much more efficient way. In this regard, Narciso Mart´ı-Oliet,
Alberto Verdejo and I have recently developed an incremental, continuation-based approach
for these combined tasks, in which the inspected computation and the strategy “consume
each other,” so that in the end we have a set of smaller continuations to be evaluated on
the node’s children. The semantics of this continuation-based approach is itself based on
rewrite rules and will yield a much more efficient procedure than the procedure where the
computation of the predicates “success” and “dead” is based on proof search.
This rewriting-based, continuation approach is entirely analogous to what has been done
with the close relative of the strategy language presented in this paper, namely, Maude’s
strategy language, which was first prototyped with rewrite rules using Maude reflection [27],
and is currently being implemented by Steven Eker in C++ as part of the Maude implemen-
tation for even greater efficiency [12]. In a similar way, we plan to first prototype with rewrite
rules, using Maude reflection, the strategy language presented in this paper, as well as its
associated infinite-state model checking procedures. Ultimately, Maude’s strategy language
should be extended to include the one presented here as a subset, and this extension should
be supported directly by the Maude implementation for efficiency reasons. Of course, Maude
is just the tool we are using: the ideas are fully general, so that similar implementations could
be developed in other rewriting-based languages, or even in conventional languages.
7.2 Model-Checking Procedure for Existential Strategy Formulas
By definition, R, [t] |= Ee iff ∃ (pi, γ) ∈ Comp(R)∞[t] ∧ ∃ k ∈ N s.t. R, (pi, γ)|≤k |= e.
Therefore, if R, [t] |= Ee, then there is a depth k and a computation of depth k satisfying
e. We are therefore guaranteed to find such a computation by performing a breadth-first
search until we find it. Of course, if R, [t] 6|= Ee, then we will never find such a computation
satisfying e. However, we may devise a procedure that in some cases can verify R, [t] 6|= Ee
in finite time, even though the state space is infinite. The idea is very similar to the one in
the procedure to verify a universal formula Ae. In the universal case, the formula Ae was
satisfied if and only if the search algorithm encountered a “closed wall” made up entirely
of e-success nodes. Here, if we have not found any e-success node up to a certain depth,
and find instead a “close wall” at that depth or less made up entirely of e-dead nodes, then
we know that no e-success node can ever exists at greater depths in the tree Comp(R)fin[t] ,
and therefore we can safely conclude that R, [t] 6|= Ee. Of course, in general we may have
R, [t] 6|= Ee without being lucky enough to find a closed wall of e-dead nodes; therefore the
procedure in such a case will loop forever.
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Therefore, in a way entirely analogous to the one used for model checking universal strat-
egy formulas, the semidecision procedure check([t],Ee, b) checks the satisfaction of R, [t] |=
Ee by performing an iterated depth-first search on the computation tree Comp(R)fin[t] . It
works in rounds of bounded depth-first search, where at each round the depth is increased
by b. At the nth round, with depth bound n · b, it inspects nodes ([t]w, u) with |u| ≤ n · b in
a depth-first manner and does the following:
– if ([t]w, u) is an e-success node, stop and return: “true: witness ([t]w, u)”
– if ([t]w, u) is an e-dead node, backtrack
– otherwise,
• if |u| = n · b, then mark the current round as “extensible” (so that if no e-success
node is found later in the round a new round of search with depth (n+1) · b will be
started), then backtrack
• if |u| < n · b, then explore each of the children of ([t]w, u).
If the round of search at depth n · b is finished without ever finding an e-success node, and
without ever reaching an e-alive node at depth n ·b which is not also an e-success node, then
stop and return: “false”. A more detailed pseudocode description of this iterated depth-first
search procedure is given in Figure 3.
procedure check([t],Ee, b)
S := empty ; extensible := true ; sol := ⊥ ; k := 0 ;
while extensible = true do
extensible := false ; k := k+b ; push (([t],nil , 0) onto S ;
while S 6= empty do
current := 1st(top(S)) ; child# := 2nd(top(S)) ;
if success(e,current)
then sol := current ; extensible := false ; S := empty
else if dead(e,current)
then pop S
else if |current| = k
then extensible := true ; pop S
else if next(child#+1,current) 6= ⊥









if sol = ⊥
then print “false”
else print “true: witness sol”
fi
Fig. 3. Infinite-State Model Checking Procedure for Existential Strategy Formulas
The correctness of this algorithm can then be stated in the theorem below. Its proof is
entirely analogous to that of Theorem 4 and is therefore omitted.
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Theorem 5. For any choice of a positive number b for the bound, the procedure check([t],Ee, b)
returns “ true: witness ([t]w, u)” if and only if R, [t] |= Ee and R, ([t]w, u) |= e. Further-
more, the procedure returns “ false” if and only if: (i) R, [t] 6|= Ee, and (ii) every infinite
computation (pi, γ) starting at [t] contains an e-dead node of the form (pi, γ)|≤k(pi,γ) . 2
7.3 Infinite-State Model-Checking of Guarantee and Safety Formulas
I now show how the above semidecision procedures for model checking universal and exis-
tential strategy formulas can be specialized to verify (resp. falsify) guarantee (resp. safety)
formulas in TLR∗. Corollary 1 provides the desired specialization of the model-checking
semidecision procedures to semidecision procedures to verify universally and existentially
quantified guarantee formulas on infinite-state systems. That is, we model check such for-
mulas by model-checking their corresponding strategy formulas.
Note that, dually, the same procedures are semidecision procedures to falsify existentially
and universally quantified safety formulas. Indeed, since the negation of a safety formula
of the form Eρ ∈ ESR(SP(Ω,L),Π) is semantically equivalent to a guarantee formula
of the form A, the first procedure provides also a semidecision procedure to falsify the
safety formula Eρ by verifying the dual guarantee formula A. Similarly, since the negation
of a safety formula of the form Aρ ∈ ASR(SP(Ω,L),Π) is semantically equivalent to a
guarantee formula of the form E, the second procedure provides a semidecision procedure
to falsify universally quantified safety formulas. This is also very useful, because universally
quantified safety formulas are among the most common formulas appearing in verification
practice. This semidecision procedure then gives us a complete method to find any bugs for
such formulas whenever they fail to hold, even when the system is infinite-state. Indeed, the
finite computation verifying the negation of the safety formula provides a counterexample
falsifying the given universally-quantified safety formula.
In the Maude system, the verification of guarantee formulas of the form EFb, with
b a Boolean combination of state predicates, as well as the corresponding falsification of
invariant safety formulas of the form AGb, is already efficiently supported by the Maude
tool using its breadth-first search feature [9]. When a prototype implementation of the
strategy language defined in this paper, that is currently under development in joint work
with Narciso Mart´ı-Oliet and Alberto Verdejo, becomes available, it will become possible
to verify general guarantee TLR∗ formulas and falsify general safety TLR∗ formulas in the
manner described above.
7.4 Two More Examples
To illustrate the usefulness of verifying guarantee TLR∗ formulas and falsifying TLR∗ safety
formulas in infinite-state systems, I discuss a couple of examples.
The first example involves a variant of the fault-tolerant client-server protocol of Section
2 enriched with a cookie protection mechanism against denial of service (DoS) attacks. I
list below the new rewrite rules and explain both the changes in the state structure of
clients and servers and the meaning of the rules. Client states now have an additional fourth
component to store a cookie sent by the server, and use their fifth component to store the
server’s answer. Server states now have three components. The first is their name, the second
a counter, and the third is a database whose records are triples. Each triple stores a client’s
name, its cookie, and the answer given to the client. Initially the client has not yet asked
the question, so the triple’s third component is first a nil value. Given a database R and
a client name C, the operation R[C] extracts C’s triple if present, or returns ⊥ otherwise.
Likewise, the operations R[C]2 and R[C]3 extract the second and third components of C’s
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triple, respectively, or return ⊥ is such triple is not present. The operation R := (C, J,M)
updates the triple for C in R from its previous value to (C, J,M); if no such triple existed,
it adds (C, J,M) to the database. The operation rand is a random number generator used
to generate new cookies using the counter. Cookies are distinguished from other data in
messages using the cook constructor.
init : [C,S,N,nil ,nil ] −→ [C,S,N,nil ,nil ] S  init(C)
scookie : S  init(C) [S | K | R] −→ if R[C] == ⊥
then [S | K + 1 | R := (C, rand(K),nil)] C  cook(rand(K))
else [S | K | R] C  cook(R[C]2) fi
gcookie : [C,S,N,W,nil ] C  cook(J) −→ [C,S,N, J,nil ]
req : [C,S,N, J,nil ] −→ [C,S,N, J,nil ] S  (J, (C,N))
reply : S  (J, (C,N) [S | K | R] −→ if R[C]2 == J
then if R[C]3 == nil
then [S | K | R := (C, J, f(S,C,N))] C  (S, f(S,C,N))
else [S | K | R] C  (S,R[C]3)fi
else [S | K | R]fi
rec : C  (S,M) [C,S,N, J,W ] −→ [C,S,N, J,M ]
dupl : I  CNT −→ I  CNT I  CNT
loss : I  CNT −→ null
The meaning of the above rules is now quite straightforward. Using rule init , the client
initiates the communication with the server. Then, using rule scookie, the server sends a
cookie to the client, either by generating a new cookie and creating a record for C in its
database if no such record existed, or by reusing the existing cookie for C otherwise. The
gcookie indicates that the client updates its fourth component when getting the cookie; as
before, the variable W has sort DefaultNat , so it ranges over both natural numbers and the
nil element. When the client C already has the cookie, it can make its request to the server
S using the req rule just as before, except that now the cookie is added to the message
contents. The server’s reply using the reply rule is also as before, except that now it checks
in its database for C’s cookie. If either the cookie is not present or it does not match up, the
client’s request is dropped. If the cookie does match up and the answer had not been given
before, it is computed and sent; otherwise, the previously stored value of the answer is sent.
The rec rule is just as before, except that now the answer is stored in the fifth component.
The dupl and loss rules are exactly as before.
Security mechanisms provide varying degrees of protection, depending on the kinds of
attacks that they are supposed to protect against. It would be quite unreasonable to expect
that a DoS protection mechanism such as cookies could fend off a full-blown Dolev-Yao type
of attacker. However, we may wish to investigate whether a weaker attacker could still do
harm. For example, we can consider an attacker who: (i) can eavesdrop on messages to learn
both names and cookies; and (ii) can fake requests to the server using stolen identities and
cookies. We can specify such an attacker model with the following three rules:
learn.names : S  init(C) {P | Q | K} −→ S  init(C) {P, (S,C) | Q | K}
learn.cookie : C  cook(J) {P | Q | K} −→ C  cook(J) {P | Q, (C, J) | K}
fake.req : {P, (S,C) | Q, (C, J) | K} −→ {P, (S,C) | Q, (C, J) | K + 1} S  (J, (C, rand(K)))
where attacker states are triples with: (i) first component a set of pairs of names, with an
associative and commutative set union operator , with identity ∅; (ii) second component a
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set of pairs consisting of a name and a cookie; and (iii) third component a counter. Server-
client pairs are learned using the learn.names. Client-cookie pairs are learned using the
learn.cookie rule. These two pieces of information are then combined to fake requests with
the fake.req rule.
Although safety properties are typically expressed by safety formulas, it is sometimes
more intuitive to express them instead as the impossibility of a certain guarantee formula.
This is because the guarantee formula describes an attack scenario that we want to make
sure it cannot happen. Consider, for example, the following initial state: we have a server a
and a client b asking a question 7, and also the attacker, say with an initial state
[a | ∅ | 0] [b, a, 7,nil ,nil ] {∅ | ∅ | 0}
Something would have gone really wrong if sometime later a replied to b, b eventually got
the reply, but the reply was not the value f(S,C, 7). This attack scenario can be described
with the TLR∗ guarantee formula:
 = F(reply(a, b) ∧ F(rec(b) ∧ X¬(b val .is f(a, b, 7))))
where the parametric state predicate val .is is an operator val .is : Oid × Nat −→ Prop,
whose semantics is defined in the case when the client is present in the soup by the equation
C val .isM |= X [C,S,N,W,W ′] = (M ==W ′)
We of course wish that this scenario should never happen, that is, we want the formula ¬E
to hold. Equivalently, we want the following somewhat less intuitive safety formula to hold:
A(G(¬(reply(a, b)) ∨ G(¬(rec(b)) ∨ X b val .is f(a, b, 7))))
If in fact the above safety formula does not hold, we can effectively decide that it does not,
in a finite number of steps, by trying to falsify this formula. That is, by trying to verify
the existential guarantee formula E. This we can do by model checking its corresponding
translation as a strategy formula, namely,
Eσ() = any∗; (reply(a, b) ∧ any∗; (rec(b) ∧ any ; idle.¬(b val .is f(a, b, 7))))
As it turns out, this verification succeeds, yielding a counterexample, and giving us some
insight about the lack of protection of the cookie mechanism against this relatively mild type
of attacker. We therefore may wish to combine the DoS protection of the cookie mechanism
with some type of cryptographic protection to further harden our protocol, for example in
the way sketched at the beginning of Section 2. What the attacker does is to learn the pair
(a, b) when seen an initialization message, and the pair (b, r), with r a cookie, when seeing
the cookie sent back to b. Then it can ask a fake random question to a masquerading as b. If
this messages arrives to a before the real question from b, then a will give the wrong answer
to all subsequent requests from b.
Note that the state space of this example is infinite in several ways. First of all, because
of repeated requests and answers and duplication of messages, the number of messages in
the state can grow unboundedly. Second, even if we were to use an equational abstraction
to remove extra message copies, we would be left with the attacker’s counter, which can
grow in an unbounded way. Since random number generation assumes a bound, we could
get around this source of infinity and still produce an abstraction for this simple example.
The point, however, is that all such efforts to obtain a tractable finite-state abstraction,
and the associated theorem proving work to check confluence, coherence and preservation
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of state predicates for the abstraction, are not even worth it; since this simpler analysis of
the system specification has already uncovered a key flaw.
The above, DoS-resistant protocol example has illustrated the model checking of exis-
tential guarantee formulas to falsify their dual universally quantified safety formulas; this
is what we might call a “negative” application, since the emphasis, although performed
positively through the existential guarantee formula, is on the falsification of a universally
quantified safety formula. I now discuss another example, illustrating a “positive” application
of this kind of infinite-state model checking, namely, the actual verification of a universally
quantified guarantee formula. For this, we can revisit a variant of the fault-tolerant protocol
in Section 2 to get rid of the fairness assumptions in the formula
A(FairnessAssumptions ⇒ F rec(b))
stating (for b) the main property of the protocol, namely, that clients do eventually get a
reply to their questions from their server. Then the formula becomes A(F rec(b)), which is
a universally quantified guarantee formula and therefore, if the formula does hold for our
specification, we will be able to effectively decide that it does in a finite number of steps by
model checking the corresponding, universally quantified strategy formula
A(any∗; rec(b))
One way to get rid of the fairness assumptions is to introduce discrete real time explicitly
into the picture. During each time interval, only a limited amount of computation, both of
message sending and receiving, and of message deletion and duplication, can take place.
We can model this by assuming that only a finite number of messages can be sent by the
client during each time interval; and that the number of messages that can be deleted, resp.
duplicated, during a time interval is bounded. We also need to model time elapse. Time will
tick to the next instant when no more message sending, receiving, deleting, or duplicating
actions are possible in the given time interval. This suggests modeling the system state as
a pair {X | T}, where X is the soup of clients, servers, and messages, and where T is the
time of the system’s global clock, a natural number. Then the tick rule will be of the form
tick : {X | T} −→ {next(X) | T + 1} if enabled(X) 6= true
That is, it is a conditional rewrite rule that can only be applied if the condition is true. In
this case the condition is true if and only if the predicate enabled(X) —stating that some
message sending, receiving, deleting, or duplicating action can take place in the soup X—
does not hold. The soup next(X) expresses the effect of one time step on the state X. I
define below both enabled(X) and next(X) in detail; but first let me describe the modified
protocol rules:
req : [C,S,N,R, true,nil ] −→ [C,S,N,R, false,nil ] (R copies S  (C,N))
reply : S  (C,N) [S] −→ [S] C  (S, f(S,C,N))
rec : C  (S,M) [C,S,N,R,B,W ] −→ [C,S,N,R,B,M ]
dupl : I  CNT dupl(s(N)) −→ dupl(N) I  CNT I  CNT
dupl .quit : dupl(s(N)) −→ dupl(0)
loss : I  CNT loss(s(N)) −→ loss(N)
loss.quit : loss(s(N)) −→ loss(0)
As before, servers remain stateless. The client states have two additional components: (i) the
fourth component is now a rate R, a nonzero natural number, indicating the rate at which
the client is sending requests in a time interval; and (ii) the fifth component is a Boolean
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flag, indicating whether the client is allowed or not to send more requests during the given
time interval; the server’s reply is now stored in the sixth component. Rules reply and rec
are exactly as before, except that now client states have extra components. Rule req has
now the effect of the client sending R copies of the request message instead of just one. The
function copies is defined by the equations
s(0) copies I  CNT = I  CNT
s(s(N)) copies I  CNT = I  CNT (s(N) copies I  CNT )
where s denotes the successor function on natural numbers. The faulty environment is now
modeled by two little objects, called dupl and loss, whose states are counters (I assume only
one of each in the soup, but this does not matter: we could have several copies of each).
Each time the dupl object duplicates a message, it decreases its counter by one; loss does the
same each time a message is lost. The nondeterministic nature of the environment, so that
the number of message losses and duplications is not fixed, is accounted for by the dupl .quit
and loss.quit rules, since these objects, instead of keeping duplicating or losing messages can
quit at any time and go into their dormant state. Note that if no rule is enabled in the soup,
this necessarily means that the dupl and loss objects must be in their dormant states. The
counters in dupl and loss reflect the fact that in a given time period the amount of message
duplication and loss must be necessarily bounded. The only missing ingredients are now the
enabled(X) and next(X) functions. The enabled(X) predicate has the obvious definition (I
assume a single dupl and a single loss object in the soup):
enabled(dupl(N) loss(N) X) = if N +M == 0 then enabled ′(X) else false fi
enabled ′(X) = enabled .req(X) and enabled .reply(X) and enabled .rec(X)
enabled .req([C,S,N,R, true,nil ] X) = true
enabled .reply(S  (C,N) [S] X) = true
enabled .rec(C  (S,M) [C,S,N,R,B,W ] X) = true
Note the slightly subtle point that we only need to define the positive cases of this predicate.
To avoid adding “junk” to the Booleans, we can type the predicate enabled in a supersort
Bool? of Bool , overloading the and operator to also have sort Bool?.
We are left with defining the next(X) function. This function does three things: (i) it
resets the counters of dupl(N) and loss(N) to their prespecified nonzero bounds bdupl and
bloss; (ii) it resets the flag of any client to true and, furthermore, if the client has not yet
received an answer from its server, it increases the sending rate by one; that is, the client
adapts to an environment that it perceives as increasingly faulty by increasing its sending
rate; and (iii) it leaves all servers and messages in the soup untouched. Its definition is then
straightforward:
next(dupl(N) X) = dupl(bdupl) next(X)
next(loss(N) X) = loss(bloss) next(X)
next([C,S,N,R,B,W ] X) = if W == nil
then [C,S,N,R+ 1, true,W ] next(X)
else [C,S,N,R, true,W ] next(X) fi
next([S] X) = [S] next(X)
next(I  CNT X) = I  CNT next(X)
next(null) = null
I claim that the adaptive fault-tolerant client-server protocol I have just specified does
indeed satisfy the universal guarantee formula A(F rec(b)). The mechanical verification of
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this formula will become possible as soon as the first prototype of the strategy language
proposed in this paper and its model checking procedures become available. Note that,
again, this system is infinite-state in various different ways. First, even after the client
receives a response from its server, leftover messages can continue to be duplicated forever.
Second, the time in the global clock keeps increasing indefinitely. Third, the sending rate in
the client could potentially increase forever; however, the satisfaction of the above formula
A(F rec(b)) means that, for given duplication and loss bounds and a given initial state, the
client’s sending rate will not exceed a corresponding maximum.
8 Related Work
There is much related work on both state-based and action-based logics. This section is not a
survey, and I do not attempt to cover what is indeed a very vast field. I do however comment
on various logics that I view as most closely related to TLR∗. They break down naturally
into: (i) state-based logics; (ii) action-based logics; and (iii) mixed logics supporting both
actions and state predicates.
The connections to well-known state-based logics such as LTL, CTL, and CTL∗ (see,
e.g., [24], [8]), and to action-based logics such as Hennessy-Milner logic [21], and A-CTL∗
[36], have already been studied in detail in Section 4.4. In summary, all these logics can be
viewed as special cases of TLR∗, either in the literal sense of LTL, CTL, and CTL∗ being
sublogics of TLR∗, or in the sense of existing faithful mappings of tandems from Hennessy-
Milner logic and A-CTL∗ to TLR∗. As already pointed out, what this means is that TLR∗
conservatively extends and unifies all these logics, inheriting their respective advantages, but
overcoming many of their respective limitations.
Regarding other state-based logics, I would like to briefly comment on the Spatial Logic
for Concurrency of Caires and Cardelli [6,7], which is primarily a spatial modal logic for
process calculi in the pi-calculus spirit. The logic’s spatial features are based on basic pi-
calculus constructs, such as parallel composition, channels and messages on channels, hiding,
and so on. Since this logic has maximal and minimal fixpoints, it has some close relationships
to the modal µ-calculus. A comparison of the Spatial Logic for Concurrency of Caires and
Cardelli with TLR∗ is interesting because of the different use of spatial features in both
logics. Caires and Cardelli use spatial features only for state predicates and do not distinguish
between different actions, which are all handled by a single, unlabeled diamond modality.
Instead, TLR∗ uses spatial features for action patterns, while spatial features are not used for
state predicates. Skipping over the more technically involved spatial features of the Spatial
Logic for Concurrency, which have to do with the bookkeeping of names and freshness in pi-
calculus processes, the basic idea of spatial state predicates is very simple and is also shared
by separation logic [40]. For example, a parallel composition operator, | on states is also
made into a parallel composition operator on state predicates, so that p | q holds of a state s
if s is structurally equivalent to a state of the form s′ | s′′, so that p holds for s′ and q holds
for s′′. For somebody accepting the equation “concurrency = pi-calculus,” the logic of Caires
and Cardelli is indeed a state-based logic for concurrency. From a more ecumenical point
of view, it is a logic well suited for pi-calculus-like concurrent systems, which are particular
kinds of rewrite theories [45] making specific decisions about concurrency primitives.
Can the ideas of spatial state predicates and spatial action patterns be combined? They
can indeed, leading to an interesting and straightforward extension of TLR∗ which I have
chosen not to emphasize in an already quite long paper. However the key ideas of this
extension are easy to summarize. Call an equation t = t′ linear-regular if t and t′ have exactly
the same set of variables and no variable appears repeated in either t or t′. Usual structural
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axioms A like associativity, commutativity, and identity are linear-regular. Assuming that
the canonical term algebra has an associated signature Ω of free constructors modulo linear-
regular axioms A, a useful observation is that in the powerset Ω-algebra P(TΩ/A), the
operations on sets defined by: f(S1, . . . , Sn) = {f(x1, . . . , xn) | x1 ∈ S1, . . . , xn ∈ Sn},
besides being monotonic and
⋃
-continuous, do satisfy the axioms A. Let now Ω0 denote the
subsignature of Ω consisting of state constructors whose argument and result sorts are all
the sort State. Likewise, let A0 denote the subset of A consisting of axioms for the operators
in Ω0. Finally, let Ω̂ be the signature obtained by extending Ω with a disjoint copy Ω̂0 of
Ω0, where now the operators have sort Prop, and likewise let Â0 denote the copy of A0 with
variables of sort Prop. Then we can define the set of spatial state predicates by the equality:
SPProp(Π) = T bΩ/ bA0Prop and extend the satisfaction relation from ordinary state predicates
to spatial state predicates in the obvious way, namely, for each state constructor f ∈ Ω0 we
give a conditional equation:
f(x1, . . . , xn) |= f(p1, . . . , pn) = true if x1 |= p1 = true ∧ . . . ∧ xn |= pn = true.
Regarding various action-based temporal and modal logics, I refer the reader to a survey
by Mateescu [29], where, besides Hennessy-Milner logic and A-CTL∗, various other action-
based logics are both discussed in detail and compared with each other, including: (i) the
µ-A-CTL [14] extension of A-CTL∗, which adds to A-CTL a least fixpoint operator and has
the same expressive power as the modal µ-calculus; (ii) Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL)
[39,18]; (iv) the modal µ-calculus [22] (µL); and Dicky’s logic [11]. As already pointed out,
the closest analogue of TLR∗ among these logics is A-CTL∗, which can be viewed as a special
case of TLR∗. The most general action-based logic discussed in [29] is Dicky’s logic [11], a
logic even more expressive than the modal µ-calculus, which is itself more expressive than
A-CTL, PDL, and Hennessy-Milner logic (see [29] for a careful comparison). To the work
covered in Mateescu’s survey, I would also add the NPATRL logic [30] associated to the NRL
Protocol Analyzer. Since this tool uses backwards symbolic search to verify cryptographic
protocols, the NPATRL logic uses past temporal logic operators and event atoms.
The third class of logics to compare TLR∗ with are logics supporting both actions and
state predicates. First of all, two of the logics in Mateescu’s survey, namely PDL and the
modal µ-calculus are already in this category, since they support both state predicates and
actions. In some sense, the closest analogue to PDL in the work presented here is not TLR∗
itself but, instead, the strategy language and the strategy formulas presented in Section
6, which, although not having the same primitives or expressive power as PDL, can be
thought of as some kind of dynamic logic, which shares with PDL the general idea of using
regular expressions and of being interpreted on finite computations. Regarding the modal
µ-calculus, it is well-known that it can encode both CTL and CTL∗ (see, e.g., [8], [4]).
Therefore, more than a direct comparison with TLR∗, the best comparison rests on the
observation that, just as TLR∗ generalizes CTL∗, there is a similar generalization of µL to
a modal µ-calculus of rewriting µLR, whose syntax and semantics I sketch below. As TLR∗,
µLR is likewise parametric on the constructors Ω, labels L, and predicate signature Π of
a rewrite theory R. Therefore, we have a parametric family of formulas, where assuming
as before that Π ⊆ Ω, and the set of atomic propositions Prop(Π) = TΩProp , and using as
before the variables δ : SP(Ω,L), and p : Prop(Π), and assuming a disjoint set SVar of
variables X,Y, Z, . . ., that in the semantics will range over subsets of the set of states, plus
ϕ,ϕ′ : µLR(SP(Ω,L),Π), we have the following BNF-like syntax definition:
µLR(SP(Ω,L),Π) : p | X | ϕ ∧ ϕ′ | [δ]ϕ | ¬ϕ | νX.ϕ
where every free occurrence of X in νX.ϕ must occur positively, that is, within the scope
of an even number of negations. Other connectives are then obtained by duality: ϕ ∨ ϕ′ =
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¬(¬ϕ ∧ ¬ϕ′), 〈δ〉ϕ = ¬[δ]¬ϕ, and µX.ϕ(X) = ¬νX.¬ϕ(¬X). We can then give semantics
to the formulas in µLR(SP(Ω,L),Π) in a rewrite theory R ∈ RWTh0 with constructors
Ω, equational axioms A, labels L, and predicate signature Π, relative to an assignment
α : SVar −→ P((CanΣ/E,A)State) of a subset of states of R to each variable X in SVar as
a function [[ ]]α : µLR(SP(Ω,L),Π) −→ P((CanΣ/E,A)State) defined inductively as follows:
[[p]]α = L̂R(p)
[[X]]α = α(X)
[[¬ϕ]]α = (CanΣ/E,A)State − [[ϕ]]α
[[ϕ ∧ ϕ′]]α = [[ϕ]]α ∩ [[ϕ′]]α
[[[δ]ϕ]]α = {[t] | ([t]
γ
−→1 [t′] ∧ γ vA δ)⇒ [t′] ∈ [[ϕ]]α}
[[νX.ϕ]]α =
⋂
{S ⊆ (CanΣ/E,A)State | S ⊆ [[ϕ]]α[X 7→S]}
where L̂R is the obvious “Currying” of LR, that is, L̂R(p) = {[t] ∈ (CanΣ/E,A)State | E∪A `
t |= p = true}, and where α[X 7→ S] denotes the function that agrees with α everywhere
except for X, which is now mapped to S. The ideas in this paper could have been developed
for µLR instead than for TLR∗. My preference for TLR∗ is motivated by pragmatic reasons
of the kind already pointed out in Footnote 2. That is, although a more general tandem
is in principle better than a less general one, this may sometimes be counterbalanced by
pragmatic reasons like the fact that the formalism is less easy to use and/or algorithms
or proof methods have higher complexity. In the case of µL, the main issue in my view is
the nesting of maximal and minimal fixpoints which, while very expressive, makes it harder
even for many formal methods experts to pass from informal requirements to their correct
formalization as a formula in µL. Even CTL∗ suffers from a similar, but in my view less
severe, problem due to the nesting of universal and existential quantifiers in a formula: it
can convincingly be argued (see, e.g., [46]) that a formalism like LTL, while clearly less
expressive, by having a single universal quantifier at the top, has the advantage of being
considerably more intuitive. So, from a pragmatic point of view even TLR∗ is already in
what might be called a borderline situation in terms of ease of use.
Yet another line of work involves several extensions of either A-CTL∗ or A-CTL sup-
porting both actions and state predicates, including, e.g., [38,19].
The work most closely related to the one presented here, and indeed one of its sources of
inspiration, is that on VLRL, a Verification Logic for Rewriting Logic developed in [17,28].
Two common similarities are: (i) state-based predicates can be expressed in both logics (in
VLRL by means of functions that can observe the state); and (ii) both VLRL and TLR∗
support spatial action patterns (although of somewhat different forms). However, VLRL is
a Hennessy-Milner-like modal logic without temporal modalities. This is compensated for
by providing an interface that extends VLRL with some temporal logic operators. In this
regard, the TLR∗ solution is simpler (no such interface is needed) and, on the temporal logic
dimension, more expressive. A mapping from VLRL action formulae into LTL, similar in
spirit to the reduction from TLR∗ to CTL∗ given in Section 4.5, was presented in [37].
At a very high level, Lamport’s Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA) [23] and TLR∗ have
a similar motivation, namely, making actions first-class citizens. However, both method-
ologically and technically TLA and TLR∗ are very different. Methodologically, the division
of labor between a system specification logic and a property specification logic, proposed
in the Introduction and in Sections 3 and 4, to distinguish the complementary roles of
RewritingLogic and TLR∗ is flatly rejected in TLA, since TLA intends to serve both pur-
poses. In Lamport’s own words, in [23], he proposes TLA as:
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“a simpler approach in which both the algorithm and the property are specified by
formulas in a single logic.”
This has important technical consequences. The key one is that TLA builds into the logic a
shared variable, imperative programming model. That is, the states the logic formulas refer
to are maps from program variables to values; and the TLA formulas talk about such states
by making mathematical statements about program variables. To capture state change, the
usual technique of using primed versions of the program variables is adopted. Then, in
Lamport’s sense, an action is a predicate involving both primed and unprimed variables,
and therefore describing a set of pairs of states. For example, an assignment statement
x := y+1 is viewed as an action, namely, as the predicate between pairs of states defined by
the equation x′ = y + 1; then, a pair of states (σ, ρ) satisfies the action predicate x′ = y + 1
iff σ(y) + 1 = ρ(x). Although TLA is a logic of actions, its semantics, however, remains
state-based, in the precise sense of being defined over sequences of states. It is indeed what
I called in Section 2 a “possibilistic” semantics, so that an action A in Lamport’s sense
holds true of a sequence of states pi, which in my notation I would write pi |=3 A, if and
only if the pair of states (pi(0), pi(1)) belongs to the binary relation defined by A. For the
reasons explained in Section 2, as any other “possibilistic semantics,” TLA cannot distinguish
between two different actions that happen to relate the same pair of states: one would need
to add some kind of history variables to make such distinctions. At the logical level, the
atoms used are actions, and the logical connectives are just the Boolean connectives and
the LTL connective 2. Stuttering and fairness are also supported within the logic based on
such primitives. Although less expressive (on purpose, for pragmatic reasons) than LTL or
CTL∗ in its temporal connectives, TLA is however more expressive in other aspects by its
being a first-order temporal logic and by its support for actions. For somebody accepting
the equation “concurrent system specification = imperative concurrent algorithm,” TLA is
an attractive framework. But of course this is just a specific approach to concurrent system
specification with its own advantages and drawbacks.
9 Conclusions
I have explained the “system/property mismatch problem,” which plagues both purely
action-based and purely state-based formal specification tandems. I have then proposed the
RewritingLogic/TLR∗ tandem as a way to generalize and unify a wide range of action-based
and state-based tandems and avoid many of these mismatch problems. Although this is nei-
ther the first nor the only proposal for combining state-based and action-based formalisms,
it has a number of unique advantages. At the system specification level, rewrite theories
allow much higher level descriptions than either Kripke structures or labeled transition sys-
tems, support true concurrency, and allow easy combination of algorithmic and deductive
reasoning. At the property specification level, the generalization from CTL∗ to TLR∗ is so
straightforward as not to cause any additional ease-of-use problems. Indeed, the opposite
is the case, since action-based properties, requiring complex indirect expression in CTL∗
as well as cooking of system specifications, now become trivial to specify with expressive
action-based patterns and do not require any such cooking. At the algorithmic level, because
of the existence of a faithful mapping of tandems RewritingLogic/TLR∗ −→ Kripke/CTL∗,
TLR∗ properties can be model checked using CTL∗ model checkers at reasonable cost for the
formulas typically encountered in practice. I have also shown how for infinite-state systems
guarantee (resp. safety) TLR∗ formulas can be verified (resp. falsified) using model-checking
semidecision procedures that can also verify more general strategy formulas.
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Much work remains ahead. First of all, the mapping of tandems RewritingLogic/TLR∗ −→
Kripke/CTL∗ should be automated in a rewriting logic language such as Maude. This will
automatically provide a finite-state on-the-fly model checker for the LTLR fragment of TLR∗
using the Maude LTLmodel checker. Second, the rewriting semantics developed in joint work
with Narciso Mart´ı-Oliet and Alberto Verdejo for the strategy language of Section 6 should
be used to build a second model checker to verify (resp. falsify) guarantee (resp. safety)
TLR∗ formulas and verify strategy formulas on infinite-state systems. Third, the narrowing-
based symbolic model checking of CTL∗ properties of infinite-state systems proposed in [13]
with Santiago Escobar should be extended to model check in the same way TLR∗ prop-
erties. This extension seems very natural, since narrowing uses the labeled rewrite rules,
so that spatial action patterns are apparent in narrowing steps. This should provide yet a
third model checker for infinite-state systems, now supporting the entire TLR∗ logic. All
these tools should of course be integrated within a single model checking tool supporting
a wide range of model checking analyses of TLR∗ properties. Another topic worth investi-
gating is the relationships between the rewriting-based model checking of strategy formulas
and Grigore Ros¸u’s rewriting-based approach to runtime verification of both temporal logic
formulas [43] and regular expressions [42]. The straightforward extension of TLR∗ from the
propositional to the first-order level, not included here because of space limitations, should
also be spelled out. Similarly, more general notions of W -∆-simulation and bisimulation in
the spirit of [34] should also be developed. And of course, once one has a new logic, one
should use it and gather experience with it: like with pudding, the proof of a logic is in its
use!
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A Maude Specification of Rsp(ϕ) and R̂sp(ϕ) for the Protocol
Example
What follows is the Maude Specification, in the module CLIENT-SERVER-TRANSF, of the the
transformed theory Rsp(ϕ) discussed in Section 4.6 for R the client-server protocol example
in Section 2. The equational abstraction R̂sp(ϕ) of Rsp(ϕ) used to model check the LTL
formula ϕ˜ associated to the LTLR formula ϕ = A(FairnessAssumptions ⇒ F rec(b)) is
specified in the Maude module CLIENT-SERVER-CHECK-ABSTRACTION. This module, besides
adding the needed abstraction equation to make the sate space finite, and of adding extra
versions of the reply, rec, and loss rules to keep the theory coherent, also contains several
definitions needed for such model checking to be possible, including:
– the equational definition of the enabledness predicates used in the formula ϕ
– the parametric equational definition of the Just(δ) and Fair(δ) formulas for all relevant
spatial actions δ, as well as the explicit definition of the fairness assumptions in ϕ
– the general equational definition of the formula translation ϕ 7→ ϕ˜, and
– the definition of the initial state we want to model check.
The Maude notation to specify a rewrite theory R = (Σ,E ∪ A,R) is virtually a self-
explanatory typewriter font version of the triple (Σ,E ∪ A,R). The sorts, subsorts, and
operations of the signature Σ are specified with keywords sorts, subsort, and op. Likewise
an equation in E, resp. a rule in R, is specified with keyword eq, resp. rl. Instead, equational
axioms in A such as associativity, commutativity, and identity are specified together with the
corresponding operator by adding the assoc, comm, id: keywords to the operator declaration.
Note that Maude supports user-definable syntax, with underscores to indicate argument
positions. For example, the operator to define client states has syntax
op [_,_,_,_] : Oid Oid Nat Nat? -> Conf .
After the specification of these two Maude modules, a screenshot of Maude’s response
to the the model checking command to model check the formula ϕ˜ is also included.
load model-checker .
*** transformed version of the client-sever protocol for the spatial
*** actions in the LTLR formula FairnessAssumptions -> <> rec(b)
mod CLIENT-SERVER-TRANSF is protecting NAT .
sorts Oid Nat? Cnts Conf Action State .
subsort Nat < Nat? .
op nil : -> Nat? .
ops a b c : -> Oid .
op null : -> Conf .
op _ _ : Conf Conf -> Conf [assoc comm id: null] .
op _<-_ : Oid Cnts -> Conf . *** messages
op {_,_} : Oid Nat -> Cnts .
op [_,_,_,_] : Oid Oid Nat Nat? -> Conf . *** clients
op [_] : Oid -> Conf . *** servers
op tau : -> Action .
ops req rec : Oid -> Action .
ops reply : Oid Oid -> Action .
op {_|_} : Conf Action -> State .
op f : Oid Oid Nat -> Nat . ***unspecified
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var X : Conf .
vars C S I : Oid .
vars N M : Nat .
var W : Nat? .
var CNT : Cnts .
var A : Action .
rl [req] : {X [C,S,N,nil] | A} => if C == b then
{X [C,S,N,nil] S <- {C,N} | req(b)} else {X [C,S,N,nil] S <-{C,N} | tau} fi .
rl [reply] : {X (S <-{C,N}) [S] | A} => if C == b and S == a
then {X [S] (C <-{S,f(S,C,N)}) | reply(a,b)}
else {X [S] (C <-{S,f(S,C,N)}) | tau} fi .
rl [rec] : {X (C <-{S,M}) [C,S,N,W] | A} => if C == b
then {X [C,S,N,M] | rec(b)}
else {X [C,S,N,M] | tau} fi .
rl [dupl] : {X (I <- CNT) | A} => {X (I <- CNT) (I <- CNT) | tau} .





subsort Action < Prop .
op init : -> State .
op enabled : Action -> Prop .
ops Just Fair : Action -> Formula .
op FairnessAssumptions : -> Formula .
op tilde : Formula -> Formula . *** LTLR to LTL transformation
var X : Conf .
vars C S I : Oid .
vars N M : Nat .
var W : Nat? .
var CNT : Cnts .
vars A B : Action .
var P : Prop .
vars F G : Formula .
eq {X | A} |= A = true .
eq {X | B} |= A = false [owise] .
eq {X [C,S,N,nil] | A} |= enabled(req(C)) = true .
eq {X | A} |= enabled(req(C)) = false [owise] .
eq {X (C <-{S,M}) [C,S,N,W] | A} |= enabled(rec(C)) = true .
eq {X | A} |= enabled(rec(C)) = false [owise] .
eq {X (S <-{C,N}) [S] | A} |= enabled(reply(S,C)) = true .
eq {X | A} |= enabled(reply(S,C)) = false [owise] .
eq Just(A) = (<> [] enabled(A)) -> ([] <> A) .
eq Fair(A) = ([] <> enabled(A)) -> ([] <> A) .
eq FairnessAssumptions = Just(req(b)) /\ (Fair(reply(a,b)) /\ Fair(rec(b))) .
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eq tilde(A) = O A .
eq tilde(P) = P [owise] .
eq tilde(True) = True .
eq tilde(False) = False .
eq tilde(~ F) = ~ tilde(F) .
eq tilde(F /\ G) = tilde(F) /\ tilde(G) .
eq tilde(F \/ G) = tilde(F) \/ tilde(G) .
eq tilde(O F) = O tilde(F) .
eq tilde(F U G) = tilde(F) U tilde(G) .
eq tilde(F R G) = tilde(F) R tilde(G) .
eq (I <- CNT) (I <- CNT) = (I <- CNT) . *** abstraction
*** extra rules below added by coherence completion
rl [reply] : {X (S <-{C,N}) [S] | A} => if C == b and S == a
then {X (S <-{C,N}) [S] (C <-{S,f(S,C,N)}) | reply(a,b)}
else {X (S <-{C,N}) [S] (C <-{S,f(S,C,N)}) | tau} fi .
rl [rec] : {X (C <-{S,M}) [C,S,N,W] | A} => if C == b
then {X (C <-{S,M}) [C,S,N,M] | rec(b)}
else {X (C <-{S,M}) [C,S,N,M] | tau} fi .
rl [loss] : {X (I <- CNT) | A} => {X (I <- CNT) | tau} .
eq init = {[a] [b,a,7,nil] [c,a,17,nil] | tau} . *** initial state
endm
\||||||||||||||||||/
--- Welcome to Maude ---
/||||||||||||||||||\
Maude alpha88 built: Jul 20 2006 19:32:37
Copyright 1997-2005 SRI International









red modelCheck(init,tilde(FairnessAssumptions -> <> rec(b))) .
rewrites: 2711 in 150ms cpu (215ms real) (18073 rewrites/second)
result Bool: true
B A System for Schematic Proofs of Strategy Satisfaction
This Appendix gives a detailed account of an inference system that can be used to both: (i)
classify finite computations as e-alive or e-dead for a given strategy e; and (ii) check whether
a computation (w, u) is an e-success node, that is, satisfies e.
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To check whether a node is e-alive or e-dead, the process begins with a goal of the
form (wW,uU) |= e, with (w, u) the computation we want to check. However, to make the
inference process possible, so that the inference rules can be applied and the original goal
can be repeatedly decomposed into subgoals, the string variables W and U , and other string
variables obtained from them by earlier specializations, may be repeatedly specialized by
very simple substitutions of a “splitting” or erasing nature as I explain below. The upshot
is that, after a while, our goals no longer have the simple form (wW,uU) |= e, but are of
the more general form (wL, uL′) |= e, where L and L′ may no longer be string variables
but may instead be string expressions involving both various string variables (ranging over
strings of states in L and over strings of proofs in L′), and various variables for states (in
L) and for proofs (in L′), and having the general form:
wL = x0x0..m0W1..n1x1..m1W1..n2x1..m2 . . .Wk..nkxk..mkWk+1..nk+1
uL′ = p0..m0U1..n1p1..m1U1..n2p1..m2 . . . Uk..nkpk..mkUk+1..nk+1
where if w = [t0][t1] . . . [tm0 ], with m0 ≥ 0, x0 = [t0], and the string expression x0..m0 =
x0.1 . . . x0.m0 is exactly the ground string x0..m0 = [t1] . . . [tm0 ]. Instead, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the
string expressions xi..mi = xi.1 . . . xi.mi are made up exclusively of variables ranging over
states and are all different, i.e., xi.j 6= xi′.j′ , unless i = i′ and j = j′. Similarly, the the string
expressions Wi..ni =Wi.1 . . .Wi.ni are made up exclusively of variables ranging over strings
of states and are all different. Furthermore, W1..n1 and/or Wk+1..nk+1 could be the empty
string, so that w may be followed by x1..m1 and/or L may be ended by xk..mk .
In an entirely similar way (but notice the absence of an analogue for x0), if u = γ1 . . . γm0 ,
then p0..m0 = γ1 . . . γm0 , and for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the string expressions pi..mi = pi.1 . . . pi.mi
are made up exclusively of variables ranging over proof terms and are all different, i.e.,
pi.j 6= pi′.j′ , unless i = i′ and j = j′. Similarly, the string expressions Ui..ni = Ui.1 . . . Ui.ni
are made up exclusively of variables ranging over strings of proof terms and are all different.
Notice that we have L = W1..n1x1..m1W1..n2x1..m2 . . .Wk..nkxk..mkWk+1..nk+1 , and L
′ =
U1..n1p1..m1U1..n2p1..m2 . . . Uk..nkpk..mkUk+1..nk+1 , and the striking similarity in all respects
(including the length of each of the pieces) of the string expressions
x0..m0W1..n1x1..m1W1..n2x1..m2 . . .Wk..nkxk..mkWk+1..nk+1
p0..m0U1..n1p1..m1U1..n2p1..m2 . . . Uk..nkpk..mkUk+1..nk+1
I call such string expressions (involving states and variables ranging over states and strings
of states on the one hand; and proof terms and variables ranging over proof terms and strings
of proof terms on the other) homologous, and use the symbol ≈ to denote the homologous
relation. Likewise, L and L′ are homologous, denoted L ≈ L′. Notice that for 0 ≤ i ≤ k,
and 1 ≤ j ≤ mi, each xi.j (a state if i = 0, a variable ranging over states if i > 0) has a
corresponding pi.j (a proof term if i = 0, a variable ranging over proof terms if i > 0) which
is uniquely determined by xi.j and that I call its homologous proof term (resp, proof term
variable), denoted xi.j ≈ pi.j . Similarly, 0 ≤ i ≤ k, and 1 ≤ j ≤ ni, each each Wi.j has an
homologous Ui.j .
The basic specialization substitutions ζ will always map a single pair of homologous
string variables Wi.j and Ui.j in one of the following five ways, where the new variables
introduced by any of these substitutions are always assumed fresh, that is, they are always
different from any other variables previously introduced:
1. Wi.j 7→ nil , Ui.j 7→ nil
2. Wi.j 7→ x, Ui.j 7→ p
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3. Wi.j 7→ xW ′, Ui.j 7→ pU ′
4. Wi.j 7→W ′x, Ui.j 7→ U ′p
5. Wi.j 7→W ′xW ′′, Ui.j 7→ U ′pU ′′
It is then easy to check that if Q and Q′ are homologous expressions, with Q, resp. Q′,
containing homologous Wi.j and Ui.j (and where Q and Q′ may contain initial ground
parts), then, for ζ any of the above basic specialization substitutions, ζ(Q) and ζ(Q′) are
also homologous expressions.
Pieces of homologous expressions are also homologous expressions in a very natural way.
For example, we can order the pairs of indices (i, j) lexicographically. Then xi.j precedes or
is equal to xi′.j′ in the given string expression, which (leaving the string expression implicit)
I denote xi.j v xi′.j′ , iff (i, j) ≤ (i′, j′). Likewise, pi.j precedes or is equal to pi′.j′ in the
homologous string expression, denoted pi.j v pi′.j′ , iff (i, j) ≤ (i′, j′). Furthermore, in such
a case the string subexpressions xi.j . . . xi′.j′ and pi.j . . . pi′.j′ having xi.j and xi′.j′ (resp.
pi.j and pi′.j′) as beginning and ending points are also homologous. I use L|≤x, resp. L|≥x
to denote the substring of L whose last (resp. first) element is x. Obviously, if L ≈ L′ and
x ≈ p we have L|≤x ≈ L′|≤p, and L|≥x ≈ L′|≥p.
I am now ready to present the desired inference system. I take the rewriting logic point
of view of seeing an inference system as a collection of rewrite rule (see, e.g., [25]), because
I think that it makes the presentation of a somewhat involved inference system simpler and
more succinct than adopting the standard notation. That is, I will see an inference rule
G1 . . . Gn
G
requiring hypotheses G1 . . . Gn to prove G in a backwards reasoning way as a rewrite rule
G −→ G1, . . . , Gn
where , is an associative an commutative operator denoting union of goals. To make
explicit that a substitution affects not only the goal being rewritten, but may also affect
other goals in the set of current, unproved goals sharing some variables, I introduce a set
brackets operator { } that encloses all the goals, and an extra variable GS ranging over sets
of goals. Therefore, the inference rule becomes
{G , GS} −→ {G1, . . . , Gn , GS}
Finally, to make easier the bookkeeping of homologous variables to be specialized, I add a
little decoration to the set of goals {GS}, indicating the current pair of homologous string
expressions 〈L,L′〉, so I get
{G , GS}〈L,L′〉 −→ {G1, . . . , Gn , GS}〈L,L′〉
Technically, this just means that the set-gathering operator has now three argument sorts: a
set of goals, a string of states, and a string of proof terms, where the sort State is a subsort
of the sort of strings of states, and likewise the sort of proof terms is a subsort of the sort of
string of proof terms (thus the variables W and U , and the variables x and p in the smaller
subsorts). All this can be equationally axiomatized in a theory (Σ′, E′ ∪ A′) extending the
equational theory (Σ,E ∪ A) of the given rewrite theory R = (Σ,E ∪ A,R) where we are
giving semantics to the strategy expressions.
The inference system is now given by the rewrite rules below. Note the use of com-
mutativity in the rules for ∧ and | . I assume that all strategy expressions are in
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canonical form by the equations in Lemma 4. Some rule variants implicitly distinguish
between strategy expressions whose satisfaction involves a single state, and strategy ex-
pressions whose beginning and ending states are different. Therefore, in some rule vari-
ants a single variable x is used, with another rule variant using two different variables
x and x′ to mark the beginning and end states of a strategy e involving more than one
state. I use e, e′, e′′, and so on, for variables of sort strategy expression. Finally, the pred-
icate ground used in some of the conditional rules, which characterizes those terms that
are ground, has the obvious equational definition and needs only be defined in the pos-
itive case. For example, for R the theory specifying the system in Figure 1, the defini-
tion of ground includes the equations: ground(a) = true, ground(b) = true, ground(0) =
true, ground(s(N)) = true, ground(c(N)) = true, ground(nil) = true, ground(xyW ) =
ground(x ) and ground(y) and ground(W ), ground(pp′U ) = ground(p) and ground(p′) and
ground(U ), etc. Finally, when a subgoal reduces to either: (i) the check p vA δ that a proof
term p is an instance of the action pattern δ; or (ii) the check x |= b that a state x satisfies
a test b, I assume that these checks can be computed using the above-mentioned equational
specification (Σ′, E′∪A′) extending (Σ,E∪A), and that they evaluate to: (i) the empty set
of goals if the corresponding check succeeds; or (ii) the constant false otherwise. If a false
constant ever appears in the set of goals, such a goal set can never be further rewritten to
the empty set of goals, that is, can never lead to a proof.
idle : {(x,nil) |= idle, GS}〈L,L′〉 −→ {GS}〈L,L′〉
any : {(xx′, p) |= any , GS}〈L,L′〉 −→ {GS}〈L,L′〉
δ1 : {(xy, p) |= δ,GS}〈L,L′〉 −→ if ground(xy, p)
then {p vA δ,GS}〈L,L′〉
else {GS}〈L,L′〉 fi
δ2 : {(xy, p) |= ¬δ,GS}〈L,L′〉 −→ if ground(xy, p)
then {p 6vA δ,GS}〈L,L′〉
else {GS}〈L,L′〉 fi
∧1 : {(xW,U) |= e ; e′, GS}〈L,L′〉 −→
{(x,nil) |= e, (xW,U) |= e′, GS}〈L,L′〉
∧2 : {(xWx′W ′, Up′U ′) |= e ∧ e′, GS}〈L,L′〉 −→
{(xWx′, Up′) |= e, (xWx′W ′, Up′U ′) |= e′, GS}〈L,L′〉
; 1 : {(xW,U) |= e ; e′, GS}〈L,L′〉 −→
{(x,nil) |= e, (xW,U) |= e′, GS}〈L,L′〉
; 2 : {(xWx′W ′, Up′U ′) |= e ; e′, GS}〈L,L′〉 −→
{(xWx′, Up′) |= e, (x′W ′, U ′) |= e′, GS}〈L,L′〉
| : {(xW,U) |= e | e′, GS}〈L,L′〉 −→ {(xW,U) |= e,GS}〈L,L′〉
+0 : {(xW,U) |= e+, GS}〈L,L′〉 −→ {(xW,U) |= e,GS}〈L,L′〉
+1 : {(xWx′W ′, Up′U ′) |= e+, GS}〈L,L′〉 −→ if ground(xWx′W ′, Up′U ′)
then {(xWx′, Up′) |= e, (x′W ′, U ′) |= e+, GS}〈L,L′〉
else {(xWx′, Up′) |= e,GS}〈L,L′〉 fi
+2 : {(xW,U) |= e+, GS}〈L,L′〉 −→ if ground(xW,U)
then {(x,nil) |= e, •(xW,U) |= e+, GS}〈L,L′〉
else {(x,nil) |= e,GS}〈L,L′〉 fi
+3 : {•(xWx′W ′, Up′U ′) |= e+, GS}〈L,L′〉 −→ {(xWx′, Up′) |= e, (x′W ′, U ′) |= e+, GS}〈L,L′〉
if ground(xWx′W ′, Up′U ′)
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U1 : {(xW,U) |= eU e′, GS}〈L,L′〉 −→ {(xW,U) |= e′, GS}〈L,L′〉
U2 : {(x0 . . . xnW,p1 . . . pnU) |= eU e′, GS}〈L,L′〉 −→
{(x0 . . . y0, p1 . . . q0) |= e, . . . , (xn−1 . . . yn−1, pn . . . qn−1) |= e, (xn . . . yn, U |≤qn) |= e′, GS}〈L,L′〉
if ground(x0 . . . xnW,p1 . . . pnU) ∧
∧ ∃ y0 . . . yn, ∃ q0 . . . qn, ∃ j s.t . x0 @ y0 ∧
^
1≤i≤n
xi v yi, ∧
^
0≤i≤n
xi ≈ qi ∧ (xj . . . xnW )|≥yj = yj
U3 : {(x0 . . . xnW,p1 . . . pnU) |= eU e′, GS}〈L,L′〉 −→
{(x0,nil) |= e, (x1 . . . y1, p2 . . . q1) |= e, . . . , (xn−1 . . . yn−1, pn . . . qn−1) |= e, (xn . . . yn, U |≤qn) |= e′, GS}〈L,L′〉
if ground(x0 . . . xnW,p1 . . . pnU) ∧
∧ ∃ y1 . . . yn, ∃ q1 . . . qn, ∃ j s.t .
^
1≤i≤n
xi v yi, ∧
^
1≤i≤n
xi ≈ qi ∧ (xj . . . xnW )|≥yj = yj
U4 : {(xWx′W ′x′′W ′′, Up′U ′p′′U ′′) |= eU e′, GS}〈L,L′〉 −→ {(x′W ′x′′, U ′p′′) |= e′, GS}〈L,L′〉
if ground(xWx′W ′x′′W ′′, Up′U ′p′′U ′′) 6= true
U5 : {(xWx′W ′, Up′U ′) |= eU e′, GS}〈L,L′〉 −→ {(x′,nil) |= e′, GS}〈L,L′〉
if ground(xWx′W ′, Up′U ′) 6= true
. 1 : {(x,nil) |= e.b,GS}〈L,L′〉 −→ if ground(x)
then {(x,nil) |= e, x |= b,GS}〈L,L′〉
else {(x,nil) |= e,GS}〈L,L′〉 fi
if b 6= ⊥
. 2 : {(xWx′, Up′) |= e.b,GS}〈L,L′〉 −→ if ground(xWx′, Up)
then {(xWx′, Up′) |= e, x′ |= b,GS}〈L,L′〉
else {(xWx′, Up′) |= e,GS}〈L,L′〉 fi
if b 6= ⊥
. 3 : {(xW,U) |= e.⊥, GS}〈L,L′〉 −→ {false, GS}〈L,L′〉
Note that rules δ1, δ2 are rule schemes, since we have two such rules for each δ ∈ SP(Ω,L).
Likewise, rules U2 and U3 are also rule schemes, since the value of n is any natural number
n ≥ 1. However, since U2 and U3 can only be applied to ground goals, the choice of n in
such an application of these rules cannot exceed the number of states in the computation
plus 1. The only difference between U2, and U3 is in whether satisfaction of e starting at x0
involves a different ending state or ends at x0 itself. Rules U4 and U5 cope with the potentially
unbounded number of states n+1 in U2 and U3, which would indeed become unbounded in a
symbolic reasoning situation, by giving the benefit of the doubt to the satisfaction conditions
for e (they remain implicit) and focusing instead on the satisfaction of e′. They resemble
the similar optimism of rules +1, +2, δ1, and δ2 in the non-ground case. The existential
quantifiers in the conditions of U2 and U3 are syntactic sugar for equational conditions t = t′,
where t′ has extra variables. In Maude, such conditions are denoted t := t′ and are called
“matching conditions” [9]. For example, in rule U2, the quantifier ∃y0, together with the
condition x0 @ y0 can be simultaneously captured by the matching condition x0 . . . xnW :=
x0W
′y0W ′′. All the other relations and string-manipulating operations involved can also
be equationally axiomatized. For example, the x v y relation is really a ternary predicate
x v y in L, defined with equations x v x in LxL′ = true, and x v y in LxL′yL′′ = true.
In summary, therefore, the above inference system is a conditional rewrite theory with an
infinite set of rules, because of the rule schemes δ1, δ2, U2 and U3.
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We always begin with a symbolic goal of the form {(wW,uU) |= sexp}〈W,U〉, with (w, u)
an actual computation and sexp an actual strategy expression. As the inference process
advances, this original goal will be transformed into a set of subgoals of the general form16
{(xP, P ′) |= sexp′, GS}〈H,H′〉 where in each subgoal (xP, P ′) |= sexp′ in the set of goals, sexp′
will be a subexpression of sexp, x may be either a state or a variable ranging over states, P ≈
P ′,H ≈ H ′, and P, P ′ are homologous string subexpressions ofH,H ′. Each of the above rules
is applied as follows to a set of goals of the above general form {(xP, P ′) |= sexp′, GS}〈H,H′〉
(which includes the case of a starting goal {(wW,uU) |= sexp}〈W,U〉 as a special case), by:
(i) choosing a goal in the set (in this case we just choose (xP, P ′) |= sexp′), and (ii) choosing
a rewrite rule17 l : {G |= e,GS}〈L,L′〉 −→ {G1 |= e1, . . . , Gn |= en, GS}〈L.L′〉 among those
above such that sexp′ matches the strategy expression pattern e in the rule, and proceeding
as follows:
1. If the chosen goal (xP, P ′) |= sexp′ is a ground goal (in which case could be of the special
“bullet” form •(xP, P ′) |= sexp′+), we just try to apply the chosen rewrite rule18 to it
in all possible ways (but focusing still on the same chosen goal).
2. Otherwise, we try to apply the rewrite rule l in all possible ways (but focusing still on the
same chosen goal as before) to all the substitution instances of the form α({(xP, P ′) |=
sexp′, GS}〈H,H′〉), where α = µ ◦ τ is obtained as follows:
– If l ∈ {idle,∧1, , 1, | ,+0,+2,U1, . 1, . 3}, then τ is the identity substitution.
– If l ∈ {idle, δ1, δ2,∧2, , 2, | ,+1,U5, . 2}, then τ is either the identity substitution
or a specialization substitution ζ of type 2–5 applied to any two homologous variables
Wi.j and Ui.j in the homologous string expressions P ≈ P ′.
– If l = U4, then τ is either the identity substitution, or τ = ζ1, or τ = ζ1◦ζ2, where: ζ1
is a specialization substitution of type 2–5 applied to any two homologous variables
Wi.j and Ui.j in the homologous string expressions P ≈ P ′; and ζ2 is a specialization
substitution of type 2–5 applied to any two homologous variables W ′i′.j′ and U
′
i′.j′ in
the homologous string expressions ζ1(P ) ≈ ζ1(P ′).
– µ is the composition of zero, one, or more “variable- collapsing” substitutions ζ of
type 1 applied to any two homologous variables Wi.j and Ui.j in the homologous
string expressions P ≈ P ′ (but we of course always choose a different pair, since
previous pairs will have already vanished).
Then, by definition, one inference step, denoted
{(xP, P ′) |= sexp′, GS}〈H,H′〉 l α θ({G1 |= e1, . . . , Gn |= en, GS}〈L.L′〉)
transforms the set of goals using rule l and substitutions α and θ, where:
– θ is a matching substitution (modulo the appropriate axioms A) matching α({(xP, P ′) |=
sexp′, GS}〈H,H′〉) with the lefthand side of l, that is, θ({G |= e,GS}〈L,L′〉) =A α({(xP, P ′) |=
sexp′, GS}〈H,H′〉), so that then θ({G1 |= e1, . . . , Gn |= en, GS}〈L.L′〉) is the result of
rewriting α({(xP, P ′) |= sexp′, GS}〈H,H′〉) with l.
– θ is furthermore a homologous matching substitution. That is:
16 Note that some false constants might also be present in the set of goals, indicating a failed proof
search attempt.
17 By transforming each rule using if − then− else− fi into two conditional rules, all the above
rules have this format. For the sake of a simpler exposition I adopt this simpler general format.
18 Modulo, of course, all the axioms of associativity and/or commutativity, and/or identity for the
various operators involved.
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• If l ∈ {idle, δ1, δ2,∧2, , 2, | ,+1,U5, . 2}, then the variables x′ and p′ in {G |=
e,GS}〈L,L′〉 are instantiated by θ to homologous elements of P, P ′ in α({(xP, P ′) |=
sexp′, GS}〈H,H′〉).
• If l = U4, then the pairs of variables x′ and p′, and x′′ and p′′ in {G |= e,GS}〈L,L′〉 are
both instantiated by θ to homologous elements of P, P ′ in α({(xP, P ′) |= sexp′, GS}〈H,H′〉).
In other words, an inference step is just a specialized form of narrowing the set of goals
{(xP, P ′) |= sexp′, GS}〈H,H′〉 with the above inference rules modulo the axioms A.
Note that for this inference process to be well-defined, we need to check that our rewrite
rules, when applied with homologous substitutions, are themselves homology-preserving.
That, is, beginning with an initial goal {(wW,uU) |= sexp}〈W,U〉, we always obtain sets
of goals of the general form {(xP, P ′) |= sexp′, GS}〈H,H′〉 where H ≈ H ′, and in each
subgoal (xP, P ′) |= sexp′ in the set of of goals, P ≈ P ′, and P, P ′ are homologous string
subexpressions of H,H ′. This can be proved by an easy, but somewhat tedious, induction
on the number of inference steps. The bit about H ≈ H ′ follows trivially from the fact that
specialization substitutions ζ are homology-preserving. I illustrate the reasoning for the case
of the rule ; 2 and leave the checking for the other rules and the rest of the inductive proof of
homology preservation as an exercise. We are rewriting with a matching substitution θ a set
of goals of the form {(xP, P ′) |= sexp′; sexp′′, GS}〈H,H′〉, where by the induction hypothesis
H ≈ H ′, P ≈ P ′, and P, P ′ are homologous string subexpressions of H,H ′. Since θ is itself
a homologous substitution, θ(x′) and θ(p′) are homologous elements in P, P ′. Therefore, we
have P |≤θ(x′) ≈ P ′|≤θ(p′), and P |>θ(x′) ≈ P ′|>θ(p′), Now just observe that θ(Wx′) = P |≤θ(x′)
and θ(Up′) = P ′|≤θ(p′); and that, similarly, θ(W ′) = P |>θ(x′) and θ(U ′) = P ′|≤θ(p′).
That our inference process terminates is now easy to show:
Proposition 3. Beginning with a singleton goal set B0 = {(wW,uU) |= sexp}〈W,U〉, all
chains of inference steps
B0
l1 α1 B1
l2 α2 . . . Bn
ln+1 αn+1 Bn+1 . . .
are terminating.
Proof. By Proposition 1, if in any such sequence we ever reach a Bn containing a ground
subgoal, then any further inference steps in which such a subgoal and the subgoals it gen-
erates are chosen for rewriting must terminate. Therefore, it is enough to focus on the
non-ground subgoals, say, G1, . . . , Gk, present in Bn and their corresponding strategy ex-
pressions e1, . . . , ek. We can then associate to Bn as a measure µ(Bn) the multiset of natural
numbers |e1|, . . . , |ek|, where such multisets can be ordered using the usual multiset order
extension of the order on natural numbers. It is then enough to show, by inspection of our
rewrite rules, that any inference step Bn
ln+1 αn+1 Bn+1, say focusing on the non-ground
subgoal Gi, such that αn+1(Gi) is also non-ground is such that µ(Bn) > µ(Bn) in the mul-
tiset ordering, essentially because the strategy expressions generated by the rule application
are then always of strictly smaller size than the one we focused on. 2
By definition, given a strategy expression e, we call a computation (w, u) e-alive if from
{(wW,uU) |= e}〈W,U〉 we can deduce the empty set of goals { }〈H,H′〉 by the above inference
process for some H ≈ H ′. Otherwise, (w, u) is called e-dead. Notice that e-success com-
putations, that is, computations (w, u) such that (w, u) |= e, are a special case of e-alive
computations, since if (w, u) |= e, then we can begin with {(wW,uU) |= e}〈W,U〉 and im-
mediately collapse W and U by the specialization ζ = {W 7→ nil , U 7→ nil} and are then
guaranteed to reach the empty set of goals { }〈nil,nil〉.
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A key property satisfied by e-alive computations is that if a computation is e-alive, then
any of its ancestor computations is also e-alive. That is, we have,
Proposition 4. Let (w, u) and (ww′, uu′) be finite computations in R. Then, for any strat-
egy expression e, if (ww′, uu′) is e-alive, then (w, u) is also e-alive.
Proof. (Sketch). By induction on |w| we can reduce to the case where (w, u) is extended
to (w[t], uγ) and (w[t], uγ) is e-alive, that is, we have a chain of inference steps from
{(w[t]W,uγU) |= e}〈W,U〉 reaching the empty set of goals { }〈H,H′〉 for some H ≈ H ′.
We can then reason by noetherian induction on our terminating narrowing relation  to
show, as usual for more general narrowing sequences, that we can mimic any narrowing
step Bn
ln+1 αn+1 Bn+1 focusing on a non-ground subgoal Gi, such that αn+1(Gi) is also
non-ground, in an inference sequence starting from B0 = {(w[t]W,uγU) |= e}〈W,U〉, by a
more general narrowing step Am
ln+1 βm+1 Am+1 in an inference sequence starting from
A0 = {(wW,uU) |= e}〈W,U〉, where if, say, variables x′ and p′ in rule ln+1 (the same rule
ln+1 is used in both cases, but we may have m 6= n because of extra steps involving ground
goals in the sequence for {(w[t]W,uγU) |= e}〈W,U〉) were instantiated to [t] and γ, then in
the more general step Am
ln+1 βm+1 Am+1 they are instead instantiated to symbolic variables
x and p. 2
Corollary 2. Let (w, u) be a computation in R. If (w, u) is e-dead, and (ww′, uu′) is also
a computation in R, then (ww′, uu′) is also e-dead.
Proof. Suppose that (ww′, uu′) is e-alive. Then (w, u) is also e-alive, contradicting the as-
sumption that (w, u) was e-dead. 2
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